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Abstract

Despite widespread scholarly interest in media globalization in East Asia and the Asia Pacific region, there has been very little attention paid to the circulation of independent screen media. This thesis aims to address this gap by examining three sites and processes of non-mainstream screen distribution and exhibition: a non-profit film distributor in Hong Kong, a diasporic film festival in Toronto, and a non-collecting gallery in Vancouver. Using a scavenger methodology and through empirical research, the thesis reveals how these sites have responded proactively to opportunities and threats posed by deregulation, privatization, and the rise of Asia. Unlike governments or media conglomerates, however, these sites have not been driven by competition and profit-seeking, but by a commitment to social and political transformation. The study highlights the sites’ adoption of a minor transnational strategy—a linking together of peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups to other peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups—as an alternative within globalism and regionalization. It argues that minor transnational practices depend first on “independent sole traders”—educational migrants and cultural workers who broker the movement of media within and across marginal groups—and second, on minor-to-minor distribution and exhibition circuits that are contingent and dispersed. By staging cultural connections and exchanges within and between peripheries, these sites have led to the production of new identities, such as queer Asian, and social imaginaries, such as an “imagined community of indies,” that exceed the logics of the market and the neoliberal nation-state.
**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APEC</td>
<td>Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APFC</td>
<td>Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada</td>
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<td>CCA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIAPF</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKADC</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKAFF</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKAIFF</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKIndieFF</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKIFF</td>
<td>Hong Kong International Film Festival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ifva</td>
<td>Incubator for Film and Visual Media in Asia (formerly Hong Kong Independent Short Film and Video Awards)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKLCS</td>
<td>Hong Kong Leisure and Cultural Services Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKTEDO</td>
<td>Hong Kong Trade and Economic Development Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDAAR</td>
<td>International Network for Diasporic Asian Art Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFB</td>
<td>National Film Board of Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIFF</td>
<td>Toronto International Film Festival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAIFF</td>
<td>Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAG</td>
<td>Vancouver Art Gallery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEC</td>
<td>Ying E Chi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Introduction

This thesis examines three sites of alternative screen circulation in the Asia Pacific region—a non-profit film distributor in Hong Kong, a themed film festival in Toronto, and a non-collecting gallery in Vancouver—at the turn of the 20th century. Its aim is to shed light upon the efforts of educational migrants and cultural workers to actively participate in processes of media globalization and the growing influence of Asia, and particularly China. Through empirical research, the thesis identifies and analyzes a strategic response to globalization that is distinct from, yet also overlaps with, both globalism, epitomized by global Hollywood, and regionalism, for example as practiced by the screen industries or creative industries in Europe and East Asia. The defining feature of this minor transnational strategy is the forging of cross-border linkages on the part of peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups with other peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups. As a result of these peripheral-to-peripheral networks, it is claimed that new forms of identification and belonging have emerged within cultural margins that re-imagine alternatives to dominant spatial and social relations.

Despite growing academic interest in media globalization in East Asia or the Asia Pacific region, current scholarship in the field fails to take non-commercial media and independent culture into consideration. This is acknowledged by several influential scholars themselves. For example, Michael Curtin, in his book, *Playing to the World’s Biggest Audience: the Globalization of Chinese Film and TV*, concedes that his framework of media capital “emphasizes popular media ... over experimental art forms or alternative modes of expression.”¹ For its part, Darrell William Davis and Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh’s *East Asian Screen Industries* makes reference to several film festivals of regional stature, such as the Yamagata International Documentary Film Festival and Taiwan’s Women Make Waves Film and Video Festival, but does not address the independent mode per se.² This is
because the screen industries perspective primarily emphasizes the activities of political and economic elites, that is, governments and conglomerates.

Similarly, despite a sizeable body of literature about culturally Chinese migration under globalization, the most influential work of which is Aihwa Ong’s *Flexible Citizenship: The Cultural Logics of Transnationality*, current scholarship fails to take creative migration into consideration. Instead, it focuses overwhelmingly on business migration, to the extent that the literature risks generalizing and caricaturing all Chinese migrants as upwardly mobile entrepreneurs. Once again, Curtin observes that “creative labour is motivated by aesthetic innovations as well as market considerations,” and that “understanding patterns of creative migration requires looking beyond the logic of accumulation.” This oversight is largely due to the fact that scholars of economic globalization primarily emphasize processes of deregulation, privatization, and the free flow of capital.

Thus, independent screen media are largely absent from the globalization literature. This is unfortunate given that these particular modes and genres of media, for example short films and video art, independent documentaries, and low-budget feature narrative films without genres or recognizable stars, often express the perspectives of non-elites. Within particular national contexts, for example China, independent media are being acknowledged as a new creative and cultural force. However, there has been very little attempt to understand how these media move beyond their countries of origin in non-commercial or unofficial ways. With respect to migrant cinema or accented cinema, the prevailing tendency has been to understand these films and videos as primarily moving between the twin poles of a so-called “old world” or homeland and “new world” or host land.

As a result of these conceptual blind spots (and I will argue later, methodological limitations), there has been no systematic study of independent or peripheral screen cultures in the Asia Pacific region from an
explicitly transnational perspective. My research seeks to address this gap through an in-depth analysis of three particular cases of non-mainstream screen distribution and exhibition in the Asia Pacific and the role of culturally Chinese creative migrants in their functioning: Ying E Chi, a non-profit film distributor in Hong Kong, the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival (TRAIFF), a diasporic film festival in Toronto, and the Vancouver International Centre for Contemporary Asian Art, a non-collecting art gallery in Vancouver.

The study asks:

• How do we explain the increased circulation of screen media in the Asia Pacific that are independent in their mode of production and alternative in their perspective, that is, non-commercial and non-mainstream?

• What is the character of these alternative practices of distribution and exhibition? How does this minor transnational strategy operate?

• How should we assess the implications of the intensified movement of these particular screen media across borders?

To answer these questions, the research adopted a scavenger methodology, an approach that “uses different methods to collect and produce information on subjects who have been deliberately or accidentally excluded from studies of human behaviour ... it attempts to combine methods that are often cast as being at odds with each other, and it refuses the academic compulsion towards disciplinary coherence.” A central pre-occupation of the research was to critically extend existing theories and practices of knowledge production, and in so doing, to deconstruct and render more inclusive the notion of who knows and what can be known. Because I wanted to understand actual distribution and exhibition practices, and the forces that shape them, my research was empirical. It comprised of
case studies that included document analysis and face-to-face interviews. The “core” of my document research was the collection, analysis, and writing up of several film distributor catalogues, film festival catalogues, and art exhibition catalogues from each of the three cities in my study over a ten-year period from 1997-2007.

The thesis locates itself in relation to several paradigmatic shifts in different disciplines and fields. In its emphasis on screen distribution and exhibition, it is part of a recent effort within films studies to look beyond production studies and formal analysis of individual films and videos to include other institutional practices. It recognizes that processes of distribution and exhibition play an important role in film industries. At the same time, however, this thesis understands screen distribution as not only contributing to the economy of the cinema but as actively constituting “cultures of circulation.” Furthermore, it questions the primacy of the film text as the sole or privileged repository of meaning, drawing attention instead to the ways in which sites and processes of distribution and exhibition also create meaning and value.

In its focus on transnational practices which depart from the logic of neoliberal globalization, this research responds to a growing urgency expressed by scholars from various disciplines to examine cross-border activities beyond the political and economic processes of deregulation, privatization, and so-called “free trade.” According to Salomi Mathur, “We need to identify those cosmopolitan practices that are socially progressive, worldly, enlightened, and that potentially challenge the dominance of Western cultural institutions.” Rather than assume that globalization is inherently profit-driven, it questions the market as the primary arbiter of social relations, drawing attention instead to ways in which the transnational can be oriented towards activities that value public and social objectives, in addition to private and individual aims.
Likewise, in its emphasis on Canada and Hong Kong, this research is part of a concerted attempt within media and film studies in the past decade or so to broaden these disciplines beyond research in the U.S.A. and the U.K. to include media systems in other national contexts. It recognizes that Canada's political economy, its cultural institutions, and its regulatory frameworks are different from those in the U.S.A. and the U.K. At the same time, however, this thesis understands media practices in Canada as not only constituting a “system” but also cross-border “rhizomes.” Furthermore, it questions the nation-state as the primary default unit of analysis, drawing attention instead to the way in which Canada has been, and will increasingly be, transformed by media and migration flows.

Nan Sussman, in her monograph, *Return Migration and Identity: A Global Phenomenon, A Hong Kong Case*, observes that:

Between 1984 and 1997, nearly 800,000 Hong Kongers emigrated from the territory, a sixth of the population. This historic exodus has been matched by an equally unrivalled occurrence: since 1997, an estimated 500,000 immigrants have returned to Hong Kong, now as citizens of Canada, Australia, the United States, the United Kingdom, and more than a dozen other Western nations.

She continues:

As the recipient of the largest number of Hong Kong immigrants, Canada found itself in the midst of the largest single-country influx in its history... The sheer number was multiplied by the fact that the majority of Hong Kong immigrants moved either to the West Coast province of British Columbia or to Ontario...
In advancing its argument, this research acknowledges the pioneering work of Françoise Lionnet and Shu-mei Shih and their edited volume: *Minor Transnationalism*. Through the study, I critique and extend the concept of minor transnationalism in several respects. Like Lionnet and Shih, I argue that the defining characteristic of minor transnationalism is the forging of cross-border linkages on the part of peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups with other peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups. Unlike them, however, I argue that minor transnationalism as a strategy depends simultaneously on an institutional framework of deregulation, privatization, and free trade on the one hand, and on cultural regulation or re-regulation and forms of public intervention on the other.

By characterizing minor transnationalism as a strategic response to globalization, I assign to it a theoretical and empirical importance within the field of media globalization that it has previously lacked. I argue that like other more institutionally recognized responses to the global moment, such as globalism and regionalism, minor transnationalism, although lower-tech and smaller in scale, is a complex and multi-faceted phenomenon that is potentially transformative and that warrants closer analysis. Thus, my objective is to insert or insinuate minor transnationalism into a larger, albeit contested, historical narrative and theoretical debate about the nature of media globalization and the perils and possibilities of late modernity.

As a result of my study, I find that minor transnationalism works through globalism and regionalism, not in opposition to it. Rather than being driven by profit-seeking and status-seeking, however, it is driven by commitment. Furthermore, I contend that the minor transnationalism in my case studies operates in two main ways: through the practices of individual programmers, curators, and cultural workers, or “independent sole traders,” who broker the movement of screen media within and across marginal groups; and through the practices of minor-to-minor circuits, that is, through non-profit distributor, themed film festival, and artist-run networks.
In her analysis of the film festival circuit, Dina Iordanova points to the vital role of “sole traders” in developing connections and convergences between festival circuits that would usually be separate and parallel. Individuals such as the late Wouter Barendrecht, co-founder of Fortissimo Films, and Tony Rayns, programmer for the Vancouver International Film Festival, for example, were pivotal to introducing East Asian films to Western audiences in the late 1980s and 1990s, in part through their launch at A-list film festivals and smaller festivals that specialize in Asian cinema; the most important of these smaller festivals are Rotterdam, Udine, San Sebastian, and Vancouver. Their efforts helped create a global market for commercial Asian art cinema.

In this thesis, I seek to build upon and extend Iordanova’s analysis in order to shed light upon minor transnationalism as a strategy in two ways. First, I argue that rather than simply transmitting or delivering pre-existing screen content from one set of producers to another set of audiences, independent sole traders ascribe new and sometimes unexpected meanings to this content by (re)routing its circulation. In other words, I argue that the role played by independent sole traders is not only one of the distribution of screen commodities in the industrial sense of conveying goods to markets, but also of the production of new identities and social imaginaries in the cultural sense.

Second, I argue that rather than only brokering the movement of screen media between the cultural centre and the periphery, for example, between the international film festival circuit in Europe on the one hand and East Asian screen industries on the other, independent sole traders also broker the movement of screen media between and within peripheries, for example between queer independent producers on the one hand and the East Asian film festival circuit or diasporic film festival circuit on the other. Thus, the role of independent sole traders is not simply to reflect or reinforce
established spatial and social relations, but to actively reconfigure and potentially transform these relations.

The academic contribution of the research lies in its bringing into dialogue recent scholarship about changing screen representations, for example queer Asian,\textsuperscript{21} with new empirical research into alternative modes of distribution and exhibition. By showing how non-mainstream circulation practices facilitate connections and exchanges \textit{across difference} and within and between peripheries, rather than \textit{through difference} and between peripheries and cultural cores, the study sheds light on how globalization is not only leading to cultural homogenization under market forces, but also to heterogeneity and a limited kind of democratization. Thus, the research demonstrates how screen distribution and exhibition processes constitute rather than merely reflect our knowledge and experience of “reality,” and how the Asia Pacific region might be understood not just as an economic zone or trading bloc under the sign of neoliberalism, but as a zone of cultural debate.\textsuperscript{22}

What are the further implications of the findings? Although this research is necessarily limited to a number of cases in particular places and times, it has implications beyond these specific examples and settings. By ascribing a sense of agency to non-elites within globalization, it suggests how the logics— if not the actual processes— of capital accumulation, competition, and unlimited growth (and the social relations that accompany them) might be contested in ways that are alternative but not necessarily oppositional. The focus in this study is on the peripheral-to-peripheral, cross-border networks that are forged by alternative screen distributors and exhibitors. Yet by focusing attention on minor transnationalism in other fields, we might come to apprehend globalization in a more nuanced way— to view it not just with trepidation and pessimism, but with judicious optimism and a sense of the possible.
This thesis is divided into six chapters. In chapter one, “Screen Circulation, Globalization, and Public Culture in the Asia Pacific Region: Key Issues and Debates,” I review the key scholarship to date in three fields: screen studies, globalization studies, and Asian North American cultural studies. In particular, I build on the theoretical work of scholars such as Janet Harbord and Sean Cubitt on distribution; and Arjun Appadurai and Françoise Lionnet and Shu-mei Shih on globalization in order to substantiate in more depth the key arguments above.

Having established a conceptual framework for the study, I examine the methodological implications of my research in chapter two, “Peripheral Screen Cultures in Transnational Perspective: Methodological Challenges and Responses.” Drawing on the work of both George E. Marcus on circulation and multi-sitedness and Judith Halberstam on queer cultures, I adopt a multi-sited scavenger methodology as a guide to researching peripheral screen cultures that are mobile, unofficial, and not-for-profit. The chapter reflects upon fieldwork undertaken in three cities: Vancouver, Toronto, and Hong Kong. It also reflects upon the practice of conducting document research in non-institutional and official archives; conducting face-to-face interviews with a wide cross-section of individuals from the independent film and video community, not just elites; and accessing films and videos that are not commercially distributed. Subsequently, it reflects upon grounded theory to make sense of the data gathered.

I move onto the empirical findings of my research in chapter three, “Situating Minor Transnationalism within Global and Regional Flows.” This chapter is dedicated to analyzing the macro-level or structural conditions of possibility for minor transnationalism to occur. By analyzing changes in both foreign and cultural policy, I show how ethnic minority filmmakers and cultural workers in Canada in the 1990s were able to benefit from the tensions and contradictions inherent in the policy turn towards deregulation, privatization, and “free trade” with Asia. Likewise, I show how independent
filmmakers and cultural workers in Hong Kong were able to benefit from both the reform of the arts and cultural sector in the lead up to 1997 and to a lesser extent, from the turn towards the creative industries. The thesis argues that although the forging of cross-border, peripheral-to-peripheral networks requires a degree of cultural reregulation and public intervention, in these parts of the Asia Pacific region in 1997, minor transnationalism worked through globalization, not in opposition to it.

Chapters four to six are dedicated to examining the “micropractices of transnationality”25 of the screen distributors and exhibitors in my study through case studies. Each of the three cases discusses why, how, and to what effect the site chooses to pursue a strategy of forging peripheral-to-peripheral networks. It focuses particularly on the role of independent sole traders and minor-to-minor circuits. In so doing, the thesis argues that minor transnationalism not only needs to be analytically differentiated, that is, externally differentiated, from other strategic responses to globalization, such globalism and regionalism, although it refuses a binary distinction between them; it also argues that it needs to be historically situated, that is, internally differentiated, in relation to the sites’ particular socio-cultural circumstances and organizational agendas.

Chapter four observes that the non-profit film distributor, Ying E Chi, adopted a minor transnational strategy in order to sustain an alternative filmmaking practice in post-handover Hong Kong that is non-commercial and reflective of local conditions and concerns. The establishment of Ying E Chi coincided with the emergence of a regional market for commercial East Asian screen media, as well as the proliferation of independent screen organizations in Asia and particularly, China; the latter has often been overlooked. The chapter shows how independent sole traders such as Simon Chung and Tammy Cheung attempted to build coalitions between peripheral screen cultures in the region, for example by organizing minor-to-minor exhibitions such as “Hong Kong Independent Films in Beijing.” At the
same time, it draws attention to how Ying E Chi attempted to capitalize on the growth of the regional screen industries. In particular, it highlights the Hong Kong Asian Film Festival, a co-presentation of Ying E Chi and Broadway Cinematheque from 2004 to 2007, as a site of contestation between the forces of regionalism and minor transnationalism.

Whereas postcolonialism and postsocialism were most relevant to the Hong Kong case, chapter five shows how TRAIFF's pursuit of peripheral-to-peripheral links was shaped by a post-identity politics commitment to both ethnic and sexual minorities in Canada. The establishment of TRAIFF coincided with the growing popularity of East Asian cinema in the West, as well as with the proliferation of independent screen organizations in Asia and North America; the latter requires further attention. The chapter shows how independent sole traders such as Andrew Sun and Richard Fung helped to build coalitions between peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups by programming Asian American narrative features, documentaries, and short films; organizing international spotlights on (non-sovereign) territories in Asia such Hong Kong; as well as promoting Canadian spotlights on queer Asian filmmakers such as Wayne Yung. At the same time, it shows how TRAIFF has attempted to capitalize on the globalization of Asian cinema and Asian finance capital by working in partnership with sponsors such as the Hong Kong Trade and Economic Development Office, for example at the sixth festival in 2003.

Chapter six observes that the non-collecting gallery, the Vancouver International Centre for Contemporary Asian Art (hereafter, Centre A) adopted a minor transnational strategy in order to sustain a visual and media arts practice in the neoliberalized, Pacific Rim city of Vancouver that is alternative and that actively incorporates diasporic Asian cultural production. The establishment of Centre A coincided with the emergence of a global market for Asian, and particularly Chinese, contemporary art, as well as the proliferation of alternative art spaces in Asia and in Asian
diasporas; the latter has often been overlooked. The chapter shows how independent sole traders such as Alice Ming Wai Jim helped to build coalitions between peripheral visual and screen cultures in the region by organizing temporary minor-to-minor exhibitions such as “Para Site: Open Work” and “Redress Express,” and international conferences such as “Mutations<>Connections.” At the same time, it shows how Centre A attempted to capitalize on the globalization of Asian, and especially Chinese, contemporary art by staging special events that are complementary to the work of pro-business think tanks such as the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada.

All three cases contend that the significance of these minor transnational practices lies in their focusing primarily, although not exclusively, on the relations between and within peripheries, rather than between peripheries and the cultural core. This has contributed to the de-centring of the norms and institutions of the dominant culture, and to the construction of new modes of knowledge and experience of self and Other, time and space. For example, by focusing attention on the intersection of “queer” and “Asian,” rather than queerness and (hetero)normativity, or Asianness and “Whiteness,” new categories such as Queer Asian have emerged. Furthermore, these minor transnational practices have facilitated the cross-border connection of marginalized communities that were previously fragmented or atomized. In this way, they have forged transnational networks characterized not by profit-seeking or status-seeking in the first instance, that is, by instrumentality, but by a commitment to social and political ideals. Although these transnational communities are not inherently and inevitably progressive, the connection and amplification of this idealism is worthy of note.

Through the cases, the thesis argues that there has been a significant change in the way in which non-elites or semi-elites are negotiating a material and discursive position for themselves within the global
mediascape. By seizing opportunities opened up by globalism and regionalism, and at the same time, creating new possibilities through the forging of peripheral-to-peripheral connections and exchanges, independent screen distributors and exhibitors are actively intervening in globalization and participating in a kind of alternative world-making, rather than being mere bystanders to global change.


2 Darrell William Davis and Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh, *East Asian Screen Industries* (London: British Film Institute, 2008), 140.


6 The most important works in this field include: Paul Pickowicz and Yingjin Zhang, eds., *From Underground to Independent: Alternative Film Culture in Contemporary China* (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2006); Chris Berry, Lu Xinyu, and Lisa Rofel, eds., *The New Chinese Documentary Film Movement: For the Public Record* (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2010); and Zhang Zhen, ed., *The Urban Generation: Chinese Cinema and Society at the Turn of the Twenty-First Century* (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007).
I am distinguishing here between the circulation of screen media through piracy, which is profit-driven, and non-commercial modes, such as themed film festivals. For analyses of piracy, see for example Shujen Wang, *Framing Piracy: Globalization and Film Distribution in Greater China* (Lanham: Roman & Littlefield, 2003); Laikwan Pang, *Cultural Control and Globalization in Asia: Copyright, Piracy, and Cinema* (London: Routledge, 2006); Ramon Lobato, *Shadow Economies of Cinema: Mapping Informal Film Distribution* (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011); and Martin Fredricksson and James Arvanitakis, eds., *Piracy: Leakages from Modernity* (Los Angeles: Litwin Books LCC, 2012).


Dina Iordanova, “The Film Festival Circuit,” in *Film Festival Yearbook 1: The Festival Circuit*, eds. Dina Iordanova and Ragan Rhyne (St Andrews: St Andrews Film Studies, 2009), 33-34.

For a critical analysis of the role of international film festivals in promoting Chinese cinema to international audiences, see Felicia Chan, “The International Film Festival and the Making of a National Cinema,” *Screen* 52, no. 2 (2011): 253-260.


Chapter One: Screen Circulation, Globalization, and Public Culture in the Asia Pacific Region: Key Issues and Debates

This chapter brings into dialogue and critically analyzes key debates in three different fields—screen studies, globalization studies, and cultural studies—in order to establish a theoretical framework for the study. It argues that due to a number of disciplinary elisions and gaps, there is little understanding of the role that independent screen distribution and exhibition, as cultural rather than just economic processes, play in the practice of minor transnationalism—the forging through globalization of cross-border peripheral-to-peripheral links. Furthermore, there is a lack of systematic attention paid in the literature to the way in which these minor transnational practices are creating new identities and alternative social imaginaries within cultural margins that exceed the logics of the market and the neoliberal nation-state.

The conceptual framework for the study is divided into two main sections, the first of which is a largely theoretical exploration and the second of which is an empirical one. The theoretical exploration is further subdivided into two parts. The first part compares various conceptual models for understanding screen distribution and exhibition that encompass a range of ideological and disciplinary perspectives, from distribution as irrelevant, to distribution as an industrial pipeline, and to distribution and exhibition as a social and cultural practice. The second part analyzes shifting theoretical approaches to globalization, from Immanuel Wallerstein’s centre-periphery model of the World System in the 1970s, to Arjun Appadurai’s theory of flows and “scapes” in the late 1990s, and to Françoise Lionnet and Shu-mei Shih’s periphery-to-periphery model of minor transnationalism in the mid-2000s.
The empirical section is also sub-divided into two. In the first section, I compare different frameworks for understanding screen globalization on various scales and with differing cultural logics, from global Hollywood, to regional screen industries, and to peripheral cinemas as networked to other peripheral cinemas. In the second section, I compare different frameworks for understanding Chinese migration under globalization, from Aihwa Ong’s ethnography of flexible citizenship, to Nan Sussman’s study of return migration to Hong Kong, and to Susan Ossman’s less ethnically-specific ethnography of serial migration. By bringing together these less dominant, more alternative analytical approaches to the movement of media and people, and suggesting how they might manifest in the Asia Pacific region, I attempt to re-conceptualize the region not just as an economic market of “free trade,” but as a site of public culture and a zone of cultural debate.

Theorizing Distribution and Exhibition: From Industrial Pipeline to Social and Cultural Practice

This section compares various conceptual models for understanding screen distribution and exhibition. I argue that the bifurcation of the discipline of film studies into the study of “film style” and “film institutions” has perpetuated, on the one hand, idealist or Kantian notions of film as art, in which there is a separation between film as an aesthetic object of analysis and the social and political contexts of a film’s production and reception, and, on the other hand, materialist or Marxist notions of film as commerce, in which there is a lack of attention to the meaning-making function of the cinema. What are required are approaches that incorporate in a critical way both the symbolic and material dimensions of film distribution and exhibition.

Dominant conceptualizations within film studies have approached film in terms of a binary framework: film as an art, in which distribution and exhibition are largely irrelevant; or film as a commodity, in which
distribution is merely an industrial pipeline that connects screen production to consumption, and goods to market. Alternative frameworks that draw upon literature both within and outside of film studies, for example in sociology and anthropology, have approached film in a different way: film as a social and cultural practice, in which the theoretical implications of distribution and exhibition are underscored.

The purpose of this section is to identify and evaluate these approaches that address distribution and exhibition in either implicit or explicit ways. First, I analyze aesthetic approaches, dominant among film critics and scholars of film canons, that are influenced by the legacy of Kant; these tend to disregard distribution and exhibition altogether. Next, I analyze political economy approaches, dominant among industry professionals and scholars of film institutions that are influenced by Marxist critique. Finally, I analyze critical cultural studies approaches that problematize both Kant and Marx and that are influenced by the work of Pierre Bourdieu and poststructuralist thinkers such as Jacques Derrida.

I argue that frameworks that understand distribution as an industrial pipeline connecting production in (largely Hollywood) film studios to consumption in multiplex cinemas cannot account for the diversity and vitality of film circulation under globalization. Neither can frameworks that understand non-theatrical modes of distribution and exhibition in strictly official or commercial ways. In place of a liberal pluralist approach to distribution and exhibition that understands them as neutral processes that reflect social relations, I argue that distribution and exhibition help to constitute social relations and have a particular relationship to power. However, in place of the strictly Marxist approach that reduces this power to formal politics and economics, I argue that other forms of power must be taken into account.

The notion that screen distribution and exhibition are irrelevant corresponds with an idealist conceptualization of film as art. Because of the
Kantian separation between the art object and the subject, or the filmic text and its context, screen distribution and exhibition have until recently been relatively overlooked as objects of scholarly attention. The idealist perspective tends to emphasize issues of film authorship, autonomy, individuality, and originality. For example, Hamid Naficy’s theory of “accented cinema” understands this cinema primarily through the lens of authorship theory. Nonetheless, Naficy concedes that “any discussion of authorship in exile needs to take into consideration not only the individuality, originality, and personality of unique individuals, as expressive film authors, but also, and more important, their (dis)location as interstitial subjects within social formations and cinematic practices.”

This theorization of film as art corresponds with a seventeenth century framework of classical aesthetics in which “art” is defined in relation to the six “fine arts” of architecture, sculpture, painting, dance, music, and poetry. The purpose of art at this historical juncture was the pursuit of beauty as an ideal. Cinema was hailed as the seventh art by Riciotta Canudo in the first decade of the twentieth century, and theories of film auteurism became prevalent especially in France in the 1950s and 1960s.

The notion that screen distribution and exhibition are important because of their relation to the business of cinema corresponds with the materialist conceptualization of film as a commodity. Within this framework, there are two main perspectives: a liberal pluralist or mainstream economics perspective, and a neo-Marxist or critical economy perspective. The materialist perspective tends to emphasize issues of film industry and the mass production of films as units to be bought and sold. In this view, distribution has a purely economic function rather than a symbolic and social and cultural one and as such, the meaning-making processes of distribution and exhibition are ignored. The purpose of distribution is to act as an industrial pipeline or transmission vehicle to convey goods to market. According to Douglas Gomery, “Distribution, sadly, is that least analysed...
part of the industry; there are no fascinating movies to consider, only dull, dry figures, both numerical and executive, defining and producing raw power.”

This theorization of film as a commodity corresponds with a progress-based mode of film historiography in which cinema is “born” in France in 1895 as a result of a number of Western technological innovations, such as light capture, projection capability, and so forth, and progresses through various stages of increasing industrialization and narrative integration until it reaches its full realization or apex as an institution with the emergence of the classical Hollywood studio system in the late 1920s. This technologically deterministic and teleological understanding of film history casts early cinema (pre-1907) as a primitive, underdeveloped form of the classical Hollywood cinema. I discuss early cinema further below.

The notion that screen distribution and exhibition are important because of their relation to everyday life corresponds with a broadly cultural studies conceptualization of film as a social and cultural practice. This conceptualization includes film historical approaches to early cinema and anthropological approaches to media and film. The main claim of these approaches is that changes in screen distribution and exhibition have been shaped by, and have helped to shape, broader changes in culture and society. The cultural studies perspective tends to emphasize issues of film and identity or subject formation, and film and the production of social imaginaries.

One key debate within this approach is the question of what or who constitutes a legitimate screen “culture” or “cultures.” Many scholars understand culture as either high culture, which is associated with European art cinema, or mass culture, which is associated with Hollywood studio production or with commercial television. There has been considerable analysis to date of the role that established sites and practices of distribution and exhibition have in conferring “distinction” or value on the screen media.
that circulate through them. However, various other scholars understand culture as everyday, lived experience, that is, culture as ordinary, in addition to culture as a practice of representation and imagination. There has been much less analysis of the role of emergent sites and practices of distribution and exhibition in conferring legitimacy on the lived experience of groups who are socially and politically marginalized, that is, on non-elites.

A related debate is the question of what or who constitutes a legitimate screen “public” or “publics.” Some scholars, writing from a modernist perspective, understand the public as singular, monolithic, and stable. However, other scholars, writing from a poststructuralist perspective, understand publics as multiple, heterogeneous, and dynamic. Other scholars approach screen distribution and exhibition in terms of its potential for social emancipation, and its support for multicultural, feminist, and queer identities, and independent cultures.

This theorization of film, and particularly film distribution and exhibition, as a social and cultural practice can be linked to two historical moments and developments in the disciplines of film studies and anthropology that were unexpectedly complementary: a review of the major tenets of film history, following the International Fédération of Film Archives (FIAF) conference in Brighton in 1978, and a subsequent boom in the study of early cinema; and a review of the major tenants of cultural anthropology, resulting in a call in the 1990s for an anthropology of the present.

Whereas, before the Brighton conference, early cinema (pre-1907) was often assumed to be a primitive or underdeveloped form of the classical Hollywood cinema (1920-1960), and was therefore neglected, after the conference, it began to be understood on its own terms. For example, early cinema was understood to have its own aesthetic, an aesthetics of astonishment. Likewise, whereas it had previously been assumed that the discipline of anthropology was primarily interested in “primitive” or
traditional cultures, in contrast to sociology’s interest in developed or modern cultures, the discipline of anthropology began in the 1990s to analyze modern culture, including the role of the media, in its own right.50 The purpose of the media anthropology literature was to ascertain the role of the mass media, not simply on family or kinship ties and face-to-face communication, but in the general (re)production of social and cultural life.

The corollary of these developments was that early cinema and postcolonial cinema in the Third World came to be theoretically understood and valued not in terms of their lack of adherence to Hollywood standards or modern standards in the West, but in terms of offering alternative models to these previously taken for granted norms, norms based on a certain universal (or Western), developmental (or teleological), and nationalist and capitalist logic.

The film historian Miriam Hansen’s work on early cinema has been especially influential on research within the field of media anthropology because of the way she was able to link the structural conditions of early cinema with the agency of non-elites, for example women, immigrants, and the working masses.51 These structural conditions included a lack of standardization and differentiation in exhibition practices,52 because control over the selection and presentation of pre-cinema was held by local exhibitors rather than profit-seeking distributors in the major metropolises. Drawing upon the work of the Frankfurt School, and particularly Oskar Negt and Alexander Kluge,53 Hansen theorized that the non-standardized practices of local exhibitors contributed to a non-institutionalized mode of spectatorship and to the potential for an alternative public sphere. However, her work has also been criticized for limiting its study of spectatorship to textual analysis and being mainly concerned with early cinema’s particular modes of address.54

One of the key debates in the literature—if not the primary debate—is the relation of sites and processes of screen distribution and exhibition to the
exercise of power. The liberal pluralist or mainstream economics perspective\textsuperscript{55} understands screen distribution and exhibition as neutral processes that merely reflect reality and that are oriented towards social stasis. Screen distribution is often conceptualized as an unexamined “black box”\textsuperscript{56} through which information or content flows from sender to receiver or from producer to consumer.\textsuperscript{57}

In contrast, the neo-Marxist or critical political economy perspective\textsuperscript{58} understands screen distribution and exhibition as processes that are ideologically-determined by capital in collusion with the nation-state, and that are oriented towards social conflict. Screen distribution is treated as a segment of the (Hollywood) film industry. Many scholars conceptualize screen distribution and exhibition in terms of their power to maintain social control, and in terms of their support for imperialism, nationalism, capitalism, and social and cultural inequality.\textsuperscript{59} There has been considerable analysis to date of the role of screen distribution and exhibition in processes of capital accumulation, nation-building, and empire-building, that is, in the service of political and economic elites.\textsuperscript{60}

With respect to moving image exhibition and subject formation, the dominant emphasis has been on social control and the production of normative subjects, that is, subjects who are Euro-American and bourgeois or middle-class in behaviour. There has been considerable analysis to date of the pedagogical function of mainstream sites and practices of distribution and exhibition in shaping the behaviour of audiences to be patriotic or nationalistic, gender-conforming, and socially bourgeois.\textsuperscript{61} Classical spectatorship norms and viewing regimes instructed cinema-goers to be seated in darkness, silent, and attentive to the film.\textsuperscript{62} For example, Haidee Wasson has studied the role of the Museum of Modern Art (MOMA) during the 1930s in the transformation of cinema from a fleeting entertainment to an enduring cultural monument, and cinema-goers from rowdy audiences to educated viewers.\textsuperscript{63}
There has been much less attention paid to cinema’s role in the production of non-normative subjects and to the potential for alternative sites and practices of distribution and exhibition to contribute to social emancipation. Early cinema and late cinema spectatorship involved participants being mobile in lit environments, noisy, and simultaneously engaged in other forms of leisure or work activity. For example, S.V. Srinivas has studied the role of distributors and B circuit exhibitors in southern India in the transformation of Hong Kong action films from culturally-specific commodities to culturally syncretic and arguably debased objects of low economic value, and from spectators to fans. Within the B circuit, viewing norms include whistling and cheering during the screening, and “audiences are more or less left to their own devices and are free to engage in all modes of excess.”

One of the problems with the distribution literature is that it has focussed primarily on a very select number of commercial distributors based in Europe and North America. Within scholarship about screen distribution, there has been considerable analysis to date of commercial film distributors based either in France or the U.S.A. Accounts of the French film distributor Pathé Frères in the 1890s and turn of the twentieth century by film historians such as Richard Abel, or of the American film distributor Miramax Films in the 1990s by film journalists and Hollywood insiders such as Peter Biskand, are typical in this regard. A noteworthy development in the early 2000s was the scholarly and industrial interest in the activities of the U.K. distributor, Tartan Films, and in particular its marketing strategy of “Asia Extreme.” Likewise, within the field of screen exhibition, the primary focus has been on the historical or contemporary theatrical exhibition of feature narrative films in movie theatres or multiplex cinemas. Some of the more recent literature has focused on historical or contemporary non-theatrical exhibition in the U.S.A. or beyond, in venues such as classrooms, libraries, museums, community halls, factories, and professional associations.
However, emphasis is expanding to include not-for-profit and for-profit distribution activities on the part of marginalized groups such as women, LGBT communities, and people in the diaspora and the so-called Third World. More recently, likewise, emphasis is also expanding to include non-theatrical exhibition contexts such as the private consumption of screen media via DVD, satellite television, pay-per-view, and increasingly, video-on-demand.

Rejecting the model of “distribution as a black box,” Sean Cubitt posits that, “… distribution is the construction of difference … [that is] critical to an understanding of contemporary cultural politics.” For Cubitt, there is a potential for alternative models of distribution to ground “an alternative cultural politics.” He argues that it is important to create “new circuits, new economies, alongside the new technologies and techniques that are so much the hallmark of the contemporary mediascape.”

A key development in the field was the publication in 2012 of Roman Lobato’s monograph, *Shadow Economies of Cinema: Mapping Informal Film Distribution*. In contrast to those scholars who view the global mediascape as dominated by official and industrial screen distributors, Lobato views the world as increasingly permeated by “shadow economies” and informal modes of distribution that are characterized by “handshake deals, reciprocity, gift economies, theft, barter, and other modes of exchange and redistribution which bypass institutions.” Lobato’s analysis is important for its understanding of both the material and symbolic dimensions of distribution, and for its attempt to legitimize screen cultures both in the non-West and the West that are grassroots rather than elite-driven. However, like much of the literature on screen distribution, Lobato’s analysis is also limited by its focus on the profit-oriented (albeit informal) circulation of commercial feature films. My study seeks to build on Lobato’s research by focusing on the ways in which informal networks that are socially engaged rather than commercially-driven are implicated in the cross-border circulation of short
films, independent documentaries, and low-budget feature films that lack stars or similar marketing appeal.

The work of film festival scholars has contributed much to the re-evaluation of sites and practices of screen distribution and exhibition as meaning-making and value-adding processes in and of themselves. Film festivals are not neutral showcases for national cinemas; rather they shape, and are shaped by, relations of power, and are sites of cultural struggle. Major international film festivals perpetuate notions of exclusivity due to their monopoly on stars, auteurs, and film premieres. They also inscribe social difference through their programming, scheduling, and marketing activities.

However, one of the problems with the earlier generation of film festival studies is that it was primarily focussed on a very select number of international film festivals in Europe and North America, namely Cannes, Berlin, Venice, Toronto, and Sundance. It also tended to identify films exhibited at festivals with either the Hollywood mode of production, or with the European art house mode of production under the influence of the film auteur. More recent scholarship has focussed on a wider range of film festivals, from large international events to smaller themed film festivals, in both the West and the non-West. It has also focussed on a greater diversity of filmmaking and video-making, representing many modes of production, including the independent mode.

A key event in the development of the field was the publication in 2008 of the first film festival monograph, Film Festivals: From European Geopolitics to Global Cinephilia by Marijke De Valck. De Valck’s analysis is important because it identifies and analyzes the specific cultural practices through which film festivals add meaning and value to films. These practices include film selection via festival programming and scheduling; film competition via festival awards; and film mediation via festival marketing as well as through the interventions of film critics and journalists.
The film festival literature helped to demonstrate that film’s meaning and value is not fixed but relational; it changes depending upon its circulation through various distribution and exhibition channels. Certain art films and auteurs are elevated above other films and filmmakers, that is, they acquire “distinction,” via their treatment at film festivals by programmers, jury members, marketers, and journalists. However, De Valck’s analysis is limited by its focus on how international film festivals reproduce social hierarchies and inequalities in part through practices that confer social meaning and value on individual films and filmmakers. My study seeks to build upon De Valck’s research by focusing on how themed film festivals engage in activist practices of screen selection, competition, and mediation. The objective of these practices is not just to elevate individual film masterpieces and auteurs, but also to engage with social and political issues and to advance collective, community-based concerns.

Various writers and scholars have noted that with respect to themed film festivals for particular communities, such as ethnic communities, women, or LGBT communities, such festivals not only influence what constitutes “Asian American cinema,” for example, but also actively construct what constitutes Asian American identity itself. In addition to deconstructing cinematic essentialism by showing how a film’s meaning varies according to the site and circumstances of its exhibition, this literature has also helped to deconstruct essentialist notions of cultural identity by demonstrating the malleability of culture, that is, by showing that culture is not homogeneous and static, but heterogeneous and always in process. Whereas the practices of major international film festivals add or subtract from a film’s value as a commodity or a work of art, the process of organizing these minor themed film festivals contributes to the legitimization of entire communities’ social and cultural roles. Helen Leung, for example, has identified film festivals as key sites for the production of new cinemas such as “Queer Asian Cinema.” However, she does not extend her analysis far enough to draw an explicit connection
between these modes of distribution and exhibition and the production of new identities. This thesis aims to help make these links.

Scholars and activists such as Richard Fung have shown that sites and processes of distribution and exhibition, particularly themed film festivals, have the capacity to gather together and discursively frame independent screen media that may not meet the conventions or standards of the mainstream industry or official institutions, due to issues concerning technical standards, production values, running length, or narrative conventions. These media might include short films, independent documentaries, and media art, for example. Just as importantly, alternative sites and processes of distribution and exhibition have the capacity to discursively address and physically assemble collective audiences who may otherwise experience atomization and alienation due to various forms of social inequality and injustice in mainstream society. These audiences might include women and ethnic and sexual minorities.

The work of critical art historians and scholars of the “new museology” has also contributed much to the re-evaluation of sites and practices of screen exhibition as meaning-making and value-adding processes in and of themselves. Galleries and art museums are not just neutral repositories for art objects; they are sites of cultural struggle and explicitly or implicitly perform “identity work.” Major museums and galleries perpetuate notions of (national) unity and permanence due to the size and prestige of their collections, and due to the monumental nature of their buildings and architecture. Perhaps even more so than the institution of the movie theatre, the spaces of the gallery and art museum have served ideological functions in their constitution of a “public” that is ostensibly universal, but is in fact socially differentiated on the basis of race, gender, and class. Various scholars, such as Tony Bennett, have located the birth of the public museum in post-revolutionary France in the late eighteenth century, and thus in the context of a transition from a feudal to a modern
As Sharon MacDonald notes of this period, “That which was private and aristocratic was made public and ‘of the people.’” In this way, museums played an important role in the production of new subjects, that is, national citizens.

However, one of the problems with the new museology of an earlier generation was that it was primarily focussed on what Carol Duncan and Alan Wallach have called, “the Universal Survey Museum,” that is, on large collecting institutions in Europe or North America, such as the Louvre in Paris, the National Gallery in London, and the Guggenheim Museum in New York. Another of the problems with the earlier literature is that it tended to identify art exhibited in galleries and museums with fine art rather than with contemporary art, such as screen-based media. More recent museum scholarship has focussed on a wider range of exhibition sites in places outside of global cities. It has also focussed on a greater diversity of aesthetic production, including moving image production. I argue that museum studies has also contributed to a reappraisal and reaffirmation of cultural identity as being socially-constructed and fluid, rather than being pre-determined and fixed.

The ontological and normative status of so-called late cinema or film in the post-cinema era has been taken up most notably by Janet Harbord. Rejecting both the formalism of textual exegesis, so prevalent in classical film studies, and the populism of audience studies, so prevalent in media studies, she calls instead for the cross-disciplinary analysis of specific practices of film marketing, distribution, exhibition, and criticism. Drawing upon the work of Jacques Derrida and Pierre Bourdieu, Harbord theorizes that film’s value is not fixed but relational; it changes depending upon its circulation through various distribution and exhibition channels. She identifies three primary spaces from which to view film in Europe: the multiplex cinema, the art house cinema (which has been displaced in many ways by the film festival), and the art gallery. Rather than seeing these
spaces and practices as neutral, she sees them as having a particular relationship to both material and symbolic power, and as productive of social hierarchies and cultures of taste.

Similarly, according to Dina Iordanova, it is mistaken to characterize the film festival circuit as an alternative network to Hollywood. Rather, Iordanova understands film festivals as “a system of discrete exhibition sites that strive to commit to a set of connections while at the same time seeking to abstain from that commitment.”

Although Iordanova rejects the claim that film festivals function in an integrated way, she concedes that they do not operate entirely in isolation or in parallel to each other. By way of explanation, Iordanova identifies “sole traders” as “a class of cinephile freelancers” incessantly on the move who function as the “transmission links” between festivals and who give festivals the appearance of being networked. They undertake small-scale projects such as programming side bars or organizing panel discussions. She cites the examples of Pierre Rissient, who facilitated the movement of films and fostered a shared cinephile culture between the Cannes Film Festival and Telluride Film Festival; and Tony Rayns, who, in his capacity as a programmer for the Vancouver International Film Festival, facilitated the movement of films from East Asia to the West during the 1980s and 1990s.

Iordanova’s analysis is important because it draws attention to the role of film festival programmers and curators in facilitating cultural connection and exchange. However, her discussion of sole traders is limited by its focus on professional cultural workers (albeit freelance workers) and on first and second-tier international film festivals. Elsewhere in her book chapter, Iordanova observes that it is important to distinguish between a small number of major festivals and large number of minor festivals which may “perform a variety of tasks ranging from launching young talent to supporting identity groups such as women and ethnic
minorities.” In contrast to an established system, such themed film festivals operate as “rhizomes” in ways that are contingent and dispersed.

My study seeks to build on Iordanova’s analysis by focussing on largely non-professional cultural workers and themed film festivals. It also seeks to show how these smaller film festivals and other alternative sites of distribution and exhibition not only facilitate the movement of screen media from periphery to core, or between cores, but also promote the circulation of screen media from one peripheral screen culture and marginalized group to another peripheral screen culture and marginalized group. Adapting Iordanova’s concept of “sole traders,” I define “independent sole traders” as educational migrants and cultural workers who broker the movement of screen media from one peripheral screen culture and marginalized group to another peripheral screen culture and marginalized group. For example, Richard Fung has facilitated the movement of screen media and fostered a shared activist culture between the Inside Out Film Festival in Toronto and the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival for decades. I discuss Fung’s role further in chapter five of the thesis.

Richard Fung has observed that gay and lesbian film festivals in the 1990s such as the Inside Out Film Festival in Toronto functioned as “crucial sites of queer pedagogy, and classrooms of queer images.” However, there has been very little analysis so far of the pedagogical function of alternative sites and practices of distribution and exhibition in their construction of audiences whose identities and social imaginaries cut across established borders, both social and geographical. This thesis aims to help address these questions and fill this gap.
Theorizing Globalization:  
From World System to Transnational Rhizomes

Over the last two or three decades, the study of globalization has undergone multiple transformations. Early scholarship, influenced by structuralism and by first-generation postcolonial theory, stressed the importance of vertical relations of power between the core and the periphery, the West and the non-West. Later, more poststructuralist accounts have stressed horizontal relations between peripheries in which the West and the non-West are mutually implicated; these relations cannot be reduced to domination and resistance. These later accounts of globalization have taken on board theoretical developments such as deconstruction and queer theory, as well as geopolitical events such as the demise of communism, the end of the Cold War, and the rise of the Asian economies; the latter have complicated the typology of First, Second, and Third Worlds.

The purpose of this section is to identify and evaluate these theoretical transformations over the decades. In the first part of the section, I analyze conceptual frameworks for understanding globalization from the 1970s and 1980s, including dependency theory and world systems theory. Then, I evaluate critiques of these structuralist approaches to globalization from the 1990s, including frameworks of the “global and the local,” the regional in geolinguistic terms, and the seminal work of Arjun Appadurai and his theory of “scapes.” This discussion of Appadurai includes a sub-section in which I look specifically at dominant and alternative theories of Pacific Rim migration and media flows. Finally, I analyze conceptual frameworks for understanding processes of transnationalism, as distinct from globalization, from the 2000s.

I argue that structuralist accounts such as world systems theory\textsuperscript{120} cannot account for the complexity and contradictory nature of culture under globalization. This increasing complexity results in part from the impact of
intensified migration and the circulation of audiovisual media. At the same
time, I argue that poststructuralist accounts such as minor
transnationalism\textsuperscript{121} must consider how the nation-state and the global
economy have been reconfigured to incorporate cultural difference and
alternative production in more subtle and problematic ways, for example
through policies such as cultural diversity and creative industries.

The emergence of world systems theory needs to be located at a
particular historical juncture, one in which the wisdom of Western progress
and modernization as a solution to non-Western (so-called) backwardness or
underdevelopment in Africa, Asia, and Latin America was beginning to be
called into question. Rejecting the pre-eminence of Western modernization,
Immanuel Wallerstein theorized the postcolonial order as a world system as
characterized by a single division of labour which concentrated capital-
intensive forms of work in the core states of the West, and labour-intensive
forms of work in the peripheral areas of the non-West. As a result of this
single division of labour, the Third World was structurally dependent upon
the First World and subject to continued domination, even though
colonialism had formally ended.\textsuperscript{122}

Wallerstein’s analysis was highly influential because it offered an
alternative explanation for the lack of progress, understood only as
industrialization and economic growth, on the part of Third World countries
that both reflected and constituted the anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist
tenor of the times. This alternative explanation focused on politics and
economics, in terms of the unequal exchange relations resulting from
imperialist and capitalist expansion, rather than on culture, in terms of the
modern core states’ assumptions of primitiveness or an excess of tradition on
the part of the peripheral areas. However, both world systems theory and
dependency theory accepted modernization’s dominant beliefs in the nation-
state as the primary unit of analysis and in social evolution through specific
stages of development towards an ultimate end point; for Wallerstein, this end point was socialism rather than capitalism.

Wallerstein’s orthodox Marxist understanding of culture as simply the purveyor of dominant ideology is widespread among many theorists of the political economy of the mass media. It is especially prevalent among what David Hesmondhalgh has called the “Schiller-McChesney tradition of political economy.” Within this tradition, it is widely accepted that the West continues to dominate the non-West through practices of cultural imperialism, whereby media conglomerates in the West are able to directly determine the content and reception of media in the non-West, and indeed throughout the world. Just as world systems theory in the 1970s sought to explain the underdevelopment of the Third World via reference to processes of imperialism, colonialism, and neo-colonialism, so economic globalization theory in the 1990s purports to explain the domination of the peripheral areas in the non-West by the core states in the West via reference to processes of media deregulation and privatization.

The field of cultural globalization emerged in the early 1990s as a response to the perceived limitations of the cultural imperialism thesis and its simple, binary logic of core and periphery, West and the Rest. Its overarching objective was to understand the fate of culture under globalization, not merely as an effect of the re-configuration of the economy and the practice of capitalism, but as also implicated in the re-configuration of the nation-state. Two important publications in this period were Roland Robertson’s 1990 account of “glocalization,” and Anthony King’s 1991 edited collection, *Culture, Globalization, and the World System: Contemporary Conditions for the Representation of Identity.* Robertson’s account offered an understanding of globalization beyond mere cultural homogenization and the belief that the global would simply “absorb” the local. King’s discussion was one of the first to “reject the nationally constituted society as the
appropriate object of discourse,” and to commit to conceptualizing “the world as a whole.”

Another important critique of cultural imperialism that emerged in the 1990s understood globalization not so much in relation to one-way flows of screen media from core states to periphery areas, but in terms of geolinguistic regions. Work such as that of John Sinclair et al. not only addressed the conceptual crudeness of cultural imperialism, but its empirical limitations as well. According to Sinclair et al., world systems theory did not pay sufficient attention to the specific postcolonial experience of settler colonies and semi-peripheral countries such as Australia and Canada. Furthermore, it did not acknowledge the fact that certain countries in the so-called peripheral areas, which included at that time Hong Kong, had become major exporters of screen media to culturally proximate and linguistically similar countries in Latin America, Asia, and the Middle East. However, the most influential critique of world systems theory to emerge from the field of cultural globalization was Arjun Appadurai’s theory of “scapes.”

In his essay, “Disjuncture and Difference in the Cultural Global Economy,” Appadurai sought to conceptualize “the multiple worlds that are constituted by the historically situated imaginations of persons and groups spread around the globe.” Arguing that globalization has rendered the binary logic of centre-periphery models inadequate, he proposed an alternative framework of five “scapes”: ethnoscapes, mediascapes, technoscapes, finanescapes, and ideoscapes. Crucially, these “scapes” exist in disjuncture with one other, rather than in alignment. He concludes that the constitution of social life through these disjunctures has challenged the stability and certainty of the global order.

Appadurai assigns particular importance to the first two scapes, ethnoscapes and mediascapes. He argues that the twin processes of migration and electronic media flows have reanimated the role of the imagination in everyday life. For him, the imagination, both personal and
social, is a new resource for constructing modern subjectivities and political futures. Surveying a range of cultural practices and forms, such as tourism, filmmaking, and cricket, among others, from an ethnographic perspective, he argues that anthropology as a discipline must re-think its assumptions. He concludes that, in the contemporary world, the objects of ethnography must not only include local cultures but also transnational processes, and not only actual experiences but also imagined lives.132

Appadurai’s work should be seen as part of a larger attempt to re-think the discipline of anthropology and the process of cultural reproduction itself.133 His objective was to shift the emphasis from culture as traditional, organic, and territorially-bounded, to culture as modern, technologically-mediated, and dispersed, not only in the U.S.A. and Europe, but in the so-called non-West. By conceptualizing culture in terms of flows (“scapes”) rather than core and periphery, and by describing modernity as being multiple and at large rather than as singular and confined to the West, his work questioned the modernist assumptions of earlier models. His analysis was also an attempt to restore a sense of agency and contingency to debates about globalization that had so far emphasized the structuring and determining forces of political and economic elites.

Appadurai’s work on ethnoscapes, or flows of people, could be said to subtend another sizeable body of scholarship across various disciplines in the social sciences that looks at the migration of economic elites from East Asia, and particularly Hong Kong, to the West since the late 1980s.134 This scholarship overwhelmingly characterizes Chinese migrants as agents of neoliberal globalization, and migration as a strategic process of flexible accumulation.135 The main argument here is that governments in countries such as Canada and the U.S.A. have liberalized existing immigration regimes and introduced new modes of “flexible citizenship” in order to facilitate the flow of investment and capital between East Asia and the West. In turn, migrants in territories such as Hong Kong have adopted transnational
practices such as international education in disciplines such as business administration in order to maximize status and wealth.\(^{136}\)

More recently, alternative and much more nuanced accounts of Chinese migration have begun to emerge. For example, Nan Sussman looks at return migration to Hong Kong using a framework which she calls the Cultural Identity Model (CIM).\(^{137}\) Based on interviews with fifty migrants from a range of demographic backgrounds, her study claims that the majority of people returning to Hong Kong exhibited what she called an “additive cultural identity, meaning that they maintained a strong Hong Kong Chinese identity, in addition to adopting Western values and beliefs. In other words, they experienced “cognitive and attitudinal changes. The three most common attitudinal changes pertained to the values of materialism, the environment, and political involvement.”\(^{138}\) In short, return migrants were less prone to engage in conspicuous consumption, more prone to engage in environmental protection and activism, including the preservation of parkland and Victoria Harbour, and more prone to support and participate in the burgeoning Hong Kong democracy movement, for example by participating in democracy rallies.\(^{139}\)

My thesis questions the relation between modern Chinese transnationalism, that is, culturally Chinese migration under the conditions of global capitalism, and the movement of non-commercial screen media. In so doing, it brings together two fields of study that have hitherto been separate. Aihwa Ong’s theory of flexible citizenship draws attention to the practices adopted by culturally Chinese business migrants to engage in flexible capital accumulation. However, it ignores the transnational practices of educational migrants and creative workers. Dina Iordanova’s theory of sole traders sheds light upon on how predominantly art house films travel from the non-West to the West, and from smaller international festivals to larger ones. However, it does not address the circulation of independent films within and between minor screen cultures and peripheral groups.
There is a much smaller but significant body of critical writing and scholarship that looks at the migration of semi-elites and cultural workers between East Asia and the West, and particularly between Hong Kong and the city of New York. This scholarship characterizes Chinese migrants as prospective agents of progressive social change and migration as a much more open-ended process of transexperience or transculturation. According to Melissa Chiu, drawing on the thinking of the artist, Chen Zhen, transexperience is “a mode of thinking and method of artistic creation that is capable of connecting the preceding with the following, adapting itself to changing circumstances, accumulating year-in-year-out experiences, and being triggered at any instant.” For Chiu, transexperience is an attempt to describe the multiple rather than dual experiences of diasporic subjects. The main argument is that migrants from Hong Kong have adopted transnational practices such as international education in disciplines such as film studies and fine arts not out of economic self-interest or social ambition, but in order to fulfil individual aspirations and collective aims. These aims include the desire to open up a public space to engage with issues of social and political concern.

An alternative and much more nuanced account of migration is offered by scholars such as Susan Ossman. She looks at the cultural logics of unorthodox modes of migration, for example serial migration, and argues that the binary framework of homeland or host land, so often taken for granted within migration studies approaches, cannot account for the motivations and experiences of these individuals who move. Whereas Aihwa Ong and others emphasize the structuring forces of migration through immigration regimes and Confucian family expectations, Ossman emphasizes the agency of these serial migrants, who are heterogeneous in their class and ethnic backgrounds, and who are not necessarily rich.

The theoretical value of analyses such as Ossman’s lies in its offering of multiple, rather than singular, explanations for why and how people
move, and in its envisioning of migration as an open-ended rather than predetermined process. Moreover, the political value of these accounts lies in the possibilities that are opened up by border crossings which are undertaken for complex reasons, and not merely out of economic self-interest and social ambition. For Ossman, this mode of migration has the potential to help “… develop a political imagination shaped by meeting places along particular pathways, a politics shaped by an ethics of motion instead of the search for common ground.” By drawing a link in my thesis between the meeting places in Ossman’s analysis and specific sites of non-mainstream screen distribution and exhibition, I show how these sites might contribute to the development of alternative, transnational imaginaries.

An alternative and much more nuanced account of media and cultural flows is offered by scholars such as Lionnet and Shih. They look at the cultural logics of transnationality and argue that the binary frameworks of “core and periphery,” and “the global and the local,” cannot account for the heterogeneous and often unpredictable nature of contemporary mobility. The theoretical value of analyses such as Lionnet and Shih’s lies in their offering of multiple rather than singular explanations for why and how media move, and in their envisioning of mobility as an open-ended rather than predetermined process. Whereas Daya Thussu and others emphasize the structuring forces of media globalization, through trade agreements for example, Lionnet and Shih emphasize the agency of cultural producers. Moreover, the political value of these accounts lies in the possibilities that are opened up by border crossings which are undertaken for social and cultural reasons, and not merely in the interests of profit.

Lionnet and Shih define minor transnationalism as “a mode of cultural practice which focuses attention on the relationship between different margins (...) it is the mode in which the traumas of colonial, imperial, and global hegemonies as well as the affective dimensions of transcolonial solidarities continue to work themselves out and produce new
possibilities.” Whereas major globalization, or globalization from above, is structured and determined and emphasizes the macro perspective of political and economic elites, minor transnationalism is “less scripted and more scattered” and emphasizes the “micropractices of transnationality,” and the “creative interventions that networks of minoritized cultures produce within and across national boundaries.” This minor transnational mode is not equivalent to globalization from below; rather it denotes the relations between peripheries.

I argue that Lionnet and Shih’s analysis should be seen as part of a larger critique of social and cultural theory that conceptualizes the exercise of power in dualistic terms, for example as occurring between the ethnic majority and ethnic minority in ethnic studies, the colonizer and colonized in colonial or postcolonial studies, or between the global and local in globalization studies. As Ella Shohat and Robert Stam state

There is a certain tendency in critical discourse to pit a rotating chain of marginalized communities against a white norm, or to pit various Third World cultures against a Western norm. This discourse assumes a neat binarism of black versus white, Chicana versus Anglo, East versus West, or North versus South—a binarism that ironically repositions whiteness and Westernness as normative interlocutors. These conceptual binaries foreclose non-white interethnic relationships and put on hold those who do not fit easily into pre-existing binarisms, forced to wait their turn to speak. This ‘on hold’ analytical method ends up producing gaps and silences. The relationship among the diverse others remains obscure.

Furthermore, I argue that the work of Lionnet and Shih’s needs to be understood as part of a wider embrace of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s re-reading of the work of Franz Kafka and his concept of “minor literature.” According to Deleuze and Guattari, the minor is characterized
by “the deterritorialization of language, the connection of the individual to
the political immediacy, and the collective assemblage of enunciation.”\textsuperscript{155}

The concept of the minor has been used as a descriptor for various forms of
cultural difference, that is, as a marker of cultural identity. For example, it
has been invoked in a feminist context to describe women’s cinema,\textsuperscript{156} and in
a queer context to describe lesbian cinema.\textsuperscript{157} However, the concept of the
minor has been used much less as an analytical frame for culture under
globalization. For example, Lionnet and Shih use the concept of the minor in
a postcolonial context. For them, minor transnationalism is a way to
understand globalization from a minor \textit{perspective}. It is a critical term as a
much as a descriptive one and reflects an epistemological stance as much as
it does a social reality.

With respect to the movement of people, for example, Lionnet and
Shih observe that within migration studies, migrants are granted
subjecthood only when they enter the West,\textsuperscript{158} a sentiment expressed
elsewhere by scholars such as Dipesh Chakrabarty.\textsuperscript{159} And with respect to
the movement of media, Julian Stringer observes that within film studies, the
“new waves” or “national cinemas” of non-Western societies such as Korea
are only acknowledged to exist after they have been programmed or
“discovered” by Euro-American film festivals.\textsuperscript{160} Stringer laments the
unwillingness or inability of the West to distribute and exhibit non-Western
films, even via film festivals, because this often obscures the long and varied
\textit{production} histories of non-Western films.\textsuperscript{161}

In addition to acknowledging the inadequacy of structuralist
frameworks such as “major and minor” which ostensibly operate according
to dynamics of “domination and resistance,” several scholars have also
adopted poststructuralist theories such as Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of
the “rhizome.” According to Deleuze and Guattari, the rhizome is a model
for culture with no specific origin or genesis that favours a nomadic system
of growth or propagation. It suggests multiplicity, lateral movement, and
continuous mutability. The concept of the rhizome has been used as a descriptor of social organization. However, it has been used much less as an analytical frame for collective action beyond the nation state. For example, Hamid Naficy observes that filmmakers and videomakers of the accented cinema engage in multiple strategies; in addition to resisting major forces, they engage in “rhizomatic group affiliations—vertical, horizontal, and transverse—across deterritorialized social formations.”

I have argued that the conceptual framework of minor transnationalism is a valuable one. However, it is not free from drawbacks. In its attempt to emphasize the agency of non-elites and the horizontal nature of relations between margins, it risks ignoring the centre altogether. While some scholars argue that peripheries under globalization operate apart from structures of power, others argue that they work through them. Faye Ginsberg asserts in relation to Aboriginal screen media that: “[Aboriginal producers’] vision coexists uneasily, however, with the fact that their work is also a product of relations with governing bodies that are responsible for the dire political circumstances that often motivated the Aboriginal mastery of new communications forms as a means of cultural intervention.” In relation to what he calls “accented cinema,” Hamid Naficy asserts: “Although it is not strongly motivated by money, the accented cinema is, nevertheless, enabled by capital—in a peculiar mixed economy consisting of market forces within media industries; personal, private, public, and philanthropic funding sources; and ethnic and exilic economies. It is thus not entirely free from capital, nor should it be reduced to it.” I address the structural conditions of possibility for minor transnationalism to exist further in chapter three of the thesis.

The complex and contested nature of globalization as theorized in this way has been commented upon by several scholars. Anna Tsing has observed that the global environment is characterized not by smooth flows, but by “friction,” while Arjun Appadurai, as I have already noted, has
described the global order as one characterized by overlaps and “disjunctures.”\textsuperscript{168} Hamid Naficy has observed that cultural production in the era of post-industrial capitalism and migration is characterized by “cracks, tensions, and contradictions”\textsuperscript{169} Of these accounts, however, only Tsing’s in-depth ethnographic study sheds light upon the specific encounters in the Indonesian rainforest between elites such as funding agencies and scientific organizations, and grassroots groups such as student movements. By looking at particular government policies and corporate practices in Canada and Hong Kong in the late 1990s and by making their complexities and contradictions explicit, my study aims to depict globalization as resulting from the agency, albeit unequal, of historically and geographically situated actors, rather than from political and economic forces in the abstract.

In a similar vein, cultural studies approaches have for some time come under criticism for over-valorizing the agency or “resistance” of marginalized groups to social domination.\textsuperscript{170} In order to avoid such conceptual blind spots, it is important to also analyze the ways in which cultural production and circulation continue to be structured by dominant institutions such as governments and conglomerates, as well as being initiated by non-elites.\textsuperscript{171} Studies of cultural policy within the field of cultural studies,\textsuperscript{172} and analyses of cultural industries in the U.S.A. or creative industries in the U.K., have emerged in order to address the role of regulation and institutional control. Similarly, political economy approaches have come under criticism for under-valorizing the power of elites and failing to pay adequate attention to the increasingly important role of culture and creativity in local, national, regional, and global economies.\textsuperscript{173} In order to avoid such conceptual blind spots, it is important to analyze the ways in which cultural flows can emerge from the grassroots and to pay adequate attention to the role of creativity and cultural difference in post-industrial capitalism.\textsuperscript{174}
My foundational hypothesis, then, is that globalization and the intensified flows of people and media are not simple and straightforwardly positive or negative, but complex and contradictory. With respect to globalization and the circulation of media, the scholarly emphasis has been on the way in which neoliberal globalization has increased the cross-border traffic of screen commodities. But, as this thesis will demonstrate, globalization is a contested process, and screen circulation is one of the terrains upon which this struggle takes place. With respect to globalization and subject formation, the scholarly emphasis has been on the way in which deregulation, privatization, and free trade are reproducing if not increasing the power of economic elites. There has been much less attention paid to globalization’s role in the production of identities that contest economic power and cultural authority and legitimacy.

I have analyzed the literature that argues that globalization is leading to the consolidation of political, economic, and cultural power within a global or transnational elite. I have also analyzed the literature that argues that globalization is leading to the formation of numerous, lateral, cross-border networks between grassroots groups; these transnational networks are directly or indirectly mediated by capital and the state. In the following section, I will look at how these contradictory tendencies towards the centralization and decentralization of power take empirical form in the globalization of Hollywood cinema; regional responses to Hollywood hegemony; and the emergence of peripheral screen cultures that circulate in established and alternative ways.

Screen Globalization:
From Global Hollywood to Peripheral Cinemas

Within the literature about the globalization of screen distribution and exhibition across various disciplines, the prevalent approach emphasizes the continued domination of Hollywood practices. More recently, the literature
has expanded and diversified to include analyses of the ways in which non-
Hollywood film industries in Europe and particularly East Asia, through
regional cooperation, are resisting Hollywood competition. Finally, there is
an emergent approach that emphasizes the non-mainstream practices of
peripheral cinemas.

The purpose of this section is to identify and evaluate these theoretical
and empirical studies. First, I analyze political economy approaches that
argue that screen distribution and exhibition under globalization are leading
to a renewal of cultural imperialism. Next, I analyze cultural industries
approaches that argue that screen globalization is leading to cultural
resistance on a regional scale. Finally, I analyze critical cultural studies
approaches that look at the implications of distribution and exhibition
practices that exist in a minor transnational mode.

I argue that frameworks that understand screen globalization as
simply the extension of Hollywood control cannot account for the
heterogeneity and vitality of film circulation under conditions of post-
Fordism, intensified migration, digitalization, and so forth; neither can
frameworks that understand screen globalization purely as the restructuring
and reassertion of regional film industries. Rather, frameworks that seek to
understand a complete picture of globalization must consider the alternative
networking together of peripheral cinemas to other peripheral cinemas.

Furthermore, although these peripheral cinemas and microcinemas
cut across national borders and are animated by a commitment to personal
and political issues rather than by individual profit-seeking, the theoretical
implications and normative consequences of this proliferation and extension
of independent culture to different sites and scales, via an “imagined
community of indies,” has yet to be adequately explored.

There is a sizable body of literature across various disciplines in the
social sciences that analyzes the impact of economic globalization on major
screen production and circulation since the 1990s. This scholarship equates globalization with processes of deregulation, privatization, and “free trade,” and major screen production with the commercial film industry in the U.S.A., namely Hollywood. One of the earliest analyses of the globalization of Hollywood was Tino Balio’s essay, “A Major Presence in All of the World’s Important Markets.” He attributed Hollywood’s continued domination to three strategies, namely the pursuit of new patterns of ownership in the form of vertical and horizontal integration; the pursuit of new patterns of financing in the form of international partnerships; and the pursuit of new patterns of diversification in the form of domestic partnerships with independent producers and distributors. Another much-cited analysis is Toby Miller et al.’s Global Hollywood. They attribute Hollywood’s control to its manipulation of the New International Division of Cultural Labour, which emphasizes the importance of flexible labour to the global cultural economy.

In recent decades, there has been slow but steady expansion of scholarly interest beyond screen production and circulation within Euro-American contexts to also include East Asian contexts. This intellectual shift corresponds with a geopolitical re-alignment that can be attributed in large part to the rapid industrialization and economic growth of the economies in East and Southeast Asia from the 1960s to the 1990s, and in particular, those of Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea, and Singapore; in business and journalistic discourses, these economies were often referred to as the Four Asian Tigers. This geopolitical realignment has become even more pronounced since the 1990s as a result of the unprecedented economic growth of the P.R.C., now acknowledged as the world’s second largest economy.

The role of screen media in the emergence of a newly ascendant Asia has been the subject of number of analyses. From a creative industries perspective, two important books that were published early in the twenty-
first century were by Michael Curtin\textsuperscript{180} and Darrell William Davis and Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh.\textsuperscript{181} Whereas older analyses such as those by John Lent\textsuperscript{182} highlighted the workings of nationally-regulated film industries involved in processes of media import and export, these newer analyses have drawn attention to the “strategies, tactics, and experiments”\textsuperscript{183} of screen industries which are adopting new modes of flexible screen production and circulation in order to facilitate the flow of capital and expertise within East Asia and across the Asia Pacific region.

As they have in Hollywood, commercial East Asian distribution and exhibition practices have shaped dominant production cultures by creating a demand for high-budget, blockbuster films; this demand has been achieved in part through increased marketing and the promotion of pan-Asian stars. The Chinese blockbuster film \textit{Hero} (2002) is often cited as a regional watershed and cultural high-water mark because the film’s production financing and narrative material were sourced from within “Greater China” rather than from overseas.\textsuperscript{184} In fact, Laikwan Pang identifies economic and cultural integration with the P.R.C., for example through trade agreements such as the Closer Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA), and the co-production of blockbusters, as one of the two major strategies that Hong Kong has pursued to ensure its cinematic survival in the post-handover period. The other strategy is closer integration with the rest of Asia through commercial and art house productions under the brand of New Asian Cinema.\textsuperscript{185}

Within the creative industries literature, the significance of these regional changes is material and is measured in bottom line terms. What unites these previously separate film industries is a desire to compete with Hollywood in order to regain domestic market share, increase competitive advantage, and maximize profit. The Hong Kong director, Peter Chan, has stated that, “International success depends on domestic popularity. We need a new way to put Asia together as a market, not out of any cultural idealism,
but from sheer necessity.” However, the significance of these changes from an Asian media studies or Asian cultural studies perspective, is also epistemological and is understood by some scholars to constitute a form of cultural resistance and proof that the hegemony of Western screen media is declining.

The consequences of the rise of regional screen industries are contested. Some scholars celebrate the occurrence of reverse cultural flows, or “contra-flows” that move from the periphery or non-West to the centre or West, rather than from the centre to the periphery. Other scholars understand this development in more complex and even paradoxical ways, as a form of “resistance through submission.” They argue that in their adoption of the standards and practices of Western screen media, namely Hollywood, the success of these regional screen industries demonstrates Hollywood’s continuing influence. Furthermore, there is a debate as to whether the revitalized Asian screen industries offer a genuine alternative model to Hollywood, or whether they simply replace a certain Western, developmental, capitalist and nationalist logic, with a certain Asian, developmental, capitalist and nationalist one instead. Instead of simply reversing or substituting the terms of West and non-West, or centre and periphery, they argue that such dichotomies need to be fundamentally rethought.

What is also missing in the creative industries literature is any in-depth or sustained engagement with the role of East Asian screen cultures in shaping individual subjectivities or social imaginaries. This has been taken up in scholarship produced over the past decade from an Asian cultural studies perspective. Two important books that were published in the early twenty-first century are edited by Koichi Iwabuchi et al. and Chris Berry et al. Whereas older explanations of cultural difference, such as primordial civilizations, depicted Asia as Other to the West, newer explanations of cultural difference such as those offered in these collections depict Asia as
both increasingly implicated with the West and regionally integrated.\textsuperscript{192} Within the cultural studies literature, the significance of the Asian screen industries is analyzed not just in terms of profit or loss, but in terms of their meaning-making functions and their potential to reconfigure dominant notions of race, gender, sexuality, and so forth.

I argue that the globalization literature can be made more complete by putting cultural studies in Asia or media studies in Asia more directly into dialogue with new developments in film studies and screen studies, especially developments that draw attention to sites and processes of screen distribution and exhibition.\textsuperscript{193} By shifting the focus of research from popular texts and active audiences to independent screen circulation, through specific practices of distribution and exhibition, we can come to understand how independent film and video production that was previously local and delimited by geography is now being transformed into transnational screen cultures that increase access to alternative screen media and more just and equitable ways of imagining the world.

There is a smaller but significant body of literature across the humanities and social sciences that analyzes the impact of cultural globalization on minor screen production and circulation since the 1990s. This scholarship equates globalization not just with processes of deregulation, privatization, and “free trade,” but also with more complex reconfigurations of the nation-state and the market, and with non-industrial or semi-industrial screen cultures, or what David Hesmondhalgh terms, “peripheral industries,” outside of Hollywood.\textsuperscript{194} The main argument of this literature is that independent producers and cultural workers are increasingly able to reach specialized audiences in dispersed contexts directly, with the help of new technologies such as digital video, VCDs and DVDs, and the Internet. As a result of this circumvention of official and commercial media systems of production and distribution, there has been a pluralization of screen content.
One perspective within the screen globalization literature that is significant but has been widely overlooked is proposed by Tom O’Regan and Ben Goldsmith.\textsuperscript{195} They link the structural conditions of an “emerging ecology of production” with the agency of non-elites. These structural conditions include processes of post-Fordism, digitalization, and “a fundamental and exponential increase of both access to screen production technology and to distribution platforms” that include pay-per-view television, real and “virtual film festivals,” interactive museum exhibits, and more.\textsuperscript{196} O’Regan and Goldsmith concede that this emerging ecology of production is characterized by a double vision that includes both the regeneration of the studio system, and a “studio without walls,” which they also refer to as a “microcinema.” Nonetheless their analysis of the globalization of screen distribution and exhibition as complex and contradictory offers a more nuanced perspective to that offered by scholars such as Janet Wasko who argue that globalization has simply bolstered Hollywood.\textsuperscript{197}

Whereas the regional screen industries are united by an economic and cultural imperative to compete with Hollywood, if necessary by adopting its theories and practices, the underground microcinema culture according to O’Regan and Goldsmith is “political and cultural in intent. The aim of many ‘guerilla film-makers’ is to use varieties of technologies old and new, often against the grain and for one’s own specific, political, and cultural (non-digital) ends.”\textsuperscript{198} This microcinema culture is governed by “systems of exchange which have ‘little to do with commercial models’ and more to do with ‘community-based systems of barter.’”\textsuperscript{199} Thus, these alternative screen cultures appear to operate according to a different set of values than commercial screen cultures, yet the theoretical and normative implications of the proliferation of these non-mainstream screen culture have not yet been fully explored.
If global Hollywood cinema distribution has shaped dominant production cultures by creating a demand for ultra-high budget films, as I discussed earlier in the chapter, peripheral cinema distribution has shaped alternative production cultures by creating a demand for ultra-low budget independent films; this has been achieved in part through increased word-of-mouth to specialized audiences via offline and online networks.

Peripheral cinema distribution and exhibition have also shaped consumption cultures by creating a demand for alternative screen experiences, for example, non-theatrical and non-mainstream exhibition that ranges from private screenings in domestic spaces to public screenings at specialized film festivals, small art galleries, cine-bars, Internet TV, and so forth.

Within the field of film festival studies, scholars have interrogated the ways in which international film festivals inscribe social difference and perpetuate (vertical) power relations of dominance and subordination. In a seminal essay, Bill Nichols drew attention to the role of large, international film festivals, specifically the Toronto International Film Festival, in helping audiences in the West to “discover the form” and “infer the meaning” of so-called new cinemas from the non-West, specifically cinema from Iran.

However, there has been much less attention paid to the way in which smaller, themed film festivals also promote (horizontal) relations of mutual aid and solidarity. One of the key contributions in this respect has been made by the media anthropologist, Faye Ginsberg. Like Nichols, Ginsberg understands screen media, specifically Aboriginal media, as circulating globally rather than just within a particular national context. However, unlike Nichols, Ginsberg understands the transnational mediations of Aboriginal film festivals and conferences, such as the Dreamspeakers Festival in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, as contributing to “expanded communities of identity” and to a “transnational indigenous network,” rather than just to a global cultural economy. She clearly sees these Aboriginal film festivals as having an explicitly activist, rather than simply aesthetic or commercial, function. Ginsberg observes that
The indigenous media makers in the [First Nations Film and Video Makers World Alliance], who came from all over the world, were all engaged in asserting the relationship of their work to broader arenas of social action. Such positions complicate structures of distribution and public culture in which the (media) artist’s position is valued as being outside or critical of society.206

Although analytically useful, Ginsberg’s study does not address the particular film festival practices that enable Aboriginal cultural workers to add social meaning and value to indigenous media, and indeed to indigenous culture overall. My thesis aims to build upon Ginsberg’s research by looking in-depth at the activities of film festival programmers and curators.

Museums have been widely implicated in the spread of colonialism and nationalism. More recently, museums have been implicated in the shift from national to global economies; no longer just guardians of high culture in the West, they now function as brands that can be extended throughout the world.207 For example, in her analysis of the expansionist and cross-border practices of the Guggenheim Museum in New York, the art historian and cultural anthropologist Saloni Mathur draws attention to the museum’s adoption of a “Global Guggenheim” strategy which extends the museum from New York to the cities of Las Vegas, Berlin, and Bilbao, and had planned to develop additional mega-museums in South America, the Middle East, Africa, East and Southeast Asia.208 She fears that such museums are not just behaving like corporations, but like multinational corporations.209 However, far fewer studies within the field have focused on the ways in which the proliferation and networking together of alternative art spaces also facilitate more just and equitable social relations. A key contributor to this project is the visual culture scholar, Irit Rogoff. In her article, “Geo-Cultures: Circuits of Arts and Globalizations,” Rogoff draws attention to the
proliferation and expansion of biennial exhibitions, including the Johannesburg Biennale of 1997 and the seventh Cairo Biennale of 1998, which have developed into a “circuit of investigation, exchange and conversation.”210 She notes that rather than adopting the models of traditional centres of arts and culture such as New York, Paris, London, and Berlin, these “linked peripheries,” have created new ways of working that are “both specifically located and simultaneously diasporic.”211 As Mathur asserts, “We need to distinguish between different types of globalisms that appear to co-exist in our current exhibitionary landscape ... We need, for instance, to identify those cosmopolitan practices that are socially progressive, worldly, enlightened, and that potentially challenge the dominance of Western cultural institutions ....”212 This project aims to contribute to realizing that hope.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have analysed the strengths and weakness of different approaches to screen globalization and identified a number of gaps in the literature. I have observed that while the regional screen industries framework is valuable, it does not take into account the circulation of non-commercial media, or the movement of non-elite cultural workers. Similarly, while the peripheral cinemas framework is valuable, it does not take into account the implications of the spread of independent ideals across borders. As a result, the public culture dimension of both regional and peripheral cultural flows has been overlooked. My thesis addresses this gap by researching one region, the Asia Pacific region, as an instance of the circulation of independent screen media, non-elite or semi-elite migration, and public culture. The study aims to shed new light on the state of screen media, globalization, and the Asia Pacific region.

In the subsequent chapter, I identify and analyze the methodological issues raised by studying peripheral screen cultures in the Asia Pacific
region. I argue that in order to fully come to terms with the diversity and vitality of screen media in a global era, we need to re-think existing methodological approaches. I argue for a “multi-sited scavenger methodology” and a mixed methods, case study approach that takes into account both official and institutional data and grassroots modes of being and remembering.
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Chapter Two: Peripheral Screen Cultures in Transnational Perspective: Methodological Challenges and Responses

The previous chapter established the conceptual framework for the study, synthesizing literature from across the disciplines and fields of political economy, cultural studies, film history, media anthropology, and others. This chapter will outline the methodological approach of the thesis. The chapter is divided into three sections: “Theoretical Contexts: Situating the Approach;” “A Multi-Sited Scavenger Methodology;” and “Practical Issues: Doing the Research.” The first section identifies dominant models for researching screen distribution and exhibition and the issues that these models raise. The second section proposes an alternative model—a multi-sited scavenger methodology—and stakes a claim for a flexible, mixed methods approach that draws from both qualitative and quantitative research traditions. The third section discusses the opportunities and limitations associated with undertaking case study research, document research, and face-to-face interviews.

I argue that researching independent distribution and exhibition under conditions of globalization requires a re-thinking of existing methodological approaches. It not only requires addressing the problem of methodological nationalism, but also a certain methodological preoccupation with culture’s mediation and objectification by the forces of the global economy. While multi-sited approaches such as “follow the object” address methodological nationalism by acknowledging the importance of mobility and cultural flows, they cannot fully account for the circulation of non-commercial or unofficial cultural forms and practices, such as short films and independent documentaries, which have proliferated over the past decade.

On the basis of these arguments about method, I designed a methodology comprising of a mobile ethnography which “followed the
thing,” or followed several predetermined screen objects from their production in Canada to exhibition sites around the world. For the reasons explained below, this methodology was subsequently amended to trace the cross-border flows of independent screen media through specific sites of alternative distribution and exhibition, namely, Ying E Chi, a non-profit distributor in Hong Kong; the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival, a diasporic film festival in Canada; and the Vancouver International Centre for Contemporary Asian Art, a non-collecting gallery. The aim was to understand how these non-mainstream sites of distribution and exhibition might contribute to the production of new identities and social imaginaries, and to the linking together across borders of peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups.

**Theoretical Contexts: Situating the Approach**

In order to contextualize the chosen methodology, I will first briefly review various established approaches to research. I argue that the absence of independent screen media from analyses of globalization can be partly attributed to the methodological limitations of film studies and globalization studies to date. These limitations include the dominance of textual exegesis or close readings, a reliance on institutional or industrial data, and the persistence of methodological nationalism. First, film studies as a discipline has privileged the filmic text and overlooked the circumstances beyond the text. In his polemical essay, “Stop Reading Films! Film Studies, Close Analysis, and Gay Porn,” John Champagne observes that “close analysis has historically taken the place of other kinds of necessary inquiry ... it particularly obscures both the historical and social conditions in which certain kinds of text circulate and the everyday uses to which subjects put such texts.” For example, despite the important role played by film festivals in screen circulation, the academic study of festivals did not properly emerge until the late 1990s. Prior to this, film festivals were either ignored or else examined in relation to masterpieces and great works, a
reflection of the discipline of film studies’ close association with literary studies.

Second, film studies has tended to rely on official and industrial sources of data. This has led to the relative neglect of screen cultures that are unofficial or non-commercial. In his recent monograph about informal film distribution, *Shadow Economies of Cinema*, Roman Lobato problematizes the epistemic authority of what he calls, “formality.” He defines formality as “the degree to which industries are regulated, measured, and governed by state and corporate institutions.” Lobato attributes the invisibility and unknowability of informal distribution to the methodological norms of film industry research that privilege certain forms of empirical data, for example box office statistics, over others. In order to analytically contest or decenter formality, he draws attention to the practices of informal distribution agents and channels that are ordinarily marginalized or overlooked. These agents and channels include “enthusiasts, small-time traders, fly-by-night entrepreneurs, gangsters, preachers, and a whole host of other non-professional agents” who operate in “street markets, bazaars, illegal rental businesses, places of worship, and grocery stores.” In other words, rather than trying to formalize these informal practices, or assimilate them into established official or industrial ways of monitoring and recording data, he attempts to study them as legitimate in their own right. By privileging what he terms, “distribution from below,” Lobato expands the understanding of what constitutes screen distribution, as well as changing our understanding of how media globalization works.

Lastly, like many other subjects, the discipline of film studies has tended to assume that the nation-state is the natural social and political form of the modern world; in other words, the study of cinema has been characterized by a certain methodological nationalism. As a result of this nationalist perspective, processes that cannot be understood within a national framework, or that cut across national boundaries, have tended to
fall out of view. What is particularly problematic is that these methodological blind spots have tended to compound or reinforce one another, so that screen distribution (rather than production) that informally (instead of formally) crosses borders (rather than being territorially-bounded) remains an especially underexplored phenomenon because the perspectives and tools for its scholarly investigation are lacking. What is required, as a number of scholars have argued, is not only a re-thinking of current epistemological assumptions within film studies— for example, of who knows and what can be known, or what counts as legitimate knowledge— but also the adoption of methodologies and methods from other disciplines, such as anthropology, in order to come to terms with screen practices that are currently not understood or misunderstood.

Two scholars who subscribe to such a rethinking and recombining of methodologies are Ella Shohat and Robert Stam. In their edited collection, *Multiculturalism, Postcoloniality and Transnational Media*, they call for a “methodological cubism,” in order to multiply the perspectives and locations from which film studies and media studies speak. They seek to question not only the Eurocentric bias of film and media analyses that over-privilege Hollywood or European art cinema, an issue I addressed in the previous chapter, but also the Enlightenment biases of the research methodologies that have underpinned much of this work. These biases include an adherence to the values and principles of the scientific method of inquiry, such as generalizability and objectivity. For example, John Champagne has observed that the method of close reading in film studies, with its Kantian emphasis on disinterested pleasure, feigns a certain objectivity in relation to the text. I hoped that by moving beyond disciplinary boundaries and combining anthropological approaches to researching mobility with queer approaches to researching culture, I could address important epistemological elisions and respond to the new methodological challenges that now accompany the practice of empirical research in a post-Enlightenment, globalized age.
A Multi-Sited Scavenger Methodology

I had originally intended to undertake a mobile ethnography or multi-sited ethnography, and to follow the screen object or “follow the thing.” According to George E. Marcus, multi-sited ethnography is a mode of ethnography that “moves out from the single sites and local situations of conventional ethnographic research designs to re-examine the circulation of cultural meanings, objects, and identities in diffuse time-space.” Following the thing involves “tracing the circulation through different contexts of a manifestly material object of study … such as commodities, gifts, money, works of art, and intellectual property.” The pilot research for the project took place in Vancouver from June 20 to July 9, 2008. The screen objects that I had elected to follow were three short films by the visual and media artist, Ho Tam, who was born in Hong Kong and now resides in Canada. I discuss Tam’s work in more depth in chapters five and six.

Subsequent to the pilot stage of the research, however, I decided to re-evaluate my methodological approach. This was because I discovered that I could not ascertain the circulation of the informally-distributed and non-theatrically exhibited screen objects in my study in any comprehensive or conclusive way. In her analysis of the changing dynamic of the global circulation of film, Dina Iordanova attributes the epistemic centrality of Hollywood to its practices of data management. She asserts that “Hollywood is the only filmmaking enterprise that directly monitors all aspects of its operation, by keeping a close watch on a variety of statistics produced from meticulous reporting on all domestic and international box office and auxiliary revenues.” In comparison to the data that has been accrued by Hollywood or other commercially successful cinemas, the data about the production and circulation of short films, independent documentaries, and very low-budget feature films is often lacking. In their interview about the new documentary film movement in China with Moving Image Archive News, editors Chris Berry and Lisa Rofel observe that
The informal quality of independent film and video culture in China means that systematic information about the films is absent. There are no statistics on the numbers of independent documentaries produced in China, for example. Scholars wishing to carry out research on independent documentaries in China must contend with the absence of any central state archive collection.225

I argue that this under-documenting and under-reporting of activity has contributed to the relegation of independent screen cultures, particularly those from outside of the West, to the epistemic periphery. In order to account for the fact that the screen distributors and exhibitors in my study existed on the margins of, or outside of, industries and institutions, I decided to adopt a scavenger methodology. According to, Judith Halberstam, a scavenger methodology is an approach that “uses different methods to collect and produce information on subjects who have been deliberately or accidentally excluded from studies of human behaviour ... it attempts to combine methods that are often cast as being at odds with each other, and it refuses the academic compulsion towards disciplinary coherence.”226

It needs to be underscored that I did not begin the research with this multi-sited scavenger methodology in mind. Whereas in the quantitative tradition of social research, the research process is linear and proceeds in stages, beginning with research questions, a hypothesis, then data collection, then analysis, and finally the drawing of conclusions, in the qualitative tradition, the research process is iterative and cyclical, and in the words of John Law, “messy.”227 I had some expectations of what I would find as a result of my practice-based experience as a programmer and curator of film festivals in Vancouver, but I did not have specific questions to answer, or a hypothesis to test. Clive Seale observes that, “Only when a finding is placed in a relevant theoretical context can it acquire significance.”228 In fact, I began
with answers and only arrived at the questions for my project through a process of moving dialectically between theory and data and theory again.

My stance in relation to debates between quantitative and qualitative approaches to research was flexible, to the extent that I understood these approaches as occurring on a continuum rather than being diametrically opposed. In this way, my stance reflected the decline of the paradigm wars between quantitative and qualitative research.\textsuperscript{229} However, with respect to two other dimensions of the study—the position of the researcher, and the criteria for evaluating research quality—I was more closely aligned with the qualitative school. First, I believed that the position of the researcher could be involved rather than neutral and objective.\textsuperscript{230} In my case, the impetus for the research was my participation as a film programmer and curator in Vancouver where I noted a discrepancy between the description of “modern Chinese transnationalism”\textsuperscript{231} in the academic literature as described by scholars such as Aihwa Ong, and my own observations of transnational Chinese filmmakers and cultural workers who were neither wealthy nor powerful nor upwardly-mobile, and who in fact were committed to social change. In addition, I noted that the screen media traveling through these screening events were not blockbuster films or even commercial art house films, but were in fact very low-budget films and videos, often made by semi-professionals or non-professionals in their spare time.

Second, I believed that the indicators for research quality should include criteria other than the validity and reliability of the study in the strictly scientific sense. Following the direction of sociologist Clive Seale, I felt that the criteria for evaluating the research could include “providing insight into a phenomenon, individuals, or an event, or giving voice to social groups whose perspective has been hidden from public view.”\textsuperscript{232} Seale acknowledges both of these qualitative criteria—providing insight and giving voice—as legitimate alternatives to the quantitative criteria of validity and reliability which underpin the scientific method. Throughout my study,
I strove for a research practice characterized by “system, rigour, and reflection” rather than validity or reliability as the scientific method would usually have it.

Thus, rather than track a particular screen object through multiple channels of distribution and sites of exhibition, I decided to refocus my attention on particular distributors or exhibitors and to trace the flow of multiple screen media through them as part of my analysis. Instead of “following the thing,” I chose to undertake case study analysis.

During the course of my research, I undertook fieldwork in three different urban sites in both North America and East Asia: Vancouver, Toronto, and Hong Kong. In total, I spent sixty-nine, non-consecutive days in the field. In determining the duration of my fieldwork, I was influenced by both methodological and practical concerns. Methodologically, I was aware that classical ethnography demands a period of immersion in the field for a period of six to twelve months during which time a “foreign” culture is studied through direct observation. Practically, however, I was limited by both financial and time constraints. However, I was also aware that this classical model of ethnography is predicated on a traditional notion of culture as being “tightly territorialized, spatially-bounded, historically unselfconscious, and culturally homogenous.” In contrast, I wanted to acknowledge, following the seminal work of Arjun Appadurai, that culture under globalization is modern, and that modernity is at large. In contrast to culture as understood by classical ethnography, culture as understood by multi-sited ethnography is multiple and dynamic, technologically-mediated, and traversed by various flows.

Within the ethnographic tradition, one of the key issues is the status of the researcher or observer as either a cultural insider or outsider. The fact that my research was multi-sited made me more reflexive about my position because my physical and epistemic locations as both a researcher and an individual were constantly in flux. In undertaking multi-sited fieldwork, I
found that I occupied a position that was neither solely “emic” (as a cultural insider) nor solely “etic” (as a cultural outsider), but both “emic” and “etic,” inside and outside, at different times, in different places, and in different ways.\(^{237}\)

For example, when I was undertaking fieldwork in Toronto with the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival (TRAIFF), my identity as Chinese Canadian rendered my status as “emic.” However, my prior experience working for a competing film festival (the Vancouver Asian Film Festival) in another part of the country (the West Coast) meant that my status was “etic” as well. Conversely, when I was visiting Hong Kong, my pre-disposition to independent films and videos rendered my status as somewhat “emic.” But my inability to speak Cantonese or Mandarin meant that my status was very much “etic,” despite the fact that many of my interviewees spoke English fluently. Rather than understanding “emic” and “etic” as binary positions, it makes sense to understand them in relation and on a continuum.

Another key issue within the ethnographic tradition is the nature or scope of “the field.” The fact that my research was multi-sited brought certain dimensions of the sites into clearer analytical focus than they would have been had I restricted my study to a single national or local site. For example, my finding that independent screen media circulate from periphery-to-periphery via what I call “independent sole traders” was only made possible through a transnational approach; I discuss this further in the case study chapters. I arrived at this finding after selecting a sample of interview participants and analysing the correspondences between their movements across borders, on the one hand, and the transnational circulation of the independent films and videos in my study, on the other. This circulation was documented in the publications such as film festival catalogues that I collected over a ten-year period. By privileging the beliefs and actions of non-elites or semi-elites, that is, of educational migrants and
cultural workers, I hoped to expand the understanding of what constitutes globalization, as well as to change the understanding of how independent screen distribution and exhibition are practiced.

In choosing multiple sites for analysis, my intention was to develop a transnational, rather than comparative, perspective on the independent screen cultures in my study. The difference between these two approaches is not merely semantic. Whereas a comparative perspective might assume that the three distribution and exhibition sites are bounded entities (like nation-states) which evolved separately and which function discretely, a transnational perspective understands that these sites have been, and will continue to be, traversed by various flows. What is at stake in characterizing these independent screen cultures in this way is precisely this relational rather than absolute character; a notion that collectively, the sites are more than the sum of their individual parts. Having briefly discussed the philosophical and epistemological implications of researching minor screen cultures in transnational perspective, I will now turn to the details of the study itself. I will examine three of the methods used in some depth: case studies, document research, and face-to-face interviews.

Practical Issues: Doing the Research

According to Robert Yin, a case study is “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident.” This method was particularly useful for my project because the case study is context-specific, is able to accommodate mixed methods, or the combination of qualitative and quantitative methods, and favours the answering of research questions that ask, “how?” and “why?” I chose to use case studies in part due to the nature of my research questions: I sought to understand why, how, and to what effect the distributors and exhibitors in my project pursued a strategy of peripheral-to-
peripheral, cross-border networks. And it was also in part due to a desire to analyze practices of distribution and exhibition in a holistic manner within a specific milieu. In its emphasis on the particular and situated, the case study approach is methodologically complementary to Anna Tsing’s insistence that we research specific, empirical “transnational projects,” rather than globalization as a force of nature which is universal and abstract.\textsuperscript{241} In other words, my choice of methods was also guided by the theoretical imperatives identified in my literature review.

The selection of cases in my project was guided by several factors that included the longevity of the distributor or exhibitor and issues of access to the field. For example, I selected the non-profit film distributor Ying E Chi for analysis in part because of its establishment in 1996 and its existence for more than a decade.\textsuperscript{242} Thus, the documents produced by Ying E Chi offered the possibility for the “prolonged engagement and persistent observations” that Egon G. Guba and Yvonna S. Lincoln identify as the goal of qualitative sampling, and the possibility of yielding data over a particular duration that was sufficiently rich and thick.\textsuperscript{243} Furthermore, because I was indirectly acquainted with Simon Chung, one of the founders of Ying E Chi, there was a greater likelihood of my gaining access to other members of the organization for interviews.

By nature, case studies incorporate multiple methods rather than a single approach. This enables methodological triangulation, or the combination of methods, one of the strategies through which the quality of empirical research can be enhanced.\textsuperscript{244} Of the six sources of data or evidence that Robert Yin identifies as potentially contributing to case study research, three sources — archival records, documentation, and interviews — were especially relevant for my research.\textsuperscript{245} The benefits of documents are that they are stable, can be reviewed repeatedly, and feature broad coverage, in other words, that they cover a long span of time, many events, and many settings. They are also unobtrusive.\textsuperscript{246} The benefits of interviews are that they
are targeted and can be insightful. I will now discuss each of these methods in more depth.

Regarding document research, Ben Gidley locates the history of the archive within the context of the rise of nation-states and their monopoly on law and violence, as well as the development of capitalist forms of power.\textsuperscript{247} As such, archives as sites and practices are not neutral, but are implicated in processes of nation-building and economic development. In light of the historical and institutional role of archives and the way they have been put to use in the service of power, I chose to undertake document research in both official and unofficial, and online and physical archives in each of the three cities in my study. With document research, I had to negotiate a methodological tension or compromise between a willingness to work with documents that were unregulated and non-institutionalized, to the point of being utterly random, and a need to work with documents that were consolidated, formally-organized, and preserved for posterity. The willingness to accept a certain degree of incompleteness and ephemerality was necessary because of the grassroots rather than institutionalized or commercial nature of distributors and exhibitors in my study. However, the need to consult archives that functioned in predictable ways and under controlled conditions was necessary because my time for data collection was limited.

The physical archives that I consulted included the City of Vancouver Office of Cultural Affairs Collection, the Hong Kong Film Archive, the Vancouver International Centre for Contemporary Asian Art Library and Artist Files, the Video In /Video Out Media Arts Centre Archive and Library, and the unofficial archives of the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival, and Ying E Chi (see Appendix A).

A key methodological challenge associated with document research is fragmentation, or the instance of documents going missing or being destroyed.\textsuperscript{248} This is especially pressing when undertaking research into
grassroots and independent screen cultures which may lack the capacity to archive the materials that they produce effectively. For example, during field work in Hong Kong, I requested back issues of the film festival catalogues produced by both Ying E Chi and Broadway Cinematheque for their Hong Kong Asian Film Festival from 2004 to 2007. However, Ying E Chi’s archive was fragmented and only housed back issues from two years: 2005 and 2007. In order to address this fragmentation, I searched Broadway Cinematheque’s online archive on its web site and located the catalogues from the missing years.

When undertaking documentary research in online archives, I found that digitalization has complex and contradictory effects. It almost certainly does not lead to straightforward “democratization.” On the one hand, using the Internet significantly increased my access to documentary material and made the data collection process more efficient. This was especially important as all of my sites were overseas. On the other hand, using online archives significantly decreased my insight into the documents’ material conditions of production, thus making the process of data analysis less “rich.” Therefore, one of the consequences of the use of the Internet in my study was a heightened tendency for me to perceive my documents as resources from which social facts and evidence should be extracted, rather than as topics in and of themselves.

One of the primary aims of the research was to shed light upon the participation within globalization of non-elites and semi-elites. To counter what I perceived to be a sampling bias in the dominant globalization literature towards the experience of elites, be they business migrants or policy makers or media executives, I chose to analyze diverse material, ranging from government and industry sources, to public agency sources, to material produced by the distributors and exhibitors themselves. By sampling bias, I do not mean to imply that sampling can ever be purely objective, but rather that sampling which is narrowly focussed on a
particular social group will produce knowledge about that group to the exclusion of knowledge about other practices. The material from official and industry sources largely informed my analysis of the structural factors enabling minor transnationalism to occur. I discuss these structural conditions of possibility further in the following chapter about cultural and social policy in Canada and Hong Kong.

The “core” of my document research for the case studies was the collection, analysis, and writing up of several film distributor catalogues, film festival catalogues, and art exhibition catalogues from each of the three cities in my study over a ten-year period from 1997 to 2007. For example, in Vancouver, I collected online data on annual exhibitions from the Vancouver International Centre for Contemporary Asian Art’s virtual archives or web site from 2000 to 2007. I supplemented this online data with hard copy data in the form of press clippings, newsletters, brochures, and other ephemera from the centre’s physical archive, library, and artist files. In Toronto, I collected hard copies of the film festival catalogues of the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival from 1997 to 2007. I supplemented these with other forms of hard copy data. And in Hong Kong, I collected online data on annual film holdings from Ying E Chi’s virtual archives—their web site—from 1997 to 2007. I supplemented this online data with hard copy publications such as film festival catalogues, brochures, newsletters, and press clippings, from Ying E Chi’s physical archives, or office files.

By collecting the same type of publication over a period of time, or longitudinally, I was able to acquire a large enough sample of information to be able to standardize my approach to data analysis, at least within each document “genre.” For example, by collecting film festival catalogues that spanned a decade (in the case of the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival), I was able to focus my data analysis on particular editorial and marketing features of the catalogue that were common across the years. These common features included the Message from the Festival Director,
programming notes on the Opening and Closing Night films, and information about print traffic.

In my analysis of the documents, I strove to combine quantitative and qualitative approaches. This entailed tracking the numbers of works in particularly underrepresented modes or genres, such as queer Asian titles or Chinese Canadian titles, circulating through the distributor or exhibitor from 1997 to 2007. In determining what constituted a queer Asian film, for example, I applied the most inclusive set of criteria possible (director, theme or subject matter, aesthetic or sensibility) rather than focusing exclusively on the issue of representation. I particularly sought to avoid a close reading of the films on the limited basis of “positive” or “negative” images. Rather, my aim here was to draw attention not only to the increasing volume of this type of production, but also to its expanding diversity and polyvocality.

Regarding the use of interviews, Fran Tonkiss locates the history of the social survey or questionnaire within the context of the emergence of programmes of governmental and social reform in late eighteenth and nineteenth century Britain.\textsuperscript{249} Likewise, Bridget Byrne notes the pervasiveness of interviews in everyday life.\textsuperscript{250} As such, the interview as a research tool is not neutral, but is implicated in processes of social control. Interview data is used as a basis for decisions that have a profound effect on social status and quality of life.

In light of the historical and contemporary uses to which surveys have been put in the service of power, I chose to adopt an unstructured to semi-structured interview format, so that the interviews more closely resembled a “conversation with a purpose.”\textsuperscript{251} As Byrne notes, qualitative modes of interviewing have been “particularly attractive to researchers who want to explore voices and experiences which they believe have been ignored, misrepresented, or suppressed in the past.”\textsuperscript{252} With interviews, I had to negotiate a methodological tension or compromise between an openness to what my interviewee wanted to talk about, and what I needed to know, that
is, my particular research agenda. The openness was necessary for both ethical reasons and so that I did not foreclose upon any unanticipated insights. The adherence to a research agenda was necessary to both ensure rigour and because my financial and time constraints were very tight, that is, because I did not have the luxury of repeating the research. As such, I understood my interview participants as both research topics and resources.\(^{253}\)

I use the word tension and compromise deliberately. On the one hand, adopting an unstructured to semi-structured format decreased the power differential between myself and my respondents (at least in theory) and rendered the interview, or data collection process, more egalitarian. This ethical concern was consistent with the epistemological position or perspective that interview respondents should be perceived as topics in and of themselves, rather than as resources from which social facts and evidence should be extracted.\(^{254}\) On the other hand, the lack of structure increased the subjective nature of the interview responses and rendered their subsequent interpretation, or data analysis process, more ambiguous, uncertain, and time-consuming. Byrne refers to this phenomenon in relation to a tension between data collection and data generation.\(^{255}\)

In total, I completed thirty-nine interviews (see Appendix B). These interviews ranged in length from thirty minutes to just over an hour. Of these thirty-nine interviews, thirty-seven were face-to-face, one was by phone, and one was by email. As several scholars have observed, the technological mediation of interviews affects the interview process in positive and negative ways. Bill Gillham notes that telephone interviews deprive both the interviewer and the respondent of non-verbal cues; they also pose challenges for recording data.\(^{256}\) In relation to email interviews, Sarah Lowndes observes that online communication can be too abbreviated or too colloquial for research purposes.\(^{257}\) I found this was indeed the case.
Nancy Leech and Anthony Onwuegbuzie argue that sampling is as important to qualitative research as it is to quantitative research because qualitative research involves making analytical generalizations, if not statistical ones.\textsuperscript{258} They urge that proper consideration should be given to sample size and sampling issues, such as how many individuals to include in a study and how to select these individuals, as well as to the conditions under which this selection will take place. I chose to undertake interviews with a wide cross-section of individuals, ranging from mid-level bureaucrats to independent filmmakers to volunteer office workers, in order to counteract the sampling bias within the dominant globalization literature towards the experience of elites. Again, by using the term “sampling bias,” I do not intend to imply that sampling can be purely objective, but merely that it can be rendered more inclusive and less partial by different approaches to its practice.

In her seminal essay, “Up the Anthropologist: Perspectives Gained from ‘Studying Up,’” Laura Nader called for anthropologists to engage in studying elites, or studying up, in addition to studying subalterns, or studying down.\textsuperscript{259} This shift in approach was in the interests of what Hugh Gusterson has called a “critical repatriated anthropology,” one that analyzed the exercise of power in the United States, rather than the practice of ostensibly traditional ways of life in foreign locales.\textsuperscript{260} As I observed in the literature review chapter, this notion of elite study has been readily taken up by scholars of media globalization and migration, such as Michael Curtin and Aihwa Ong. For example, the interview participants in Curtin’s study are predominantly media executives or managers of departments,\textsuperscript{261} while the ethnographic subjects in Ong’s study are predominantly business entrepreneurs and immigrant investors.\textsuperscript{262} However, other scholars have argued for a “studying sideways” or studying across, that is for “looking at Others who are, like anthropologists, engaged in a transnational contact zone, and engaged there in managing meaning across distances, although perhaps with other interests, under different constraints.”\textsuperscript{263} This approach
has the advantage of moving beyond the dichotomy of elites and subalterns, as well increasing the self-reflexivity of the researcher with respect to the production of knowledge. Just as Ulf Hannerz notes an affinity between the practice of ethnography and that of reportage,\textsuperscript{264} I note an affinity between the practice of scholarly research and that of programming and curating, in so far as both require processes of selection, narration, and representation.\textsuperscript{265}

In undertaking research with underrepresented communities, I was conscious of the fact that the interview participants in my study occupied multiple subject positions that could be understood as both normative (in most cases, well-educated and middle class, although not necessarily upwardly-mobile), and non-normative (independent, non-White, female, or queer). Thus, I needed to be aware of the ethical implications of engaging with these forms of social and cultural inclusion and exclusion. For example, non-normative subjects in the West are targeted for various forms of surveillance, including being the “objects” of academic and institutional inquiry. Their status as minorities also imposes on them certain burden of representation. As Rey Chow notes:

It is peremptory that women investigators, especially Chinese women investigators investigating the history of Chinese women’s social subordination, handle the mode of their speech—which historically straddles the elite and the subaltern—with deliberate care. In naming them as such, therefore, my point is to place on them the burden of a kind of critical awareness that has yet to be articulated in their field. The weight of each of the terms which they work—Chinese, women, intellectual—means that the alliances with other discursive groups as well as their self-reflection of their own positions, must always be astute.\textsuperscript{266}

Because my project involved studying an under-researched phenomenon, my data analysis drew upon, but did not fully adopt, a
grounded theory approach. Grounded theory is the “discovery of theory from data that is systematically obtained and analyzed in social research.”

It is contrasted with theory that is “generated by logical deduction from a priori assumptions.”

My approach resembled grounded theory in that rather than beginning with a hypothesis or theory and testing it through social research, it began with data collection and subsequently developed a theory or hypothesis through a process of data analysis. It utilized theoretical sampling, or “choosing cases to study, people to interview, settings to observe, with a view to finding things that might challenge the limitations of existing theory, forcing the researcher to challenge it in order to incorporate new phenomena.” However, my approach differed from grounded theory in that it did not fully take on board constant comparison, or a four-stage process of data analysis that entails the identification of codes, the collection of codes into concepts, the collection of concepts into categories, and the development of categories into theory. My own approach was less formal and linear than this because it did not proceed in discrete stages.

By adopting a multi-sited scavenger methodology, that is, by choosing to make the cross-border activities of non-elites or semi-elites and independent screen media central to the research rather than peripheral, this project seeks to extend dominant approaches to researching screen culture. These have previously relied upon national frameworks, industry data about commercially-distributed screen media, or textual exegesis. The chapter finds that rather than utilizing exclusively quantitative or qualitative approaches, it is productive to combine the two approaches via the construction of case studies. By supplementing document research in official and unofficial archives in Vancouver, Toronto, and Hong Kong, with the oral testimony of educational migrants and cultural workers who have previously not been studied, the project seeks to shed light upon the role of informal screen distributors who are motivated by ideals rather than by
profit or professional status. Furthermore, by undertaking a quantitative and qualitative analysis of programming and curating through specific sites of alternative distribution and exhibition, the project seeks to trace the circulation of independent screen media locally and across the Asia Pacific region.

Although the project focuses on practices of informal and non-commercial distribution, it also seeks to place this circulation of moving images within the context of globalization. Having established the broad theoretical and methodological coordinates for the study, the thesis will now move onto an empirical analysis of this independent screen culture’s structural conditions of possibility. It draws upon a range of documents to argue that minor transnationalism in the Asia Pacific region in the late 1990s was enabled by deregulation, privatization, and “free trade,” as well as the advent of new sources of public funding and support for public culture.
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Chapter Three: Situating Minor Transnationalism within Global and Regional Flows: Structural Transformations in Canada and Hong Kong

The previous chapters have set out the theoretical framework and methodology for the study. Below and in the subsequent chapters, I discuss the empirical findings of the thesis. This chapter assumes a macro perspective on minor transnationalism in the Asia Pacific region, looking at the structural conditions underlying this form of media globalization. Like globalism and regionalism, these peripheral-to-peripheral connections have been enabled by deregulation and free trade. Unlike profit-driven forms of globalization, however, minor transnationalism also requires forms of public funding and public culture.

The chapter is divided into three sections. The first section, “Canada, Globalization and the Turn to Asia,” situates screen culture in relation to recent geopolitical events and global processes and particularly, the staging of Canada’s Year of Asia-Pacific. The second section is itself sub-divided into two: “Structural Transformations in Canada: From Official Multiculturalism to Cultural Diversity,” and “Structural Transformations in Hong Kong: From Official Exchanges to Creative Industries.” Both parts speak to the epistemic shifts and material changes that benefitted minorities and independent cultural producers in the late 1990s. The third section, “A New Cultural Infrastructure for Independent Work,” situates screen culture in relation to the establishment of new sources of public funding and public legitimation.

I argue that rather than being outside of globalization and recent reconfigurations of capital and the nation-state, minor transnational practices are both inflected by globalization, and contribute to it. They exist in the interstices of an elite agenda of trade liberalization and privatization, and grassroots advocacy for re-regulation and public culture. In his analysis of what he calls “accented cinema,” Hamid Naficy argues that migrant
filmmakers work in an interstitial and artisanal mode. “To be interstitial,” he observes, “is to work both within and astride the system, benefitting from its contradictions, anomalies, and heterogeneity.” In what follows, I expand on Naficy’s observations by referring to specific institutional, regulatory, and discursive changes since the 1990s that have helped to promote peripheral-to-peripheral, cross-border relations in the contexts of Canada and Hong Kong.

Canada, Globalization, and the Turn to Asia

Before I turn to the discussion of policy change in Canada, it is necessary to situate this shift in relation to broader processes beyond the nation-state. These processes include geopolitical events such as the rise of the Asian economies, the end of the Cold War, and the handover of Hong Kong from Great Britain to the People’s Republic of China (P.R.C.). In a report published in 1997 entitled, The Importance of the Asia-Pacific Region for Canada, the Government of Canada’s Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs observed that, “The end of the Cold War has shifted the foreign policy focus away from security concerns and towards trade and economic issues. And for some time now a large share of the global economic activity has been occurring in East Asia.” Alongside the growing economic importance of Asia, the signing of the Sino-British Declaration announcing the 1997 handover in 1984, and the Tiananmen Incident in 1989, resulted in an outward flow from the territory of Hong Kong residents, fearful of the consequences of the handover to Mainland China. These residents immigrated en masse to various countries in Asia and to the West, including Australia, the U.S.A., and Canada, and in particular to cities such as Vancouver and Toronto. In 1996 alone, one third of all immigrants to Canada were from East Asia, and almost 30,000 originated from Hong Kong.

One of the manifestations of this “turn to Asia” was the Canadian government’s declaration of 1997 as “Canada’s Year of Asia-Pacific” (CYAP).
Intended to showcase Canada’s growing ties with the region, CYAP was a year-long initiative to promote increased business relations, youth involvement, and cultural exchanges to broaden understanding within the Asia Pacific region. The initiative began in January 1997 with the Team Canada trade mission to Asia and ended in November 1997 with the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) leaders meeting in Vancouver. The year’s events not only included business forums and trade fairs, but youth conferences and other events involving youth, as well as “cultural activities to underscore the breadth of Canada’s close ties with the region, and the importance of cultural understanding in doing business in Asia Pacific.”

The objective of the cultural component was to draw attention to Canada’s large and growing Asian Canadian population. According to official pronouncements, “Asian Canadians add empathy to our relations with countries in the region. They have, moreover, the social, economic, and political ties to the Asia Pacific that are so important to commerce … The language, cultural skills, and market knowledge that many Asian Canadians bring to Canada can provide the critical link to securing export contracts.”

Significantly for my claims about the facilitation of minor transnationalism, CYAP featured the provision of grants for arts and cultural activities and the staging of both live and mass mediated events for the Canadian public. Recipients of CYAP grants included emerging visual and media artists, such as Ho Tam, and new arts organizations, such as the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival (TRAIFF). In fact, CYAP was a major funder of the second edition of Tam’s artist book, The Yellow Pages, which was based on his first screen-based work of the same name, and TRAFF’s inaugural film festival in 1997. According to the festival’s co-founder, Anita Lee, CYAP’s support was crucial because, as a new film festival that lacked an institutional history, TRAFF was unable to immediately access Canada Council of the Arts funding. I discuss TRAFF
further in chapter five of the thesis and the work of Tam further in chapter six.

It is important to note that CYAP was not a coherent and straightforward policy, but one marked by tensions and contradictions. A critical examination of the background document accompanying the official press release, entitled “Canada’s Year of Asia-Pacific,” is instructive because it makes these tensions and contradictions clear. Although the overall purpose of CYAP was to promote business development, it also purported to strengthen international cooperation around more social and cultural issues and concerns. According to an accompanying backgrounder, CYAP had five goals. The first of these goals was to “to expand Canada’s economic partnerships with the Asia Pacific region and to equip Canada to play an increasingly dynamic role in the emerging Pacific community.” However, the third and fourth goals were to, “To enhance cross-cultural understanding of common concerns related to peace and security, human rights and legal reform, environmental and social development, culture, education and other areas,”281 and “to ensure a lasting legacy through new partnerships between Canadian and Asia Pacific business and cultural institutions, better collaboration between governments and the involvement of youth and Asian Canadians.”282 The tension between the first goal and the third and fourth goals reveals a slippage between the “new” imperative of regional economic development, and the “old” imperative of nation-building, within which the cultivation of young people and the development and promotion of a “national culture” play a foundational role. I argue that some educational migrants and cultural workers seized upon these tensions and contradictions in order to advance agendas that are very different in logic to those of business elites. I discuss the practices of these independent sole traders further in chapters four to six.

Having briefly looked at the reorientation of Canada’s trade and economic policy as manifest in CYAP, the chapter will now turn to changes
in social and cultural policy in Canada and Hong Kong. It will argue that paradigmatic shifts from official multiculturalism to cultural diversity in Canada, and from official exchanges to creative industries in Hong Kong, helped bring about the material and symbolic conditions necessary for minor transnationalism to occur.

**Structural Transformations in Canada: From Official Multiculturalism to Cultural Diversity**

I argue that under conditions of globalization, there has been a change in the conceptual and discursive status of “cultural difference” and also that of “creativity.” In Canada, the shift from official multiculturalism to cultural diversity policy has led to an affirmation, pluralization, and deterritorialization of cultural difference, unsettling the belief that the former colony should be culturally nationalist. Likewise in Hong Kong, the shift from official exchanges to creative industries policy has led to an affirmation, pluralization, and deterritorialization of creativity, displacing the notion of the former colony as a “cultural desert.” By looking at specific practices of regulation and de-regulation, I show how globalization is a constructed and contested process, rather than a force of nature. In arguing that there has been a shift from official multiculturalism to cultural diversity, I am not suggesting that there was a radical break, or that the latter replaced the former. Rather than understanding social and cultural change in terms of successive historical phases, Kevin Robins uses the geological metaphor of accretion and layering to explain the transition from an era of the nation-state to an era of globalization.²⁸³

In what follows, I will briefly trace the development of official multicultural policy in Canada. The perception of Asian immigrants or Chinese immigrants to Canada as “racialized Others” was widespread until recent years. In what Michael Dewing and Mark Leman call the “incipient phase of multiculturalism” that existed before 1971,²⁸⁴ the government
“dismissed the value of cultural heterogeneity, considering racial and ethnic differences as inimical to national interests and detrimental to Canada’s character and integrity.”285 This policy of migrant assimilation into a British-type society popularized the idea that those of Asian descent were culturally and aesthetically inferior. The discourse surrounding the “Yellow Peril” encouraged Asian Canadians and Chinese Canadians to view themselves as lacking and inferior to Canadians who were White.286 In other words, it performed ideological work.

Prior to official multiculturalism, Canada generally ignored the situation of its minority artists and denigrated their activities. Says media artist and arts administrator, Paul Wong,

It is only now that [Asian Canadians] are beginning to see and to define ourselves. We have all learned about Western Culture [sic], and in the art world, how to appreciate the banalities of the Euro avant-garde [sic]. These are the standards upon which we base our opinions ... it is a racist practice to judge marginalized work and new ideas that have never been given the opportunity to evolve. When confronted with work that is different, we don’t understand because we don’t know how to see ... the unfortunate part is that we usually dismiss work of this nature as being ‘not art’ and being too ‘issue-specific.’287

The Government of Canada first introduced a policy of integration, rather than assimilation, and the notion of official multiculturalism in October 1971. This marked the beginning of what Dewing and Leman call the policy’s “formative phase.”288 The key objectives of official multiculturalism were to: assist cultural groups to overcome barriers to their full participation in Canadian society; assist cultural groups to retain and foster their identity; promote creative exchanges among all Canadian cultural groups; and assist immigrants in acquiring at least one of the official languages.289 Official multiculturalism was constitutionally entrenched into
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms in 1985 and passed into law as the Canadian Multiculturalism Act in 1988.\(^{290}\)

In terms of cultural production, mainstream depictions of Asian Canadians at the time were dominated by government-sponsored short films and documentaries and commercial news reports. These included the National Film Board (NFB) documentary, *Bamboo, Lions and Dragons* (1979), and a segment entitled, “Campus Giveaway” on Canadian Television (CTV)’s *W5* program. Despite its pretensions to being “an inside look at Vancouver’s Chinese community,” *Bamboo, Lions and Dragons* featured minimal consultation with Chinese Canadians which resulted in unprecedented criticism from community groups.\(^{291}\) The documentary was pulled from circulation by the NFB, revised, and re-released.\(^{292}\) After claiming that “foreigners” were depriving Canadians of opportunities to participate in higher education, “Campus Giveaway” misidentified a room full of Chinese Canadian university students as international students from overseas. CTV was forced to issue a public apology following a campaign on the part of angry viewers.\(^{293}\)

Any evaluation of official multiculturalism needs to note that the policy was fraught with tensions. On the one hand, official multiculturalism was part of a normative ideal of redistribution within the nation-state that sought to address social inequality and injustice through the removal of discriminatory barriers and through affirmative action to equalize opportunity. By this, I mean that migrants under official multiculturalism were invited to participate fully in Canadian society. The third policy objective of the Act was “to promote the full and equitable participation of individuals and communities of all origins in the continuing evolution and shaping of all aspects of Canadian society and assist them in elimination of any barriers to such participation.”\(^{294}\)

On the other hand, official multiculturalism was part of an explicitly nation-building agenda that has persisted in depicting cultural difference
within the nation-state in essentialist and deterministic ways. By this, I mean that migrants under official multiculturalism were invited to preserve the culture of their “homeland”; this assumed that the culture of the so-called “old world” was traditional, monolithic, and fixed. The Canadian Multiculturalism Act of 1988 features ten policy objectives. The first policy objective of the Act was “to recognize and promote the understanding that multiculturalism reflects the cultural and racial diversity of Canadian society and acknowledges the freedom of all members of Canadian society to preserve, enhance and share their cultural heritage.” As Richard Fung has stated, “[Multiculturalism] champions a notion of cultural difference in which people are encouraged to preserve forms of song and dance they didn’t practice before they came to Canada. [Its] function has been to co-opt and eclipse the potential threat in anti-racist organizing.”

The flagship initiatives for this nation-building cultural policy in the field of screen-based media were the NFB, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), and to a lesser extent, Telefilm Canada. In her essay, “Coming Attractions: A Brief History of Canada’s Nether-Cinema,” Helen Lee links what she refers to as a three-part studio system in Canada to the country’s history as a former British colony. The institutional authority of the three-part studio system was such that, according to Mark Haslam, media and visual arts officer at the Ontario Arts Council: “If you wanted to create work before 2000, you either had to go into the NFB, or the CBC. Or you had to work with an artist-run centre because that was the only way to get affordable access [to technology]. I think since 2000, the technology has become more accessible and you can do editing on your home computers.” This studio system produced a national film culture focussed primarily on documentary realism and cultural uplift, or what Bill Nichols refers to as a “discourse of sobriety,” rather than narrative melodrama or popular taste.
As I have argued elsewhere, the implementation of official multiculturalism by cultural institutions such as the NFB and the CBC has been both positive and negative for Asian Canadians in terms of screen production as well as distribution and circulation. Midi Onodera notes that, “on the positive side, multicultural gains have created another path for producers to access funding, distribution, and exhibition … On the negative side, since the number of films and videos produced by people of colour is still relatively small, there is intense pressure and responsibility imposed on the designated artist.” In terms of official production, these institutions have clear thematic and formal preferences for how they represent minorities, preferences which have ideological consequences.

Thematically, these cultural institutions have historically relied upon narratives of migration which depict minorities in relation to key historical moments of nation-building or economic development, such as the building of the Canadian National Railway or the defence of Canada during the Second World War. It has relied on formal strategies such as voice-over narration, archival footage, and oral testimonies which depict ethnic minorities as ethnographic objects. These thematic and formal preoccupations stage a classical and Orientalist aesthetic encounter between observer and observed, subject and object, and self and Other.

Furthermore, in terms of official distribution and circulation, the three-part studio system has historically reinforced a spatial logic that reproduces that of national broadcasting, so that transmission occurs from a centre of production outwards towards a mass audience or undifferentiated public. This model of distribution and circulation, which is typical of state media systems, inscribes hierarchical social relations and stages an encounter between a core and periphery, or a centre and margin. I argue that independent distribution and circulation function quite differently from the official model. I discuss the thematic and formal implications of independent
films circulated via alternative modes of distribution and exhibition in chapter four of the thesis.

Lest these developments be perceived as being entirely top-down, it is important to note that parallel with the development of multicultural official screen media in Canada was the organization of grassroots-level events by Asian Canadian and Chinese Canadian artists and activists. These were initiated by arts organizations such as On Edge Productions, a non-profit society and media arts organization founded by Paul Wong in 1985, and the Pomelo Project, an artist-run production house co-founded by visual artists and cultural critics, Scott Toguri McFarlane and Henry Tsang in 1996. In 1990, On Edge Productions produced the seminal exhibition and publication, “Yellow Peril: Reconsidered,” which featured photography, film and video by twenty-five Asian Canadian artists. Remembers Paul Wong about the process of organizing “Yellow Peril”: “It was painful. It was controversial. It was a lot of hard work ... doors were closed that we had to pry open. We had to scream and yell and bulldoze to get the funding. We were met with resistance from every possibility, including artists, who didn’t want to be tagged Asian Canadian because it was a bad thing.” For Wong, the organizing of these grassroots exhibitions had to do with the

“... democratization of media, from its very inception. It allowed other stories, other ways of telling a story, other ways of seeing, hearing, and sharing information or aesthetics, outside government media, commercial, corporate media. We didn’t need permission. We could control all aspects of our means of production, our distribution, our exhibition, and we would be independent.”

Having discussed official multiculturalism in Canada, I will now discuss the introduction of cultural diversity. I argue that cultural diversity policy in Canada has played an epistemic role and served a pedagogical function in de-essentializing and de-territorializing the notion of cultural
difference. Under official multiculturalism, ethnic minorities were encouraged to enhance and preserve their identities, and to access national cultural institutions such as the NFB in order to “narrate the nation.”

Under cultural diversity, ethnic minorities can now express multiple identities that are not necessarily territorially-bounded. Rather than being perceived as a social problem to be managed, cultural difference is now an economic asset. Rather than being territorially-bounded, cultural difference is often in excess of the nation-state.

According to the Department of Canadian Heritage:

Diversity is moving beyond language, ethnicity, race and religion, to include cross-cutting characteristics such as gender, sexual orientation, and range of ability and age. The same approaches that have helped Canadians develop into a bilingual, multicultural society are now also helping to bring down other barriers that prevent individuals from reaching their full potential. Our diversity is a national asset. Recent advances in technology have made international communications more important than ever. Canadians who speak many languages and understand many cultures make it easier for Canada to participate globally in areas of education, trade and diplomacy.

For political and economic elites, a transnational perspective on diversity suggests notions of flexible citizenship and the willingness of Asian Canadians to act as agents of economic trade and investment; the objective is to develop overseas markets. The exploitation of cultural difference by the Government of Canada for economic gain is evident in a 1997 report by the Standing Affairs Committee on Foreign Affairs, entitled, The Importance of the Asia-Pacific Region for Canada. Under the heading, “Canada’s hidden advantage,” the report suggests that immigrants from East Asia “contribute in a very real way to Canada’s cultural mosaic … and can help strengthen this country’s trade and investment links with the region.” It argues that
immigration can promote trade and investment in three ways: first, by reducing the transactional costs associated with doing business in foreign markets; second, by investing in Canadian business ventures; and third by facilitating foreign investment by improving information between Canada and the region.\textsuperscript{312}

However, for non-elites and semi-elites, a transnational perspective on diversity suggests a willingness by Asian Canadians to act as agents of cultural connection and exchange; the objective is to develop public debate and public cultures. The leveraging of the new strategic importance of cultural diversity by non-elites is also evident in a 1997 series of events by the Pomelo Project entitled, \textit{City at the End of Time: Hong Kong 1997}.\textsuperscript{313} Funded by various donors including the Canada Council for the Arts, the Hong Kong Arts Development Council, Vancity Community Partnership Program, and most notably, Canada’s Year of Asia-Pacific,\textsuperscript{314} the series took place from February 11 to 16, 1997 in Vancouver and comprised of art exhibitions, poetry readings, and public talks that contested the dominant discourse of Hong Kong’s return to China as being an isolated political and economic event between two nations, Britain and China. The participants were drawn from Hong Kong, Canada, and the U.S.A. and included local artists as well as international scholars such as Rey Chow and Ackbar Abbas.\textsuperscript{315}

As was the case with official multiculturalism, the three-part studio system in Canada was enlisted to launch cultural diversity initiatives in order to raise the aesthetic and technical standards of minority filmmakers and videomakers, and to educate the public about diversity issues.\textsuperscript{316} These initiatives included the NFB’s “Reel Diversity” competition, presented in partnership with the CBC, which began in Ontario in 1998 and became a national initiative in 2000,\textsuperscript{317} and Telefilm Canada’s “Asia-Pacific Initiative” which was created in 1997 to 1998 to expand business opportunities and
international distribution for Canadian audiovisual products around the Pacific Rim.  

Although I have focused up till now on the symbolic and meaning-making function of government policies, it is important to also draw attention to their material ones. Barbara K. Lee, founder of the Vancouver Asian Film Festival (VAFF), remembers, “When we first started [VAFF], diversity wasn’t even a term that people, or broadcasters, or festivals used. Now it’s been around for at least four years.” Lee dismisses claims that cultural diversity policies have resulted in meaningful change. For her, “Diversity is just a buzzword.” However, Lee herself has been the recipient of cultural diversity funding, having won the NFB’s “Reel Diversity” competition in 2006. The film she directed under the auspices of the competition was entitled Between the Laughter (2006). Lee’s documentary profiles the personal and professional life of Stephen O’Keefe, a deaf stand-up comedian. Thus, it can be seen that through the lens of diversity policy, cultural difference is not just about ethnicity and “race,” but about ethnicity as it intersects with gender, sexuality, and other forms of difference.

**Structural Transformations in Hong Kong: From Official Exchanges to Creative Industries**

Whereas the previous chapter section looked at social and cultural policy in Canada, this section turns to cultural policy in Hong Kong. I argue that creative industries policy in Hong Kong has played an epistemic role and served a pedagogical function in de-romanticizing and de-Westernizing the notion of creativity. Under official exchanges, local artists were encouraged to enhance their skills by adopting Western models of high culture, especially the performing arts. Under creative industries policy, local cultural producers can now develop their talents in making vernacular and syncretic work in reference to other local and regional artists. Rather
than being perceived as lacking, that is, as a “cultural desert,” Hong Kong is now an emerging cultural hub.

The notion of Hong Kong as a “cultural desert” was widely held by both the territory’s colonizers and the colonized. It effectively popularized the idea that Hong Kong was aesthetically and developmentally inferior to both Great Britain and to the P.R.C. Whereas Britain and Europe had interventionist cultural policies and “high art,” manifest in cultural agencies such as the British Council, the Alliance Française and the Goethe Institute, it was believed that Hong Kong lacked a cultural policy at all and only produced and consumed mass entertainment such as the cinema. In actual fact, the colony did have a policy, but one characterized by a “passive and conservative” administrative culture and the domination of arts and culture provision by two municipal councils in the colonial administration—the Cultural Select Committee of the Urban Council, and the Regional Council. Other key institutions within this administration were the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts, and the Hong Kong Council for Performing Arts (CPA), which existed from 1982 to 1993.

The discourse surrounding the “cultural desert” encouraged Hong Kong residents to view themselves as lacking and inferior to the British. In other words, it performed ideological work. Under colonial rule, Hong Kong “generally ignored the situation of its local artists and denigrated their value over the foreign product.” The disdain for vernacular culture is noted by independent documentarian, Tammy Cheung:

In terms of the society in general, people think that art is not a necessary, it’s a decoration. It’s like buying a nice handbag. The same is true with government people. They will give a lot of support to Western art. They will send their kids to classical music, ballet, opera ... these kind of high brow arts. You know, the Cantonese opera is considered to be low brow. They wouldn’t care about a local, unknown artist’s work.
In terms of cultural production in the colony, there was a clear hierarchy of cultural forms with the dominance of the performing arts and the subordination of other pursuits. This was evident in the level of structural support and public subsidy available for classical music, dance, and theatre. Official Hong Kong culture at the time was limited to the Chinese Orchestra, Hong Kong Dance Company, and the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre. The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts provided professional training for artists. And the Council for the Performing Arts provided funding for arts groups. There was no training for art criticism or art education. This lack of material and symbolic support for other aesthetic practices, and lack of training for the arts beyond cultural production, was one of main sources of grievance on the part of local arts groups and part of their agenda for reforming arts and cultural policy in the 1990s.

The flagship initiatives for this colonial cultural policy in the arts and cultural sector were the Hong Kong City Hall (established in 1962), the Hong Kong Arts Festival (established in 1973), the Asian Arts Festival (established in 1976) and the Hong Kong International Film Festival (established in 1977). Now almost forty years old, the Hong Kong Arts Festival remains a showcase primarily for the performing arts such as opera, dance, music, and theatre. The festival bills itself as an international arts festival in which the best of Asian and local talents are showcased alongside top artists from elsewhere around the world. The organizers make every effort to engage world-famous artists to perform at the festival.

The development of official exchanges in the colony involved inviting Western arts organizations to perform in Hong Kong, the higher their profile the better, and enabling the Chinese Orchestra, Hong Kong Dance Company, and the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre to perform overseas. Western arts organizations were sponsored to perform in the territory by the colonial government in order to raise the artistic standards of local arts groups and to
enhance the aesthetic appreciation of local audiences. They were also sponsored to perform at local arts festivals to promote tourism to the territory. These cultural exchanges played a pedagogical role in stabilizing certain colonial hierarchies about the inferiority of the non-West and the superiority of the West. They were predicated on a modernization paradigm that assumed the unidirectional movement of culture from the West to the non-West. Cultural exchange was understood to involve an ideal of “development” from the Western centres of creativity and civilization, or core, to the non-Western margins of creativity and civilization, or periphery.

Once again, lest these developments be perceived as being entirely top-down, it is important to note that parallel with the development of official exchanges in Hong Kong was the emergence of community exchanges by local arts groups. These had existed in the territory since the 1980s and were initiated by arts organizations such as the Hong Kong Arts Centre, Zuni Icosahedron, and City Contemporary Dance. In contrast to official exchanges which were “utilitarian and unilateral,” community exchanges were artist-led and strove to be collaborative and mutually beneficial, to the extent that the objectives were not to raise artistic standards or to promote tourism according to the logic of modernization, but to facilitate connection and exchange. An example of a community exchange was the “Little Asia Theatre Exchange Network,” a collaboration in 1997 between the Hong Kong Arts Centre, the Tiny Alice Theatre in Tokyo, and the Crown Arts Centre Theatre, Taipei.

According to Eddy Chan, creative industries policy was initiated primarily through discussions among the Hong Kong Arts Development Council and the cultural sector and was introduced to Hong Kong in 1999. It was also part of the Policy Address from the SAR Chief Executive in 2002 and 2003. Very generally, creative industries refers to “the industries that rely on cultural creativity as a means to add value.” The first research
The report of the Hong Kong Trade Development Council identified thirteen creative industries in Hong Kong, namely advertising, architecture, arts and antiques, comics, design, fashion design, film, games, software, music, performing arts, publishing, television, as well as computer software and information technology.  

For political and economic elites, a transnational perspective on creativity conjures up notions of global cities and cultural mega-projects, such as the West Kowloon Cultural District, the objective of which is to develop jobs, growth, and tourism. The desire on the part of the Hong Kong SAR government to exploit creativity is evident in a 2002 report commissioned by the Central Policy Unit (CPU) and undertaken by the Centre for Cultural Policy Research of the University of Hong Kong, entitled, *The Baseline Study on Hong Kong’s Creative Industries*. In a press release accompanying the publication of the report, the Head of the CPU, Professor Lau Siu-kai, says: “Experience elsewhere suggests that the creative sector is a growing economic domain which can make valuable contributions to the local economy and create many jobs. As a cosmopolitan city, Hong Kong offers the ideal environment for our people to deploy their ingenuity and imagination in this particular economic activity.” Lau’s comments speak to the highly instrumental attitude of the government towards promoting creativity in the territory.

According to Oscar Ho, former exhibition director of the Hong Kong Arts Centre:

This whole creative industry [policy] comes at a time in the late 1990s when governments [in Asia] are desperately looking for some solution to their economic problems. So it’s like a lifesaver that they all grab onto ... We have this economic policy promoting creative industries, which is more like an industrialization of creativities. The infrastructure supporting arts and culture is getting bigger, and now we have this [West
Kowloon] cultural district and all this stuff. ... it’s silly, it’s doomed to fail.\textsuperscript{344}

However, for non-elites and semi-elites, a transnational perspective on creativity entails creative education. The leveraging of the new strategic importance of creativity by non-elites is evident in the establishment of institutions such as the Lee Shau Kee School of Creativity, a senior secondary school devoted to arts, media, and design education. According to its website, the official vision of the school is to “nurture a new generation of professionals and researchers for the development of the creative industries and the local art scene in Hong Kong.” Yet it also seeks to “foster students’ curiosity, imagination, creativity, compassion for the society, self-discipline and vision,” so that they may “learn seriously, and care about the people and the events [happening] around them.”\textsuperscript{345} The pursuit of profit is not prioritized here. Instead, the objective is to develop civil society.

A New Cultural Infrastructure for Independent Work

Another important development has been the establishment and reform of cultural institutions in both Canada and the SAR. For the purposes of this chapter, I will focus on two institutions: the Canada Council for the Arts (CCA), and the Hong Kong Arts Development Council (HKADC). Although the reform of the Canada Council was due to grassroots struggles on the part of local groups,\textsuperscript{346} it was also due to global processes and various flows. These include liberalized trade, increased migration and travel, and the growth of diaspora networks.\textsuperscript{347} In a document entitled, “The Current Environment for the Arts and the Canada Council,” the CCA situates its activities in relation to processes of deregulation—including concentration of ownership in the media and cultural industries—privatization, and “free trade.”\textsuperscript{348} It states that these processes have had “powerful effects” on all aspects of the production and distribution of art. Liberalized trade has been accompanied by the removal of “protectionist measures,” such as state
subsidies to the arts, the disallowance of which threatens to undermine Canadian cultural sovereignty.

Second, the CCA identifies migration and demographic change in Canada as a major trend. “By 2017, when Canada will be 150 years old, Statistics Canada projects that one of every five Canadians will be a member of a ‘visible minority’ .... Visible minorities already make up over thirty-six percent of the population in Toronto and Vancouver, and are significantly represented in Montreal and other large cities.” These shifting demographics worked together with the legal imperatives of official multiculturalism to shape cultural diversity guidelines at the CCA.

Third, the CCA also identifies the growth of “diaspora communities, networks of culturally diverse artists, and Aboriginal artists” as contributing to opportunities for Canadian art on the international scene. For example, 88books is an independent publisher founded by Hong Kong-born artist, Ho Tam, that introduces the work of Chinese photographers to Canadians, and Canadian photographers to art lovers in the P.R.C. What “The Current Environment for the Arts and the Canada Council does not consider, however, is the increased opportunities for international art, or art from outside Canada, on the domestic scene. I discuss these opportunities in more detail in relation to the Toronto Reel Asian Film Festival in chapter five.

The Canada Council for the Arts is a federal, arm’s-length, crown corporation created by an Act of Parliament in 1957 “to foster and promote the study and enjoyment of, and the production of works in, the arts.” In “The Evolution of the Canada Council’s Support of the Arts,” the CCA states that “in response to calls for action from the culturally diverse and Aboriginal arts communities, the Council acknowledged that its programs, committees and staff did not reflect the face of modern Canada.” The reform of the CCA manifested itself in at least four main ways: through the establishment of an Equity Office; through the council’s hiring practices; through the council’s peer review criteria and jury selection; and through the
council’s grants programs. I will briefly address each in turn. In 1990 and 1991, the Canada Council established what became known as the Advisory Committee to Racial Equality in the Arts “to improve access to the council’s programs for all Canadian artists and to promote diversity in the arts to better reflect the multicultural reality of the country.”

With respect to hiring practices, the composition of the CCA’s staff now matches or exceeds Canadian work force levels: eleven percent of the council’s staff are visible minorities, compared to eight percent of the workforce. The CCA reports that from 1997 to 2005, 525 people of colour have been represented as peer jurors. In 2002 to 2003 alone, the council used 654 peer assessors on its peer assessment committees, and eighty-nine (or fourteen percent) were culturally diverse individuals—almost exactly the same as the culturally diverse share of the national population.

In 1999 and 2000, the CCA introduced two dedicated programs. The first was the Capacity-Building Program to Support Culturally Diverse Artistic Practices, which provided three-year grants of $90,000 to a total of fifty-one organizations to consolidate their administrative activities and infrastructure. These grants include both project grants and travel grants. The second was the Assistance to Culturally Diverse Curators for Residencies in Visual Arts program, which is designed to expand the national pool of curatorial professionals who are of African, Asian, Latin American or Middle Eastern origin and advance knowledge and expertise in Canadian visual arts institutions.

In 2002 and 2003, the CCA distributed about $10.9 million in direct and indirect funding to culturally diverse artists and arts organizations. In 2005 and 2006, the CCA implemented a number of key initiatives, including increased support to Aboriginal and culturally diverse arts organizations and the entry of new organizations to the CCA’s operating programs. The CCA continues to implement strategies to increase funding to Aboriginal and culturally diverse arts organizations through its priority funding.
strategies. In 2006, two new culturally diverse organizations were admitted to operating support. In addition, out of thirty-nine eligible applications to the Supplementary Operating Funds Initiative, twenty-seven Aboriginal and culturally diverse organizations received multi-year funding.\textsuperscript{359}

I argue that the reform of the CCA can be understood as an emancipatory force on at least one level. Structures such as the Advisory Committee for Racial Equality in the Arts, or Equity Office, represented a shift from a liberal pluralist to a more socially radical, perhaps even postcolonial, orientation towards art and culture in Canada. By supporting the independent production of culturally diverse artists, the CCA has helped to release ethnic minorities from the burden of representation imposed by official cultural institutions such as the NFB and CBC. Furthermore, by supporting independent distribution and exhibition through organizations such as TRAIFF, the CAA has helped minorities to circumvent the centre-to-margin logic of national media systems that disseminate films and videos to a unified mass “public.” In place of a single production centre that broadcasts to undifferentiated citizens, there are now multiple centres of production that narrowcast to other independent producers and specialized audiences. I discuss the epistemic implications of this further in chapters four and five.

According to Sharon Fernandez, a former equity officer at the CCA, the principles of cultural diversity and racial equity at the Canada Council in the twenty-first century have partially been achieved. On the one hand, she argues that, “A critical mass or artists of colour have created a space for themselves in the Canadian cultural landscape due to a history of struggle and significant contributions to contemporary cultural practices.”\textsuperscript{360} On the other hand, however, she laments that “certain economic ideals have gained structural control and ... culture is now intimately linked to economic patterns of trade and development.”\textsuperscript{361} She suggests that “what we need are new forms of localism that are imbued with the subversive potential of
multiple points of origin amidst the common intersections we all experience.”

Indicative of the second trend that Fernandez identifies is the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada (APFC). Created by an Act of Parliament in 1984 and based in Vancouver, APFC is a non-governmental, pro-business think tank on Canada’s relations with Asia. Its activities include disseminating knowledge and raising public awareness through roundtables, panel discussions, and speaking engagements; promoting informed discussion on Canada-Asia relations through research reports, publications, and opinion editorials; identifying and filling knowledge gaps on issues affecting Canada-Asia relations; supporting government-to-government processes to encourage and pave the way for new strategic developments; and providing new generation researchers and journalists with the opportunity to engage in policy research and media coverage of Asia. Although predominantly concerned with political and economic issues, APFC also supports educational and cultural issues. For example, one of its initiatives is The National Conversation on Asia, an effort to “get Canadians thinking and talking about what Asia means to Canada.” It includes a conversation entitled, “Breaking into China’s Arts and Cultural Scene,” which highlights strategies for promoting artistic exchanges between Canada and the P.R.C. These strategies include residencies, delegations, conferences, and guidebooks. I discuss the relation between contemporary art and screen media in Vancouver and APFC further in chapter six.

The Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office Canada (HKETO Canada) was established in 1991 to promote and facilitate exchanges between Hong Kong and Canada, with a particular focus on trade and economic relationships. Based in Toronto, its activities include: promoting Hong Kong-Canada trade relations by closely liaising with the federal government; inter-government relations with provincial and municipal governments in Canada; promoting Canadian investment in Hong Kong and
liaising with the business and media community; and working closely with the Toronto Offices of the Hong Kong Trade Development Council and the Hong Kong Tourism Board in Hong Kong promotions. It also organizes business seminars and other promotional events. According to Gloria Lo, the director of HKETO Canada, “Hong Kong enjoys a close relation with Canada and is the home of the largest Canadian business community in Asia.” Lo’s comments speak to the SAR government’s highly pragmatic attitude towards Canada’s role in the economy.

Although ostensibly geared towards trade, the HKETO Canada also supports cultural activities through sponsorship of events such as the “Spring Showcase: Hong Kong Spirit Films” series. This series took place in May 2014, during the month designated as Asian Heritage Month in Canada, and was presented in partnership with the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival (TRAIFF). I discuss the relation between independent screen media in Toronto and the HKETO further in chapter five.

Having discussed the reform of cultural policy and funding agencies in Canada, I will now turn to similar developments in Hong Kong. The Hong Kong Arts Development Council (HKADC) is a statutory body charged to “plan, promote and support the broad development of the arts,” and to protect the freedom of art creation and artistic expression. Whereas the predecessor of the HKADC, the Council for Performing Arts (CPA), served in an advisory role and provided funding for what might be called the “high arts” or performing arts, the HKADC possesses (limited) legislative authority and provides funding for cultural practices that include, but also exceed, the scope of theatre, dance, classical music, and so forth. The ten areas identified for funding include: Arts Administration, Arts Criticism, Arts Education, Dance, Drama, Film and Media Arts, Literary Arts, Music, Visual Arts, and Xiqu. Support from the HKADC comprises of project
grants for individual artists, as well as multi project grants and one year grants for arts groups.

In 1996, the HKADC established the Film and Media Arts Committee. According to the Film and Media Arts Project Assessment Guidelines, the purpose of the grant is to “support artistic, creative, and high quality independent film production projects (including animation production) that do not receive sufficient support from the commercial market.” Recipients of the Committee’s one year grant include The Hong Kong Film Critics Society Ltd., Video Power Ltd., Videotage Ltd., V-artist Company Ltd., and Ying E Chi Ltd. Recipients of the Committee’s project grants vary from year to year.

According to independent filmmaker and co-founder of Ying E Chi, Simon Chung, the revival of independent filmmaking in the 1990s owes much to the creation of the HKADC: “Prior to the mid-1990s, the Hong Kong government was mainly funding theatre, stage performances, that sort of thing ... The most important stimulus to independent production in Hong Kong in the 1990s was the fact that the government started funding independent films.” He continues, “In this public funding model, you’re not risking anything except your own time and effort. So, it’s a different kind of mentality.” Chung’s use of the word “mentality” alludes to changes not only in material support for independent filmmaking in the post-handover period, but to changes in perspective or values with respect to independent screen culture as a public good.

I argue that the establishment of the HKADC can be understood as a limited decolonizing and democratizing force on at least two levels. On one level, the HKADC represented an extension of support from Western high art to more vernacular cultural forms. On another level, the HKADC represented a shift from a laissez-faire to a more publicly-minded orientation towards art and culture in the territory. By supporting the production of independent filmmakers and video makers in Hong Kong, the HKADC has
helped to partially release independent artists from the tyranny of the market. By this, I mean the reliance on established genres, stars, and on industry standards such as running length. Furthermore, by supporting the circulation of independent work through organizations such as Ying E Chi, the HKADC has enabled short films, independent documentaries, and low-budget feature films to move beyond Hong Kong to areas of the world that would not otherwise be able to view such media. In place of a single production centre that exports to a mass market, there are now multiple centres of production whose works flow to other independent producers and audiences. I discuss the epistemic implications of this shift further in chapter four.

According to Bernice Chan, “it is obvious that the [SAR] government has adopted a more active role and attitude in promoting cultural exchanges and creative industries." This activity has taken the form of policy forums, official agreements on culture, and networking forums for arts and culture groups. The government dissolved the two municipal councils in and replaced them with the Leisure Cultural and Services department (LCS). In addition, the government dissolved the Council for the Performing Arts and replaced it with the Arts Development Council (ADC) in 1995.378

An example of a policy forum is the Asia Cultural Cooperation Forum (ACCF), which involved cultural ministers and representatives from Hong Kong, the P.R.C., Macau, Japan, Korea, and Australia.379 In 2004, a “Memorandum of Understanding on Cultural Cooperation” was signed between the Home Affairs Bureau of the SAR government and the governments of Hong Kong, Singapore, and Korea to “further strengthen the current state of active cultural exchange, and promote cooperation in the field of culture and the arts.”380 An example of a networking forum is the International Society for Performing Arts (ISPA) International Congress, held in Hong Kong in 2006.381
There is now a much more developed infrastructure for arts and culture that includes support and subsidy not just for cultural production and touring, but also for independent screen distribution and exhibition, and so forth. Furthermore, the range of policy instruments that the SAR government has at its disposal to intervene in the territory’s arts and cultural sector is far greater; these instruments range from promoting public/private cooperation, to labour reform and the development of a skilled workforce, to education reform and the development of arts education.\(^{382}\)

Nonetheless, some observers express doubt that these developments will result in meaningful change. Raymond Pathanavirangoon, a former resident of Hong Kong and former programmer with the Toronto Reel Asian Film Festival, observes:

> The Hong Kong government has always been very laissez-faire. It’s really not an arts enabler. They don’t put money in, it’s usually all private. They have never really paid much attention to cinema. They take it for granted, I think. That’s the problem. Hong Kong has such a long history of cinema that they don’t feel like they need to actually intervene, you know? Hong Kong cinema has been around for ages. And I think that sets up a different kind of mentality.\(^{383}\)

Pathanavirangoon’s comments speak to the persistence of colonial attitudes in the SAR, despite the formal end of colonial rule. They are a reminder that postcolonialism does not replace colonialism, and that laissez-faire or utilitarian approaches to arts and culture are difficult, although not impossible, to change.
Conclusion

By using this chapter to situate minor transnationalism within an institutional, regulatory, and discursive context that includes deregulation, privatization, and “free trade,” this project seeks to characterize peripheral-to-peripheral connections as an aspect of media globalization. The chapter has shown that the cultural infrastructure for this form of media globalization was enhanced by a turn towards cultural diversity in Canada in the 1990s, and by a turn towards creative industries in Hong Kong shortly after the handover. These developments have helped to provide a material base and an enabling discourse for the work of ethnic minority filmmakers and independent filmmakers, respectively. Despite the backdrop of globalization, the chapter also points to the necessity of public funding and support for independent culture if the circulation of short films, independent documentaries, and low budget feature films is to continue.

Although the thesis acknowledges the role played by structural factors, at its core it is interested in the agency of non-elites and semi-elites. Having looked at the emergence of minor transnationalism from a macro perspective, I now turn to the micropractices of transnationality of educational migrants and cultural workers in Canada and Hong Kong and their efforts to forge cross-border peripheral-to-peripheral links. I begin by looking in-depth at the practices of a non-profit distributor in Hong Kong, Ying E Chi, in the next chapter. Through document research and qualitative interviews, I determine that a minor transnational strategy has helped to sustain an alternative filmmaking practice in the SAR that is non-commercial and engaged with local issues and concerns.
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Chapter Four: A Non-Profit Film Distributor: Ying E Chi

The previous chapter looked at macro-level changes or the structural conditions of possibility for minor transnationalism to occur, focusing specifically on policy changes in Canada and Hong Kong. This chapter looks at the micropractices of transnationality of a non-profit film distributor in the Special Administrative Region (SAR) of Hong Kong. Its aim is to show how, why, and to what effect Ying E Chi adopted a strategy of forging cross-border peripheral-to-peripheral linkages with other marginal groups, and how this strategy interacted with local, regional, and global forces.

The chapter is divided into three parts. In part one, I analyze the reasons behind Ying E Chi’s adoption of a minor transnational strategy by historically situating the film distributor in relation to a particular set of socio-cultural conditions in the late 1990s, the most salient of which I argue are postcolonialism, postsocialism, and globalization. In part two, I examine how Ying E Chi’s minor transnational strategy manifests in two main ways: through individual activists in the form of independent sole traders such as Simon Chung and Tammy Chung, and through groups or organizations such as Li Xianting and Fanhall Films, in the establishment of minor-to-minor distribution and exhibition circuits, such as the two-day screening event, “Hong Kong Independent Films in Beijing.” I also draw attention to the Hong Kong Asian Film Festival (HKAFF) from 2004 to 2007 as a site of contestation between a screen regionalization strategy and a peripheral-to-peripheral one. Finally in part three, I analyze the significance of Ying E Chi’s minor transnational strategy by critically interrogating the film distributor’s contribution to new epistemic and ontological categories, such as “an imagined community of indies.”
Situating Minor Transnationalism in Hong Kong

This section looks at why Ying E Chi emerged in the late 1990s and its particular choice to pursue a practice of forging cross-border peripheral-to-peripheral links. It argues that this decision has been shaped by the process of return migration to the territory and the desire to express this experience; by the re-orientation of the industry towards China; and by the desire to retain a local filmmaking practice.

Established by a group of independent filmmakers in 1997, Ying E Chi is a non-profit organization that strives “to unite independent filmmakers” and to distribute and promote Hong Kong independent films. Its founding members include independent filmmakers Mark Chan, Vincent Chui, Simon Chung, Chow Keung, Wai Lun Kwok, Kal Ng, and Nelson Yu Lik-Wai. Almost all of Ying E Chi’s founding members were educated overseas. Vincent Chui graduated from the Communication Arts department of Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles, while Simon Chung received a film studies degree from York University in Ontario, Canada. Chow Keung completed a master of arts in media and communication studies at the New School in New York. For his part, Yuk Lik-Wai received a graduate degree in cinematography from the Institut National Supérieur des Arts du Spectacle in Brussels. Ying E Chi has a catalogue of sixty-seven titles which it distributes through limited theatrical screenings; television and Internet broadcast (the former in Europe, Asia, Australia, and North America); international film festivals and themed film festivals (independent, Asian, LGBT, and so forth); and VCD and DVD sales both online and offline. It also promotes local films to civic institutions, such as Hong Kong City Hall and government agencies; social institutions, such as colleges and universities; and cultural institutions, such as arts centres and film groups.
I argue that Ying E Chi adopted a minor transnational strategy in order to sustain an alternative filmmaking practice in post-handover Hong Kong that is non-commercial and reflective of local conditions and concerns. It is widely acknowledged that beginning in 1993, the commercial Hong Kong film industry entered a period of sharp decline. However, what has been less widely remarked upon is that in approximately the same period, the independent Hong Kong cinema began a period of revival. In the previous chapter, I outlined the structural conditions for this renaissance which included the reform of the arts and cultural sector and the provision of government funding not only for independent production, but also for distribution, exhibition, and audience development. However, there are other more personal reasons which have to do with the agency of individuals and groups. These reasons are bound up in the experience of return migration to the territory, a direct result of the handover, as well as the perceived implications of the SAR’s closer economic and cultural integration with the P.R.C. Says film producer and former festival programmer, Raymond Pathanavirangoon:

Before 1997, there were a lot of people like Tammy [Cheung] or Simon [Chung] who went overseas to study. And after 1997, a lot of them came back. A lot of them wanted to make stories about their experiences, the people that they know, and that’s why [the independent revival] kind of started out at the same time.

Cheung, perhaps the only full-time documentary filmmaker in Hong Kong, has attributed both her concern with minorities and her interest in Direct Cinema and particularly the work of Frederick Wiseman, to the experience of being an international student at Concordia University in Montreal. Her first documentary, made with a small grant from the territory’s Home Affairs Bureau, was entitled *Invisible Women* (1999) and followed the lives of three Indian women living in Hong Kong. Likewise,
Chung, one of the founders of Ying E Chi and a pioneer of queer filmmaking in Hong Kong, has associated his interest in independent filmmaking and independent culture with the experience of studying at York University in Toronto and working with film cooperatives in the city such as the Liaison for Independent Filmmakers (LIFT). Says Chung: “Coming from Canada, I was very used to the idea of getting grants to make a film. So when I heard about the HKADC grants, I was the first to jump on the bandwagon. In Toronto, we also had distribution outfits [like LIFT]. So it just seemed like a very natural thing to do to just apply for funding in that way.” Another co-founder of Ying E Chi and independent filmmaker, Kal Ng, has also reflected on his experience of return:

I recall coming back from Canada around 1996 or 1997. It was the time of the handover, so I thought I should come back and see what’s going on. In Hong Kong, I got to screen my [first] film [Stories of Chide the Wind: The Soul Investigator (1994)] and meet this group of filmmakers. We got funding from HKADC, and we pulled together monies to make our first films. My inspiration [for forming Ying E Chi] was two-fold. One was from Canada. In Toronto, they have LIFT, and I find it very nourishing to have an organization that has an office set up for independent filmmakers. So I figure it’s good to have that in Hong Kong.398

In his analysis of the work of Tammy Cheung, Chris Berry characterizes independent cinema as “a transborder practice.”399 Drawing from the work of Lydia Liu, he describes Cheung’s appropriation of Direct Cinema and Fredrick Wiseman’s style not as an instance of colonial mimicry, but as a form of “translingual practice.”400 By this he refers to a process of borrowing across cultures that is active, and that is made with local interests in mind.401 I argue that the formation of Ying E Chi was also a transborder, translingual practice. However, what I want to underscore is not only the
“trans,” but also the minor dimension of this appropriation, the fact that what was being borrowed was not a dominant cultural practice, but a marginalized one. I argue that this appropriation by independent cinemas of other independent cinemas across national lines represents a further de-centring of both Hollywood cinema and mainstream Asian cinema as the institutional norm.

Elsewhere in his essay, Berry describes Cheung’s appropriation as an instance of “positive cosmopolitanism.”402 By this he appears to distinguish it from cosmopolitanism as historically implicated with imperialism, and from cosmopolitanism as increasingly implicated with the spread of global capitalism.403 I argue that the formation of Ying E Chi was also an instance of positive cosmopolitanism. What is striking about the cosmopolitanism practiced by educational migrants and cultural workers such as Tammy Cheung, Simon Chung, and Kal Ng, however, and what I want to draw attention to, is its principled—even idealistic—stance. This differs markedly from the pragmatic and self-interested stance of the “flexible citizens” analyzed by the majority of scholars of Pacific Rim migration under globalization, most particularly, Aihwa Ong.404 As such, it suggests a way of participating in globalization that has not yet been adequately explored.

The producer and former film programmer, Raymond Pathanavirangoon again elaborates:

People are finding that [due to the decline of the commercial industry and the pull of the Mainland market] they don’t have as much Hong Kong representation anymore in films, and they feel like they have to do something about it ... it’s very, very difficult making stories just about Hong Kong, it’s very, very difficult ... But the fact is, people are going to make these independent films no matter what ...405
Pathanavirangoon concedes that co-production with the P.R.C. is now the only way forward for Hong Kong filmmakers: “[Most films] kind of straddle that line between Hong Kong and China, that’s how you have to work nowadays.406 “[The independent production company, Xstream Pictures]407 started making films in Hong Kong ... Love Will Tear Us Apart (1999) was shot in Hong Kong ... and Perfect Life (2008) was shot in Hong Kong [too]. But now they make films in China.”408

A key argument of this chapter is that post-1997 Hong Kong cinema encompasses a more diverse and socially and politically-minded set of screen practices than scholar Laikwan Pang suggests. In her essay, “Postcolonial Hong Kong Cinema: Utilitarianism and the Trans(local),” Pang identifies two main trends in post-handover Hong Kong film.409 One is towards partnership with the P.R.C. in the form of studio-produced blockbusters that can facilitate Hong Kong access to the Chinese market. An example of such a blockbuster would be Warlords (2007). This type of filmmaking is dominated by big players such as China Film Group Corporation, Huayi Brothers & Taihe Film Investment Co. Ltd., and Beijing Polybona Film Distribution Co. Ltd., which provide both production financing and distribution.410 The dialogue in these blockbusters is Mandarin.

Another trend is towards partnership with other East Asian and Southeast Asian countries in the form of multi-partner financed art house films which can be promoted under the rubric of “New Asian Cinema.” An example of New Asian Cinema would be Invisible Waves (2006). This type of filmmaking is driven by specialized distributors (and sometimes financiers) such as Fortissimo Films and Magnolia Pictures, both of which have offices based in Hong Kong. “The coherence of the New Asian Cinema brand can also be understood as global in this way, as it is painstakingly conjured up by transnational corporate engineering, particularly those international distributors specialized in Asian cinema.”411 As a set of industrial and
aesthetic strategies, this “New Asian Cinema” resembles the “Pan-Asian Cinema” identified by Darrell William Davis and Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh in their analysis of East Asian screen industries and their responses to globalization.\(^\text{412}\) The dialogue in these art house films varies from production to production—for example, *Invisible Waves* features Thai, Japanese, Korean, and English—but is usually in a language other than the vernacular language of the territory, Cantonese.\(^\text{413}\)

“What we are seeing in (recent) Hong Kong cinema,” according to Pang, “is a utilitarian form of nationalism, facilitated less culturally than economically, so that this nationalization is economically-driven and therefore compliant with globalization.”\(^\text{414}\) However, this characterization of Hong Kong cinema overlooks the contribution of the independent sector. In his essay, “Urban Cinema and the Cultural Identity of Hong Kong,” Leung Ping-kwan draws attention to an identifiable impulse in Hong Kong cinema post-1997 to explore the marginal and alternative spaces of the territory with films that “challenge the past representation of various minority communities: the gay community, the youth in the poor housing estates, the prostitutes from the north.”\(^\text{415}\) The independent films distributed by Ying E Chi present a more complex and less celebratory picture of both Hong Kong and the P.R.C. than is depicted in the Hong Kong-Chinese blockbusters engineered for commercial success.

This impulse towards a non-mainstream film practice is not unique to the 1990s. Teresa Kwong, assistant programme director of the Hong Kong Arts Centre, states: “I would say independent cinema in Hong Kong is not a new thing, it was very active in the 1960s and 1970s. At that time, a lot of the younger generation studied abroad. After they returned to Hong Kong, they formed cine clubs like the Phoenix.”\(^\text{416}\) In comparing the independent revival of the 1990s with the experimental films of the 1960s and 1970s, I note both discontinuities and continuities; the former relate to changing geopolitics in the region and in particular the status of China, and the latter to the role of
individual activists. I note that the experimental era of the 1960s and 1970s was driven by an anti-colonial and anti-capitalist politics that was sympathetic to Chinese Marxism.\textsuperscript{417} In contrast, I argue that the independent era in the 1990s was characterized by a much more ambivalent attitude towards both British colonialism and Chinese socialism;\textsuperscript{418} crucially, this ambivalence about if not outright disillusion with socialism is not limited to Hong Kong, but is shared by independent filmmakers in the P.R.C. I observe that the latter constitute a new creative and cultural force in Chinese cinema that did not exist in the 1960s and 1970s.\textsuperscript{419}

Whereas the rhetoric surrounding both the experimental films of the earlier generation and the Hong Kong New Wave was oppositional (opposed to established aesthetic practices, opposed to colonialism and Westernization, opposed to capitalism and the dominance of the market, opposed to “the mainstream,” and so forth), the latest independent generation acknowledges that independence exists alongside both commercial and art house practices. Exemplary of the oppositionality at the discursive level of the independent cinema of the 1960s and 1970s is the approach of visual artist and arts administrator, May Fung: “... for myself, my narrative is usually very experimental. I always want to be alternative. I don’t want to be in the mainstream ... I believe it’s very important, very important, to have the margin.”\textsuperscript{420} Exemplary of the oppositionality of the film criticism surrounding the Hong Kong New Wave is the approach of film critic and film programmer, Kar Law. Scholar Wendy Gan notes that Law “speaks of a lamentable New Wave collapse to mainstream as early as 1983.”\textsuperscript{421}

The “independent spirit” of the Ying E Chi generation suggests an alternative model of filmmaking practice and civic engagement, but not one that is overtly resistant. In her analysis of the film, \textit{Made in Hong Kong} (1997), Esther Cheung argues for the need for independence to be understood, following Chuck Kleinhans,\textsuperscript{422} as “a relational term, independent in relation
to the dominant system—rather than taken as indicating a practice that is totally free-standing and autonomous.” She refers to independence as an “attitude” or “spirit.” She notes that unlike Dogma 95, independent films by Fruit Chan, Vincent Chui, and other Hong Kong filmmakers, were “less organized and politically oppositional” but shared the desire to create “an alternative cinematic culture.” Likewise, in her analysis of Fruit Chan’s *Durian Durian* (2000), Wendy Gan relies on a differentiated notion of independence in Hong Kong, rather than one that is monolithic. The approaches of Cheung and Gan seem to speak to both an empirical need to situate independent film socio-historically, in the specific context of Hong Kong, and a conceptual imperative to understand “independence” relationally, as occupying a range of positions from autonomous to mainstream, rather than in binary terms. By drawing attention to the particularity of independent screen practices in Hong Kong, this thesis seeks to counter those scholarly accounts that generalize globalization rather than focusing on distinct transnational projects.

**Independent Sole Traders and Minor-to-Minor Circuits**

Whereas the previous section looked at the historical context for Ying E Chi’s adoption of a minor transnational strategy, this section looks at the way in which this strategy works in practice. In particular, I focus on the role of independent sole traders and minor-to-minor circuits. The first part highlights the practices of independent sole traders Simon Chung and Tammy Cheung, with a brief reference to the earlier contribution of Jimmy Choi. It shows how these individuals’ commitment to social and political transformation translates into alternative practices of programming, promotion, exhibition and display. I argue that the objective of these independent sole traders, as manifested in the circulation of screen media between peripheries, is not simply aesthetic or commercial, but social: the development of an independent culture in Hong Kong. The second part focuses on the practices of minor-to-minor circuits, for example, the network
involving Ying E Chi and independent organizations in Mainland China such as Li Xianting Film Fund and Fanhall Films. It shows how there is a transborder alignment of sorts between these organizations that manifests in special screenings, such as the two-day screening event, “Hong Kong Independent Films in Beijing.” In contrast, I highlight the local disjuncture between Ying E Chi and for-profit organizations such as Broadway Cinematheque in the staging of the annual Hong Kong Asian Film Festival (HKAFF) between 2004 and 2007. I argue that that the primary objective of these minor-to-minor circuits is not to create and sustain economic markets, but rather to promote transnational dialogue and debate.

First, I argue that minor transnationalism operates on an individual level in the form of independent sole traders such as Simon Chung and Tammy Cheung. These independent sole traders comprise of educational migrants and cultural workers who broker the movement of screen media between and among peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups.

One of the pioneering independent sole traders in Hong Kong is Jimmy Choi. He also provides a temporal link between the experimental generation of the 1960s and 1970s and the independent revival in the 1990s. Active in the Protect Diaoyutai Movement in 1971, Choi was co-founder of the Phoenix Cine Club in 1973. In many ways, Choi’s contribution has been to combine the grassroots activism of the 1960s and 1970s with a commitment to progressive institutional change that found full realization in the SAR in the 1990s. Before leaving Hong Kong to pursue a Master’s degree at City University of New York, Choi founded Video Power, an advocacy group, in 1988, and Zemen Media Centre, a production facility based in the Hong Kong Arts Centre, in 1992; he also organized the first Hong Kong Independent Video Awards in 1993. In relation to his influences, he cites community media in the U.S.A. In New York City, he was influenced by the Education Video Centre, a youth-oriented production facility; the Downtown Community Television Centre; and Manhattan Neighbourhood...
Media, a non-profit public access television station. After returning to Hong Kong, he expanded the work of Video Power and Zemen Media Centre.431

What makes Choi an independent sole trader is his commitment to film and video as a social practice, rather than to film primarily as a commodity or a work of art. This is consistent with his acknowledgement of Third Cinema (“the progressive movements of Latin America”) as an influence rather than the First Cinema of Hollywood or the Second Cinema of the European Art House.432 Writing from within an activist framework, Choi’s perspective differs from the film critic Kar Law’s in that his concern is with the democratization of culture and the social development of territory in the 1990s through film and video, rather than with aesthetic or formal experimentation per se.433 Writing largely from within a modernist and auteurist framework, Law situates the flowering of a new short experimental film culture in the 1960s and 1970s in relation to developments in popular culture, including the import of British pop and rock music, Hollywood films, and European art cinema.434 According to Teresa Kwong, Choi’s decision, as director of the Hong Kong Film and Video Department of the Hong Kong Arts Centre from 1990 to 2001, to program regular screenings of both locally and internationally-made independent films is instructive. It reflects less of an interest in distribution and exhibition in the industrial and institutional sense, than in enabling the circulation of films in order to help foster an independent culture in Hong Kong.435

Another independent sole trader is Simon Chung. As a co-founder of Ying E Chi and one of the pioneers of queer cinema in Hong Kong, Chung has overseen the acquisition, promotion, and exhibition of the distributor’s catalogue of films over the years. Of the sixty or so titles in Ying E Chi’s film catalogue, fifteen titles (or twenty-five percent) are by filmmakers who are gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgendered (LGBT) and that openly address queer themes.436 Queer independent production in Hong Kong was difficult if not impossible in Hong Kong before the 1990s due to the criminalization of
homosexuality under British rule.\textsuperscript{437} Although there was a spate of Hong Kong films in the 1990s, such as \textit{He and She} (1994), \textit{Hold You Tight} (1997), \textit{Happy Together} (1997), and \textit{Bishonen} (1998), production since then has remained relatively low.

Institutionally, thematically, and aesthetically, these films exist on the margins of Hong Kong cinema, as well as cinema in the rest of Asia, and in the West. Institutionally, most are very low budget and made with the support of the HKADC. Recalls Chung: “I was actually the first applicant [to the HKADC] with my first film, \textit{Life is Elsewhere} ... Later on [the council] also funded features.”\textsuperscript{438} Thematically, many of the films draw attention to communities that are underrepresented and to perspectives that are non-normative in ways that extend beyond sexuality. For example, \textit{Stanley Beloved} (1998) features a protagonist, Kevin, who is mixed-race. \textit{The Map of Sex and Love} (2001) sets its story on Hong Kong’s Lamma Island, a part of the territory known for its alternative lifestyle. And \textit{The Delta} (2003) features dialogue in English and Vietnamese.

In one of the earliest analyses of what is now recognized as queer Asian cinema, Chris Berry points to the diversity of queer Asian production by differentiating between genre films made for a mainstream audience; art films made for a niche or film festival audience but with the hopes of crossover commercial success; and independent films and videos made for a specialized audience.\textsuperscript{439} He notes that many of the filmmakers in the third category of independent films and videos, such as Quentin Lee, are diasporic or “transnational.”\textsuperscript{440} This study builds upon Berry’s analysis by examining the distribution and exhibition of these independent films and videos through selected sites, rather than their stylistic features per se. In focussing on the minor transnational or peripheral-to-peripheral dimension of this screen circulation, it sheds light on the increasing tendency of minor cinemas, for example queer films, to define themselves in relation to other
minor cinemas, for example Asian films, rather in relation to the cinematic mainstream.

For Simon Chung, independent film is a medium to tell stories of people who are marginalized. His perspective seems to speak to queerness (dissidence and non-normativity) rather than gayness (sexual practice). “It’s more than men having sex with men ... It is a way to see the world.” This is consistent with his acknowledgement of the New Queer Cinema as an influence. He alludes to independent films such as American Beauty (2002) and Far from Heaven (2002) that are critical of the institution of marriage, for example. However, he also alludes to New Asian Cinema films such as I Don’t Want to Sleep Alone (2006). He rejects the notion that queer films need to conform to any notion of “positive images;” instead, his films address difficult issues such as drug use and prostitution. Furthermore, he rejects the notion that the exhibition of queer films should be limited to LGBT audiences: “A gay film is one with a particular sensibility.” Chung’s remark reflects the belief that various audiences may value a film’s epistemological position, even if those audiences are not specifically represented on-screen.

Thus, it can be seen that independent sole traders such as Simon Chung have adopted a minor transnational practice between queer filmmakers in Hong Kong and the diaspora, for example in Canada, Australia, and the U.S.A., as a way of helping to develop a queer culture in Hong Kong. And, following on from that, a critical dialogue develops about gender and sexual variance in the territory and the problematic of social institutions such as marriage. In her monograph about culture in postcolonial Hong Kong, Helen Leung defines queer culture as culture that “encompasses the non-fixity of gender expression and the non-fixity of both straight and gay sexuality.” She distinguishes between cultural production that merely “represents certain sexual minorities or particular sexual practices,” and cultural production that has a potential to “enable a queer
critique of sexual and gender normativity.” In other words, she distinguishes between gay and lesbian in descriptive terms, and queer as a critical perspective. She observes that Hong Kong (cinema) has long been characterized by a contradictory stance: on the one hand, a longstanding accommodation of gender and sexual variance, and on the other hand, intolerance if not outright hostility towards public expression of queer practices. This contradiction has led to a situation in which queer culture in Hong Kong is felt as an undercurrent, as nebulous and ambivalent, rather than appearing as overtly lesbian or gay. She draws an analogy between the ambiguity of queer culture in the territory and the indeterminacy of Hong Kong’s political status. As such, Leung claims that contemporary queer culture in Hong Kong is paradigmatic of the city’s postcolonial experience.

A final independent sole trader is Tammy Cheung. Although she is not a founder of Ying E Chi, her work is carried by the distributor, and she has also been actively involved in building an independent culture in Hong Kong by introducing documentary filmmaking into the independent scene. Cheung is the founder of Visible Record, a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting and distributing independent documentary films in Hong Kong. It does this by offering documentary film training, a DVD distribution service, community screenings, and by staging the annual Chinese Documentary Festival, launched in 2008. Thematically, the inaugural festival addressed “education issues, the lives of migrant workers, the story of a peasant doctor, and a tattoo artist.” The festival brings together independent documentary filmmakers from all over the region, with most of the participants coming from Mainland China or Taiwan. Documentary filmmaking in Hong Kong has long been neglected or marginalized in the territory due to several factors outlined by Maggie Lee and separately, Chris Berry. According to Lee, the biggest obstacle to documentary practice in Hong Kong is a lack of public interest in and engagement with the genre, which is considered too alternative, as well as a (still) relatively weak
cultural infrastructure for non-commercial production, distribution, and exhibition. Production of feature-length documentaries in Hong Kong is limited to about one per year.\textsuperscript{451} This compares to much higher levels of documentary production in both Taipei and Beijing where, according to Berry, there is an established tradition of amateur filmmaking, greater institutional support (in the case of Taiwan), and a critical mass of domestic audience members willing to support documentary films.\textsuperscript{452}

Like Jimmy Choi, Tammy Cheung also considers documentary filmmaking as a social, not simply aesthetic or commercial practice. This is evident in the alternative way in which Visible Record interacts with both independent producers on the one hand, and film audiences on the other.\textsuperscript{453} Says Cheung: “I’ve met distributors who say, this film will sell, and that’s why we’re distributing it. And we try not to do that ... As a filmmaker, I have a different attitude. We know the filmmakers’ needs better, their problems, their difficulties. Basically, we share the same experience.”\textsuperscript{454} Just as the “suppliers” for Cheung’s distribution activities are not film professionals, so the “market” for Cheung’s documentaries and distribution activities are not cinephiles in the traditional sense of the term. The audience are students, teachers, and people who are interested in Hong Kong. “You have to be interested in what’s happening in the society.”\textsuperscript{455} Says Cheung of the need for an activist distribution strategy:

It’s a vicious cycle. [If] you don’t make [documentary films], you don’t show them. And nobody watches them. And they have no idea what documentary films are. So you have you to give them a chance to see [this kind of filmmaking]. You have to sort of create a demand. And then they can decide if they like it or not.\textsuperscript{456}

Thus, it can be seen that independent sole traders such as Cheung have forged cross-border linkages with independent documentary filmmakers in Taiwan and the Mainland and introduced their work into the
territory as a way of helping to develop a documentary culture in Hong Kong,\textsuperscript{457} not to make money or to acquire accolades or awards. Cheung declares that, “Documentary filmmaking is not profitable.”\textsuperscript{458} And, following on from that, a critical discourse develops about social issues in the territory, such as the education system, the housing system, the political process, and the plight of women and minorities, that are shaped by postcolonialism, postsocialism, and globalization. With reference to independent documentary in Hong Kong and the work of Tammy Cheung, Berry defines “independent culture” in the territory as culture that “promotes public debate and autonomous thought.”\textsuperscript{459} With reference to independent documentary in the P.R.C. however, Berry understands this screen practice in relation to “alternative culture” that “address[es] topics that are ignored in official discourse, or are marginalized politically because they do not ‘fit’ with the hegemonic approach of post-Mao reforms. These themes include lesbians and gay men, Tibetans, the disabled, the elderly, drug addicts, migrant workers ... to name just a few.”\textsuperscript{460} In distinguishing between the independent culture of the SAR, and the alternative culture of Mainland China, Berry draws attention to their distinct, although increasingly overlapping, social and political contexts. Under the policy of “One Country, Two Systems,” Hong Kong is officially entitled to retain its legal and judicial system, market economy, and way of life for fifty years. Its rights and freedoms are ostensibly protected until 2047.\textsuperscript{461} Mainland China, in contrast, is officially socialist and remains under tight ideological control. Especially since the Tiananmen crackdown on June 4, 1989, public, organized, political opposition has been foreclosed upon.\textsuperscript{462}

Moving on from sole traders to minor circuits, I argue that minor transnationalism operates at a group and organizational level through minor-to-minor distribution and exhibition circuits. Whereas major circuits of distribution and exhibition are managed and consolidated, minor circuits are contingent and dispersed. By managed, I refer to the fact that globalist and regionalist strategies tend to be driven by official agreements, for
example, the Closer Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA) between the Mainland China and Hong Kong, that promote deregulation, privatization, and free trade.\textsuperscript{463} By consolidated, I refer to the fact that these strategies are also driven by attempts to unify economic markets, for example through industry practices such as pan-Asian financing, talent-sharing, and marketing; in so doing, they risk suppressing local cultures that are highly particular or screen practices that lack commercial appeal.\textsuperscript{464}

Ying E Chi’s distribution practices are transborder and transnational, but they are also a contrast to the practices of the major circuits. Since its inception in 1997, Ying E Chi has acquired, distributed, and exhibited five independent films from the P.R.C.\textsuperscript{465} Although this number represents a small percentage of the sixty-two titles in Ying E Chi’s film catalogue and might be considered insignificant in quantitative terms, the films are highly significant in qualitative terms. All five titles are exemplars of the “Urban Generation” of independent films in China,\textsuperscript{466} films that are institutionally, thematically, and aesthetically marginal, and that address China’s postsocialist, post-Tiananmen condition from the perspective of non-elites.

In her analysis of the emergence of the Urban Generation, Zhang notes the movement’s concern with the effects of China’s rapid transformation, that is with “the socio-economic unevenness, psychological anxiety, and moral confusion” associated with the country’s shift from a command economy to a market-led one in the wake of the June 4 incident (or Tiananmen Massacre) in 1989.\textsuperscript{467} Whereas under socialism (or Maoism), the Chinese communist state had a monopoly over all aspects of the cinema, in the postsocialist era, there was a loosening of official control, leading to the proliferation of unofficial modes of screen production, distribution, and exhibition. This led to a boom in alternative venues other than the state-owned cinemas, such as KTV bars, cafes, cine-clubs, independent film festivals, film exhibitions, and art galleries.\textsuperscript{468} Likewise, whereas under socialism, there was faith among the masses in socialism as an ideology, in
the postsocialist era, this certainty was replaced by doubt due in part to the upheavals of the Cultural Revolution, the trauma of the Tiananmen Massacre, and the social inequities produced by deregulation, privatization, and free trade.469

The independent films of the Urban Generation register the transition from the socialist to the postsocialist era. However, Zhang does not specifically address the extent to which the independent movement in the P.R.C. evolved in relation to the resurgence of independent filmmaking in Hong Kong in the mid to late 1990s. Perhaps the best known practitioner of independent filmmaking in China during this era is the director, Jia Zhangke. He recalls how the “independent spirit” in Hong Kong influenced his artistic and professional development as a filmmaker. In Jia’s own words:

[Xiao Shan Going Home] was [produced] in 1996 when I was still at the Beijing Film Academy. About 10 of us in the class formed the ‘Independent Experimental Film Group.’ We gathered a little money, and started making very low budget shorts. At the time, our first project was Xiao Shan Going Home, which I wrote and directed. After the film was completed, a fellow classmate from Hong Kong told me that the Hong Kong Arts Centre was hosting an Independent Shorts Competition and wondered if I would be interested. I said ‘yes,’ and he submitted the film for me. It was selected for competition and went on to win the first prize in the narrative film category. I was then granted the opportunity to go to Hong Kong.470

He continues:

The real prize of my Hong Kong trip was not the golden award; it was the friendship that I found in my three long-term working partners. My cinematographer Yu Lik-Wai is from Hong Kong and had just finished his studies in Belgium. He
was impressed by my film and we decided to team up. Li Kit-Ming was another one. He was a producer for my three films: Xiao Wu/Pickpocket (1997), Platform (2000) and Unknown Pleasures (2002). The third one was Chow Keung who helped produce Platform (2000), Unknown Pleasures (2002), and The World (2004). Our Hong Kong-China team formed a strong bond. We made six films in seven years: four directed by me and two by Yu Lik-Wai. We almost had one film per year, and we complemented each other’s job. When I made a film, Yu would shoot it, and Li and Chow would produce. Whereas when Yu directed, I would act as his producer. I found this an invaluable working relationship, as I got to learn what was involved in the process, and appreciate the tremendous help that they offered me. In the past, people from Mainland China like me had the wrong impression of people from Hong Kong. We thought of them as busy gold-diggers who couldn’t care less about culture. After knowing these Hong Kong friends, my feelings turned around completely. They taught me so much! From them I learned fundamental things like, ‘Solve your own problems!’

Jia’s recollection speaks to the development of mutual trust and respect between Hong Kong filmmakers and Mainland Chinese filmmakers that contests popular stereotypes of Hong Kongers as “gold-diggers” and Mainlanders as “country bumpkins.” Furthermore, Jia’s borrowing of the “can do” attitude and persistence of vision of independent filmmakers in Hong Kong demonstrates the potential for Hong Kong to serve as a cultural model for China; this inverts the usual relation between the two in which China is the lead due to its political and economic status.

In addition to distributing and exhibiting independent P.R.C. films in Hong Kong, Ying E Chi facilitates the screening of Hong Kong independent
films in China. Unlike in many other parts of the world, Hong Kong lacks a local market for independent films; this is due in part to the territory’s history of laissez-faire capitalism and the dominance of popular, commercial cinema. However, there is audiences in China which are interested in independent films from the territory because they are curious about Hong Kong affairs. From December 27 to 28, 2008, Ying E Chi, supported by the HKADC, held a two-day screening of nine independent Hong Kong films in the Songzhuang Arts District in Beijing, called “Hong Kong Independent Films in Beijing.” This screening was organized in conjunction with Li Xianting’s Film Fund, a non-profit organization dedicated to the production, promotion, and preservation of Chinese independent films, and Fanhall Films, a multi-faceted organization independent film organization.

The key point to be made about these minor-to-minor exhibitions between Ying E Chi and independent organizations in the P.R.C. is that they are predicated on values of equity and solidarity rather than hierarchy and the logic of accumulation. Although the objective of CEPA is ostensibly to promote “free trade,” and the co-produced Chinese Mainland Hong Kong blockbusters are officially “partnerships,” in actual fact, these co-productions demand creative concessions from Hong Kong in the form of having to adopt the language, casting decisions, location, and narrative choices of the P.R.C. to pacify official censors and to appeal to Mainland audiences; in other words, they require Hong Kong to compromise if not sacrifice its cultural specificity in order to make economic gains.

Ying E Chi’s decision to partner with Li Xianting’s Film Fund and Fanhall Films needs to be understood in the context of changes within the distribution and exhibition sector in both Hong Kong and the P.R.C. in the 1990s. Teresa Kwong notes the emergence in the territory in the 1990s of small distributors such as the Incubator for Film and Visual Media in Asia (ifva), Ying E Chi, and InD Blue, which were primarily dedicated to the non-profit promotion and circulation of alternative and independent screen
media: short films, animation, independent documentaries, and low-budget feature films. The establishment of the ifva, which resulted from the merger in 1993 of the colonial Urban Council’s Independent Short Film Competition with the Hong Kong Arts Centre’s Independent Video Awards, is often regarded as the event that marked the revival of independent filmmaking in the territory. In addition, other independent arts and cultural organizations, such as Video Power and the Social Movement Resource Centre, began to stage themed film festivals, such as the Social Movement Film Festival, now in its tenth year, not only to serve as sites of exhibition, but as extensions of their social remit.

In his overview of the Chinese independent film circuit, Shelly Kraicer observes that the screenings presented by Li Xianting and Fanhall Films “emphasize the political role of cinema, film as social critique and as an agent for social change.” He distinguishes between the mandates of the Beijing Independent Film Festival and the China Documentary Film Festival, both of which are supported by Li Xianting and Fanhall Films, and the Nanjing-based Chinese Independent Film Festival, which tends to place more emphasis on film as art. In recent years, partly as a response to the Arab Spring and an anticipated “Jasmine Spring,” independent film festivals have been more closely monitored by authorities and threatened with closure.

Comprising of a range of short films, independent documentaries, and low-budget feature films, “Hong Kong Independent Films in Beijing” offered P.R.C. audiences a more complex and varied perspective on life in Hong Kong than they might ordinarily see. For example, the documentary 0506HK explores the cultural life of the territory from a diasporic perspective, that is, from the view of a filmmaker (the director) who is ordinarily resident in Los Angeles in the U.S.A.

Crucially, these screenings not only enabled independent films to cross borders, but also allowed filmmakers and audiences to meet face-to-
face. “Because [independent films in the P.R.C.] are sort of underground, [because these films] can never be shown commercially [meaning theatrically], it’s a lot more important for the audience to see their filmmakers. It’s more of a community-building effort there. So, this audience is a lot more knowledgeable and enthusiastic about asking questions.”

According to former general manager of Ying E Chi, Venus Wong, “[The P.R.C. audience] has their point of view, and the discussions are sometimes quite long, we need to cut them. It’s quite seldom in Hong Kong, because you know Hong Kong people, we don’t speak up.”

Thus, the active engagement of P.R.C. audiences with independent filmmakers provides a cultural model of sorts for independent culture in Hong Kong; this provision of a positive cultural model versus a purely business one characterizes “Hong Kong Independent Films in Beijing” as a form of minor transnationalism rather than an activity of the East Asian screen industries.

In conclusion, “Hong Kong Independent Films in Beijing” is a singular, trans(local) event that reveals the correspondences and synergies between a minor practice in Hong Kong—indigenous filmmaking and the cultivation of an independent culture—and a minor practice in the P.R.C.—underground or independent filmmaking and the cultivation of an alternative culture. A cursory look at HKIBF shows how it enabled Ying E Chi to fulfil its double remit to unite independent filmmakers,” and to “distribute and promote independent films,” with a special emphasis on the former.

I argue that the Hong Kong Asian Film Festival (HKAFF) is a material and discursive site that reveals the tensions and contradictions between two modalities and strategic responses to globalization: on the one hand, a minor mode that is peripheral-to-peripheral, and on the other hand, a major mode that promotes deregulation, privatization, and free trade—though on a local and regional scale. An analysis of HKAFF shows how the festival has served a dual purpose: first, it has served as an exhibition site for New Asian
Cinema in order to establish and sustain a commercial market for films produced and distributed by EDKO Films Ltd. (a stakeholder in the festival, hereafter EDKO) within the territory. And second, it has served as a platform for independent cinema from Hong Kong, the P.R.C., Taiwan, across the region and beyond in order to open up a transnational space for cultural connection and exchange.

According to the former general manager of Ying E Chi, Esther Yeung, HKAFF was the non-profit distributor’s most important annual event. HKAFF was launched in 2004 as a collaborative partnership between Ying E Chi and the Broadway Cinematheque (hereafter BC). Initially established as a response to the unprecedented recent production by Ying E Chi members of six feature-length independent Hong Kong films, the inaugural festival took place over eleven days and screened twenty programming sections, mostly focused on low-budget Hong Kong cinema. Visiting directors to the inaugural festival included internationally-acclaimed auteurs such as Fifth Generation Chinese filmmaker Tian Zhuangzhuang, as well as local filmmakers such as Vincent Chui and Tammy Cheung.

Established in Hong Kong in 1996, BC is part of the Broadway Circuit of cinemas. Comprising of a cinema, bookshop, disc shop, and café, it bills itself as a local hub for art house and non-mainstream cinema. However, the Broadway Circuit is itself owned by EDKO, one of the major producers, distributors, and exhibitors of domestic and foreign films in Hong Kong and Mainland China. EDKO was founded in 1996 by William Kong, who is probably most famous as the producer of Ang Lee’s *Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon* (2000), and it owns a back catalogue that also boasts *Hero* (2002), *The Flowers of War* (2011), and *Lust, Caution* 2007. The company is thus heavily involved with both the New Asian Cinema and a certain kind of pan-Chinese blockbuster.
Ying E Chi’s decision to partner with BC needs to be understood in the context of changes within the local exhibition sector in the 1990s. These changes include the expansion of multiplexes, the closure of art house cinemas, and the proliferation of non-theatrical or alternative sites of exhibition. According to Stephen Teo, the replacement in the 1990s of the old movie houses with multiplexes was the most fundamental structural change to occur in the Hong Kong film industry.\(^\text{492}\) This development was and is one of the hallmarks of media globalism and regionalism. The decade also saw “a rise in admission prices as cinemas upgraded facilities ... higher prices and more sophisticated, albeit smaller, auditoriums raised the expectation for quality products which were met by imported Hollywood films.”\(^\text{493}\) Says former general manager of Ying E Chi, Venus Wong: “In Hong Kong, you seldom get any other choices other than Hollywood films. Or maybe some major films from Japan or Korea.”\(^\text{494}\) Laikwan Pang argues that large distributors such as Media Asia and EDKO have become powerful. And exhibitors such as UA and AMC now dominate.\(^\text{495}\) The Imperial Cinema in Wan Chai closed in 2004 after thirty-five years, and the Cine-Art House Cinema closed in 2006 after eighteen years, in part because of high overheads; the latter re-opened in 2009 in Amoy Garden Shopping Arcade in Kowloon Bay.\(^\text{496}\)

According to Jimmy Choi, former head of the film and video department of the Hong Kong Arts Centre:

Back in the old days cinemas used to screen short films with the feature films. But the practice has ceased for many years. The [Hong Kong] Arts Centre, for a time, used to screen short films of less than ten minutes in length with feature films, and split the proceeds with the creator. But now time means everything to cinemas and they have no time for short films.\(^\text{497}\)

Of the inhospitable exhibition environment, Raymond Pathanavirangoon says: “Even if [independent filmmakers] are able to make
films, they can’t get theatres to actually show them ... or they’ll get one crummy theatre somewhere in the middle of nowhere. Or they’ll get two screenings a day, one in the morning, something like that ... it’s very sad."  

Ying E Chi’s launch of HKAFF at BC can thus be understood as strategic. Faced with a structural readjustment of the local exhibition sector that favoured commercial conglomerates over independent players—itself the product of a similar industrial consolidation occurring at a regional scale—working with EDKO (if at one remove) was clearly a way to open up exhibition space for non-mainstream cinema in Hong Kong.  

In her analysis of the major international film festivals in Europe such as the Venice International Film Festival, Marijke De Valck describes the value-adding process of film festivals as comprised of three practices: selection, competition, and mediation. In my examination of HKAFF as a site of contestation between an economic regionalization strategy and a minor transnational one, I adapt De Valck’s schema slightly. I focus my analysis on three aspects of the festival from 2004 to 2007: selection in the form of HKAFF’s Opening Night films; competition in the form of HKAFF’s Film Awards; and mediation in the form of HKAFF’s programming booklets’ “Message from the Director.”  

One of the ways in which a film festival declares its organizational values is through the scheduling and placement of films. The Opening Night programming slot at a festival is typically the most prominent place within the festival line-up and therefore one of heightened importance. There are at least two possible programming strategies here: by opening the festival with a major film, that is, one with big stars, a famous director, and commercial or critical potential, the festival might seek to elevate its media profile and public standing, and thus strengthen its brand image. Alternatively however, a festival might choose to support a minor film, one by an emerging director or one without obvious commercial attributes,
precisely to lend the film and its independent vision, maximum publicity and exposure.

An analysis of HKAFF’s Opening Film titles from 2004 to 2007 is instructive because it reveals an evolution in programming strategy from supporting minor films to supporting major ones (see Table 1). As such, it reveals how the non-commercial programming impulse of Ying E Chi was placed under increasing institutional pressure. When HKAFF was launched in 2004, the idea was to open the festival with a debut film from a local director. That year, HKAFF’s Opening Film was When Beckham Met Owen (2004). However by 2007, the programming direction of the festival had changed. That year, the final year in which HKAFF would be co-presented by Ying E Chi and BC, there were two Opening Films: Breeze of July (2007) and Lust, Caution (2007).

Table 1: Opening Films at HKAFF 2004-2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>Production Financing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td><em>When Beckham Met Owen</em></td>
<td>Adam Wong Sau-ping</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td><em>Three Times</em> + <em>b420</em></td>
<td>Hou Hsiao Hsien + Mathew Tang</td>
<td>Taiwan + Hong Kong</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td>Production Financing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td><em>My Mother is a Belly Dancer</em></td>
<td>Lee Kung-lok</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>Focus Films October Pictures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td><em>Lust, Caution</em> + <em>Breeze of July</em></td>
<td>Ang Lee + Stanley Tam</td>
<td>U.S.A. China Taiwan Hong Kong + Hong Kong</td>
<td>Hai Sheng Film Production Focus Features Haisheng Films Mr Yee Productions River Road Entertainment Sil-Metropole Independent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The programming categories for the inaugural HKAFF were: Opening Film and Closing Film, Gala Presentation, In Competition (Independent Spirit Award), Asian New Vision, Docu-Power, and Short Highlight [sic]. In contrast, the programming categories for the much expanded fourth HKAFF in 2007 were: Opening Film and Closing Film, Festival Gala, New Talent Award, Asian Wide Angle, Chinese Cinema: A New Generation, Docu-Power, Asian Shorts (1,2,3,4), plus Special Presentation, Director in Focus, Cineaste Delight, and Midnight Craze. Thus, the majority of new
programming added to HKAFF appeared to focus on commercial auteur cinema and genre cinema rather than independent filmmaking per se.

The independent programming sections at HKAFF that might be associated with a minor transnational approach include: Asian Wide Angle, Chinese Cinema: A New Generation, Docu-Power: Up Close and Personal, and Asian Shorts. In Asian Wide Angle at the fourth HKAFF in 2007, there were thirteen films from territories across the region, including Macau, Taiwan, Japan, India, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Iraqi-Kurdistan France. According to the festival programming booklet that year, the films addressed “a wide range of issues—women’s status in Japan, local consciousness in Taiwan, illiteracy in the Philippines, [the] caste system in India, Buddhist philosophy in Sri Lanka, as well as the political situation in post-Saddam Iraq. Not only do these films appeal to both refined and popular tastes, they give us a better understanding of our neighbouring countries.” Whereas a screen industries perspective might understand the region as an economic market, these programming notes from the fourth HKAFF show how the region is understood via a minor transnational perspective as a zone of cultural debate.

Another of the ways in which a film festival conveys its identity is in its judging and conferring of awards. Again, there are at least two possible competition strategies here: by conferring an award on an established or emerging auteur, the festival might seek to affirm a mainstream mode of production or practice of filmmaking, one that is oriented towards critical or commercial success. Alternately, a festival might seek to affirm an alternative mode of production or practice of filmmaking through its choice of an award-holder who is less willing to conform to filmmaking conventions or norms.

An analysis of the HKAFF’s Awards from 2004 to 2007 is instructive (see Table 2). At the inaugural festival, the festival announced the first annual Independent Spirit Award that “celebrates creativity under limited
resources,” and the recipient was a local Hong Kong filmmaker, Adam Wong Sau-ping.\textsuperscript{507} However, the following year, the award was renamed New Talent Award, and the prize was given to a Japanese independent director, Ichii Masahide.\textsuperscript{508} In his analysis of the experimental films of the 1960s and 1970s, S.N. Ko observes that independence in Hong Kong has served two different purposes: first, to offer an alternative form of cinematic expression to the commercial mainstream; and second, to encourage and “train” aspiring young filmmakers, several of whom will subsequently enter the industry.\textsuperscript{509} Masahide’s career since receiving the Award has encompassed two other feature films, a TV mini-series, and a TV movie.\textsuperscript{510} This change in nomenclature and recipient suggests that the HKAFF awards shifted from serving the first purpose of supporting an alternative mode of filmmaking to serving the second purpose as an incubator for new industrial talent.

**Table 2: Film Awards at HKAFF 2004-2007\textsuperscript{511}**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Award Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>Nationality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>First Independent Spirit Award</td>
<td><em>Magic Boy</em></td>
<td>Adam Wong Sau-ping</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>First New Talent Award</td>
<td><em>Perth: The Geylang Massacre</em></td>
<td>Djinn (Ong Lay Jinn)</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Second New Talent Award</td>
<td><em>Rain Dogs</em></td>
<td>Yu-hang Ho</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Award Name</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Recipient</td>
<td>Nationality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2007 | Third New Talent Award      | *Dog Days*  
|      |                             | *Dream*    | Ichii Masahide     | Japan       |

A final way in which a film festival declares its institutional values is through the Message from the Festival Director(s), or Foreword or Background, in the festival programming booklet. Although often overlooked, the message is important because it sets the tone for the festival and draws attention to the event’s annual highlights. Furthermore, the message is part of the institutional and promotional discourse of the festival that frames audience reception of the films, filmmakers, and even national and regional cultures themselves. Again, there are several possible discursive strategies here: by focusing on the most familiar or popular films, auteurs, and national cinemas, the message can reinforce existing attitudes and viewing practices. Alternately, by spotlighting unfamiliar or challenging programming, he or she can intervene in the status quo.

A closer look at the Message from the Director within the inaugural HKAFF program booklet in 2004 is instructive because it specifically highlights the screening of short films and documentary films which feature a “voice that is always under represented.” Likewise, the message in the second annual HKAFF program booklet by Gary Mak, director of BC, reveals a self-reflexivity and criticality about the shortcomings of a regional screen industries strategy that would seem at odds with BC’s corporate ownership by EDKO. This self-reflexivity and criticality was less in evidence in subsequent festival programming booklets, especially after 2007.

In his message in the second annual HKAFF program booklet in 2005, Gary Mak asks:
What is Asian cinema? Does Asian cinema refer to what are most accessible in Hong Kong such as Japanese animation, Korean melodrama, or Chinese Kung Fu? How about those from South East Asia? How are they represented in an Asian Film Festival? … The more prosperous the economy of the country, the more prosperous its film industry is going to be. Having said that, a weak economy does not stop a country producing cinematic gems. Films particularly from Iran, India, Singapore, Malaysia and the Philippines this year, are the most underrepresented but the most heartfelt ones. Don’t let them slip away again. Come and support these films.

As I discussed in chapter one, the term “New Asia” is often used to allude to the triumphant economic and cultural ascension of the Asian region in recent decades. However, the benefits of this ascension have not been experienced equally. With respect to the Asian media sector, Koichi Iwabuchi observes that “… the alliance of major media corporations in East Asian countries [has engendered] a new international hierarchy in production capacity, with Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, and Taiwan in the top tier. These media capitals are becoming commercially and ideologically hegemonic in the region.” Mak’s quote in the HKAFF program booklet draws attention to inequities within Asia and the unevenness of cinematic production and circulation within the region; in so doing, it encourages audiences to look critically at what counts as Asian cinema and to seek out alternative screen media that expand this term.

A film festival also declares its institutional values through the organization of activities that complement (or detract from) the festival screenings. These might range from film markets and industry activities, to film competitions and award ceremonies, to galas and parties, to seminars, workshops, and panels. The events surrounding the screenings are important because they help characterize the festival as primarily a business
festival or an audience festival. Once again, this organization reflects conscious decision-making. By emphasizing markets and competitions, such activities stabilize a notion of film as a commodity or a work of art. Alternatively, by emphasizing social and political issues-based seminars, they stabilize a notion of film as a social practice.

When the festival partnership between Ying E Chi and BC came to an abrupt end in 2007, the contributing factors were highly contested. Following BC’s trademarking of the festival’s name, the event was split into two separate entities. Broadway Cinematheque continued to present HKAFF in that venue. For its part in 2008, Ying E Chi launched a new festival, the Hong Kong Asian Independent Film Festival (HKAIFF) which it presented at The Grande, an 11-screen multiplex cinema in Elements Mall in Kowloon. That year, Ying E Chi reaffirmed its commitment to an independent vision through HKAIFF’s Opening Film, Message from the Director, and extra-screening activities. The inaugural HKAIFF in 2008 opened with the premiere of the ultra low-budget, first time feature film, *King of Spy* (2008). The festival program booklet proclaimed: “At HKAIFF, you may not find any superstars, red carpets, or fancy terms. What we have here are simply feature films, documentary films, and short films produced with sincerity ... We believe in sharing a platform for indie films’ screening; sharing and discussion are the most crucial issue above everything else.” A further attempt to differentiate the festival occurred when Ying E Chi renamed HKAIFF as the Hong Kong Independent Film Festival (HKindieFF) in 2010.

In this section, I have shown how Ying E Chi attempted to negotiate a position for itself within the regional screenscape. Its participation in the HKAFF from 2004 to 2007 resulted in a detectable shift in focus from independent Hong Kong cinema, manifest in its support for neglected genres such as the short film and independent documentary, to independent
Asian cinema in order to accommodate its co-presenter’s commercial pan-Asian strategy.

To sum up, I have shown how HKAFF evolved from a small, primarily grassroots festival in 2004, characterized by a low-budget, local Opening Night film; an Independent Spirit Award presented to a local filmmaker; and a festival message that focused on giving voice to the unrepresented, to a major, professionalized and corporatized exhibition platform in 2007, characterized by a multi-million dollar studio co-produced Opening Night film; a New Talent Award presented to a Japanese independent filmmaker; and a Message from the Director that billed the festival as “the biggest Asian film event in Hong Kong and the most notable platform for bringing together new filmmaking talents in Asia.” The inaugural festival in 2004 screened twenty programming sections over eleven days. In contrast, the fourth annual festival in 2007 screened more than eighty films in sixty-three categories over seventeen days. This is not to say that the inaugural festival was completely without commercial traces; HKAFF always operated in what Wendy Gan terms a “mixed-commercial mode.” However, from 2004 onwards, the trend towards greater marketization was clear.

The case of the HKAFF from 2004 to 2007 sheds light upon the challenges facing non-commercial distributors that seek collaboration with the film industry within highly commodified and liberalized environments such as Hong Kong. These challenges include the marginal status of short film and independent documentary as genres, the dominance of stars and famous directors, and the lack of support on the part of local exhibitors. However, the case of “Hong Kong Independent Films in Beijing” in 2008 illustrates the opportunities facing independent screen organizations under globalization that work in a more peripheral-to-peripheral mode. Moreover, events such as HKIFIB appear to offer a filmic and socio-cultural model for
Hong Kong-Chinese cooperation that potentially re-imagines and reconfigures dominant relations between the SAR and the P.R.C.\textsuperscript{524}

\section*{An Imagined Community of Indies}

The earlier two thirds of this chapter have looked at why and how Ying E Chi has pursued a minor transnational strategy. The final third of this chapter will assess the significance of Ying E Chi’s fostering of cross-border peripheral-to-peripheral links. I argue that through a strategy of minor transnationalism, Ying E Chi has helped to produce new forms of identity and belonging that exceed the logics of the market and the nation-state.

In order to assess the significance of Ying E Chi’s adoption of a minor transnational strategy, it is necessary to look at the epistemic and ontological dimensions of this shift. This is particularly important in the context of Hong Kong’s colonial history with Great Britain and its subordinate relation to Mainland China as a SAR. As discussed in the previous chapter, under British rule in the 1970s, the colonial government adopted a modernization strategy of importing foreign culture in the form of performing arts and fine arts groups from Europe and America into Hong Kong as way of raising the “quality” of local culture in the territory.\textsuperscript{525} Minor transnationalism matters because it focuses attention on the relations between and within peripheries, rather than between the periphery and the cultural core. By privileging the relations within Asia, rather than between Asia and the West, or between and within independent communities, rather than between the independent sector and the cultural mainstream, Ying E Chi has contributed to new modes of knowledge and experience of self and Other, time and space. Because it is not intent on accumulation, Ying E Chi is able to promote what, borrowing from Kuan-Hsing Chen, could be termed a notion of “Asia as Method,”\textsuperscript{526} that is, Asia as a critical perspective, rather than Asia as brand. In his book of the same name, Chen describes a process of deimperialization in which “societies in Asia can become each other’s points of reference, so
that the understanding of the self can be transformed, and subjectivity rebuilt. On this basis, the diverse historical experiences and rich social practices of Asia may be mobilized to provide alternative horizons and perspectives.” These critical perspectives are indispensable to engaging with both the opportunities and threats of globalization and the positive and the negative implications of the rise of Asia, particularly China.

Similarly, because Ying E Chi is not intent on nation-building, in the Westphalian sense of the nation as territorially-limited and politically sovereign, it is able to promote the notion of an “imagined community of indies” that cuts across political lines. These feelings of equity and solidarity (“a deep horizontal comradeship”) that stem from an alternative sense of identification and belonging serve as a potential counter to the pernicious effects of the expansion of neoliberalism and with it, the growth of inequality and atomization. According to Esther Cheung, seeking out and collaborating with other independent organizations is “the means by which [these organizations] counter estrangement and isolation.”

One recent manifestation of an “imagined community of indies” is the Chinese Independent Filmmaking Alliance (CIFA), a collaboration between Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, Chongqing, and Shenzhen. It aims to promote independent screenings and cultural exchange. The alliance was officially launched by Ying E Chi at a special screening and discussion forum at the inaugural Hong Kong Independent Film Festival (HKindieFF) in 2010. On the HKindieFF website, under the heading, “Giving Together, Growing Together,” Ying E Chi co-founder and HKindieFF festival curator Vincent Chui declares: “It is hard for us not to feel marginalized in these few years, but if we can join together from the periphery, perhaps we can wage a counter-encirclement. Who knows?”

The first programming section of the HKindieFF was a program entitled, “Indie Focus—Ogawa Shinsuke,” which screened from November 7 to November 22, 2011 at the agnès b cinema at the HKAC. It comprised
seven films by Shinsuke as well as two post-screening seminars, one called “From the Identities of Ogawa Shinsuke to His Films,” and the other called “Ogawa Shinsuke—Documentaries that Transcend From Social Movements.” The second programming section was a program entitled, “Chinese Independent Filmmaking Alliance,” which screened from November 16 to December 16, 2011 at the Hong Kong Arts Centre (HKAC). The third programming section at HKindieFF was a program entitled, “Indie Nations,” which screened from January 10 to 16, 2012 at the agnès b cinema at the HKAC. It comprised ten independent films from Hong Kong and around the world.

By staging cultural connections and exchanges within and between peripheries, Ying E Chi can be understood as enacting a form of decolonization that does not valorize or resort to nationalism. Thus, it disrupts the postcolonial telos of colonialism, nationalism, and liberation. This is significant because one of the main critiques of anticolonial theory has been its elision of social and cultural difference, for example gender-based and sexual difference, in order to advance the cause of nationalism. Minor transnational practices do not seek to eliminate difference. Additionally, by fostering dialogue and debate rather than simply economic cooperation and integration, Ying E Chi can be understood as enacting a form of globalization that does not valorize or take for granted capitalism. Thus it contests globalization’s drive towards ever increasing expansion and capital accumulation. This is significant because most analyses of flexible citizenship and flexible accumulation assume that cross-border processes are necessarily market-oriented and profit-driven.

What is at stake in differentiating a minor transnational approach from a regional screen industries one or a global Hollywood one is precisely the agency that it affords for non-elites or semi-elites, including but not limited to ethnic and sexual minorities. According to independent filmmaker and Ying E Chi co-founder and independent filmmaker Simon Chung:
In Hong Kong, it gets very lonely I would say because your audience base is small, and you’re always working in the margins. But then when you go to other film festivals, you realize that people all over the world are doing the same thing. And you feel sort of less lonely that way.539

With respect to new notions of time, minor transnationalism makes possible a historiological understanding of Hong Kong and Asia, one that is sceptical of progress, rather than a historiographic one.540 What is at stake in situating minor transnationalism in a Hong Kong context at a certain historical juncture is precisely the way in which it sheds light on what is particular and time-bound about globalization, rather than what is ostensibly universal and ahistorical. With respect to new notions of space, minor transnationalism makes possible a relational geography, one that is sceptical of the spread of empire, rather than a cartographic one.541

By adopting a strategy of forging peripheral-to-peripheral, cross-border links, Ying E Chi has helped to develop and promote an independent culture in the SAR that critically engages with issues of postcolonialism and globalization. The chapter finds that as a result of the intervention of independent sole traders, many of whom are return migrants to Hong Kong, there has been an increase in the circulation of screen media offering alternative perspectives, such as queer films and videos, and independent documentaries. Furthermore, as the result of the interventions of minor-to-minor circuits, many of which are also grassroots rather than elite-driven, there have been opportunities for independent Hong Kong cinema to circulate beyond the territory. Ying E Chi’s initial participation in the HKAFF with EDKO’s Broadway Cinematheque underscores its willingness to be part of screen regionalization rather than apart from it. However, its subsequent transformation into HKindieFF reveals its commitment to new cultural models and ways of working that assume equity and solidarity rather than hierarchy and competition.
While this chapter has addressed the emergence and significance of peripheral-to-peripheral cross-border linkages through a non-profit film distributor in postcolonial, globalized Hong Kong, the next chapter will address the emergence and significance of minor transnationalism through a themed film festival in Toronto: the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival.
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Chapter Five:
A Themed Film Festival:
Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival

In the previous chapter, I analyzed why, how, and to what effect Ying E Chi adopted a minor transnational strategy in post-handover, globalized Hong Kong. In this chapter, I will look at the micropractices of transnationality of a diasporic film festival in Toronto, the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival (henceforth TRAIFF). The aim is to show how, why, and to what effect TRAIFF adopted a strategy of forging cross-border, peripheral-to peripheral linkages with other marginal groups.

The chapter is divided into three parts. In part one, I analyze the reasons behind TRAIFF’s adoption of a strategy of minor transnationalism by historically situating the themed film festival in relation to a particular set of socio-cultural conditions in the late 1990s, the most salient of which were the decline of the culture wars in Canada, the rise of Asia, and the advent of globalization. In part two, I examine how TRAIFF’s minor transnational strategy manifests in two main ways: through individual activists in the form of independent sole traders such as Andrew Sun and Richard Fung; and through groups or organizations such as the Centre for Asian American Media, and the Hong Kong Arts Centre, in the establishment of minor-to minor-circuits, such as “Power Play” and “Bittersweet Roots” at the thirteenth Independent Short Film and Video Awards (ifva).542

I also draw attention to the sixth TRAIFF in 2003 as a site of contestation of sorts between an official response of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) government to local events in Hong Kong, and an unofficial, grassroots response to the same events. Finally, I analyze the implications of TRAIFF’s minor transnational strategy by critically interrogating the film festival’s contribution to new epistemic and ontological categories, such as “queer diasporas.” I argue that the objective
of TRAIFF has been to establish a material and discursive site for the critical contestation and creative reimagining of what it means to be both “Asian” and “Canadian.”

By adopting a minor transnational strategy, TRAIFF has helped to shed light on screen practices that are minor, and social and political issues that are marginalized or ignored, in other parts of Asia and the world. This has enabled the circulation of more critical discourses about Asia, and about Canada’s implication with the region. Furthermore, by adopting a peripheral-to-peripheral, cross-border strategy, TRAIFF has helped to lift the burden of representation borne by ethnic and sexual minorities in Canada. This has enabled a more diverse and dynamic range of representations and perspectives to emerge.

Situating Minor Transnationalism in Toronto

This section looks at why TRAIFF emerged in the late 1990s and its particular choice to pursue a practice of forging cross-border, peripheral-to-peripheral links. I argue that TRAIFF adopted a minor transnational strategy in order to shape a post-identity politics commitment to ethnic and sexual minorities in Canada.

Established by producer Anita Lee and journalist Andrew Sun in 1997, TRAIFF is “a unique showcase of contemporary Asian cinema and work from the Asian diaspora. Works include films and videos from East and Southeast Asian artists in Canada, the U.S.A., Asia, and all over the world. As Canada’s largest Asian film festival, Reel Asian provides a public forum for Asian media artists and their work, and fuels the growing appreciation for Asian cinema in Canada.” The inaugural festival was co-presented by the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival Group in Association with Canasian Artists Group, the key members of which included Andrew Sun, Ann Chiu, John Wen, Shelly Hong, and David
It began as a primarily volunteer-run, four-day event featuring eighteen films and two workshops. It has since grown into a six-day festival in two locations that features an industry series, forums, a youth program, and a school tour.

In order to contextualize TRAIFF’s adoption of a minor transnational strategy, it is necessary to look at circumstances both within and beyond the nation-state. Within Canada in the mid to late 1990s, there was a discernible movement of Chinese Canadian filmmakers from the margins of the film world to the regional or national centre. For example, in 1994, the Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF), the country’s largest film festival and one of the most important festivals in the world, hosted the premiere of Mina Shum’s *Double Happiness* (1994) and awarded the film a Special Jury Citation. The feature narrative film was subsequently acquired by Fox Searchlight for commercial distribution and thus received a theatrical release in both Canada and the U.S.A.

Outside of Canada, there was a movement of Asian, but particularly culturally Chinese filmmakers from the margins of the film world to the global centre. The early 1990s saw the distribution and exhibition in Canada of a number of films by members of the second generation of the Hong Kong New Wave. In particular, the release in North America of John Woo’s films such as *Hard Boiled* (1992) and Wong Kar-wai’s films, such as *Chungking Express* (1993), led to new audiences for the films beyond the territory’s regional markets; these audiences included aspiring Asian Canadian and Asian American filmmakers. According to TRAIFF co-founder, Anita Lee: “There was this new, exciting, innovative filmmaking coming out of Hong Kong which had a different [cinematic] language, and this language really spoke to Asian [North] American filmmakers. I think there was something that they recognized as being fresh, that was actually not Asian-specific, but that felt like an international language. So that on an aesthetic level, there was that kind of thing happening.” Lee’s quote
affirms the importance of flows of Hong Kong screen media, particularly the work of the second generation of the Hong Kong New Wave, to the subjectivities of young people of Asian descent in Canada.

I argue that minor transnationalism as a strategy can be understood as a way in which Asian Canadian filmmakers and videomakers in the late 1990s responded to changing institutional and social norms in the country with respect to the cultural citizenship of ethnic and sexual minorities. On the one hand, there was an acknowledgement that radical institutional change was fundamental for Asian Canadians to be able to fully participate in the film and media sector. According to William Huffman, associate director of grants at the Toronto Arts Council:

[In] the late 1980s, and early to mid-1990s there was a very aggressive movement to bring cultural diversity into the arts community, not just from a programming point of view, but for every layer of the organization, whether these organizations were established institutions or collectives. There was this assault to make sure that the existing structure was broken and that diversity was implemented. It destroyed many organizations. I mean it was really tumultuous, it was painful.\textsuperscript{550}

Recalls TRAIFF co-founder Anita Lee: “I was working at an artist-run centre here in Toronto called the Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre, which was essentially an artist-run centre, a non-profit centre. And I was executive director there for a couple of years . . . And they had hired me at a time when there had been a bit of a revolution, so a former sort of long-standing board of directors had kind of been overrun by a new, pro-equity kind of a cultural advocacy board that had come on, and I was the executive director that was hired through that process.”\textsuperscript{551}
On the other hand, there was a growing recognition that simply reacting against the dominant, White status quo, either through assimilation or resistance or both, had serious limitations as a mode of cultural politics. For an older generation in Toronto, what Françoise Lionnet and Shu-mei Shih term major-resistance and identity politics had resulted in a depletion of organizational and creative energies. Recalls TRAIFF co-founder Anita Lee,

During that time, the whole notion of equity within arts council funding, arts funding in general, and the debate between artists, was really at the greatest heights. And there was a lot of conflict here within the local arts community. So I think at the time when Reel Asian was set up, one, it was at a time when, I think people were just kind of psychologically exhausted from it all ... And a lot of people [were] also feeling that they had spent a lot of time on the politics and had moved away from their own art.552

Furthermore, this mode of cultural politics had served to alienate a younger generation of Asians in Canada. Festival co-founder Anita Lee remembers, “We wanted Asians to come to the festival, and we especially wanted young Asians to come to the festival. We have a huge Asian community in Toronto. And we wanted all those kids that you see at the mall and at the karaoke bars, that’s who we wanted.”553 Lee’s desire to reach out to young people echoes sentiments expressed by the filmmaker, Quentin Lee. Lee describes his feature film, Shopping for Fangs (1997) as “a metaphor and oblique vision by and about young Asians in North America—more broadly, this twenty-something generation—our generation. We want to target the young hip eighteen-to-thirty year old audience, which is quite different from that of The Joy Luck Club and the older crop.”554

However, minor transnationalism as a strategy can also be understood as a way in which TRAIFF responded to both the opportunities
and challenges in the East Asian and Southeast Asian mediascape. It is important to emphasize that this strategy was both pragmatic and principled. On the one hand, there was an awareness on the part of the founders of TRAIFF of the growing artistic profile and commercial viability of popular culture and screen media from Asia. Remembers Anita Lee, “East Asian cinema globally was becoming much more popular and well known, and Hong Kong cinema really went through that period. And then on the heels of Hong Kong cinema, Korean cinema really grew to this global appeal. We tried to capitalize and take advantage of that. [Programming films from Asia] has been a marketing strategy and an audience-building strategy for us.” On the other hand, there was a commitment to the independent mode of production and an alternative vision of the world, rather than to recognizable genres such as the gangster or horror genres, or high production values per se. Again, Anita Lee explains,

I think we could have said, ‘Let’s just program the big East Asian blockbusters.’ And I think those discussions were had. What I’m most proud of, beyond the fact that we still exist, is a kind of integrity of goal and programming. We’ve always had this understanding of why the Festival started, and it really was around providing support for Asian filmmakers from the diaspora.

What has been less remarked upon is that the decision by TRAIFF to adopt a minor transnational strategy also coincided with the emergence in the U.S.A. of a new generation of Asian American cinema that was fictional, contemporary, and focussed on youth. This marked a departure from an older generation of filmmaking that was predominantly documentary-based, historical, and focussed on the struggle of migrant “pioneers.” Whereas the older generation of Asian North American films had tended to be pedantic, the newer generation of films such as those by Quentin Lee’s engaged with issues of ethnic and sexual identity in a playful, irreverent, and
even perverse way. The paradigmatic example of this new Asian American generation was the narrative feature, *Shopping for Fangs* (1997).

The decision by TRAIFF to adopt a minor transnational strategy also coincided with the emergence in Hong Kong, and indeed in other parts of Asia, of a new generation of independent cinema that was low-budget, artistically-inclined or independent in spirit, and focussed on the marginalized and forgotten. This marked a departure from the mainstream cinema in the territory that was commercially-driven, genre-based, and heroic in tone. The paradigmatic example of this new independent generation was *Made in Hong Kong* (1997).

These two feature films, *Shopping for Fangs* and *Made in Hong Kong*, can be understood as “benchmark films.” Darrell William Davis and Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh describe a benchmark as “a milestone or interchange by which film industries alter course . . . it not only pays off but is a standard by which to gauge subsequent efforts.” However, both films are benchmarks in a very different sense than is written about in much of the literature about global media. Whereas creative industries accounts of screen media draw attention to “business benchmarks” that generate profits or capture markets in new ways, cultural studies accounts of screen media highlight “cultural benchmarks” that are influential not necessarily because they are lucrative, but because they depict hitherto unforeseen identities and imaginaries. My argument here is that themed film festivals such as TRAIFF play a vital role in distributing and exhibiting cultural benchmarks that open up apparently singular and fixed identities for re-invention. By focusing independent producer and audience attention on the non-mainstream, even iconoclastic, perspective of films such as *Shopping for Fangs* and *Made in Hong Kong*, themed film festivals such as TRAIFF are key to larger efforts to transform contemporary culture.

Similarly, the audiences and social groups I consider in this chapter can be understood as “target markets.” However, they are markets in a very
different sense than is depicted in much of the literature about film and media industries. Whereas creative industry accounts of screen media draw attention to new consumers who can be reached via integrated marketing strategies, cultural studies accounts of screen media draw attention to audience members who are desirable not because their (increasing levels of) disposable income, but because of their potential to act as agents of cultural revitalization and renewal. My argument here is that diasporic film festivals such as TRAIFF play a vital role in developing audiences comprising of socially marginalized groups and cultivating critical perspectives among these audiences, rather than simply targeting them as consumers because of their demographics.

According to the film’s press release, Shopping for Fangs is a “psychological thriller about the criss-crossing misadventures of a young man turning into a werewolf and an eccentric waitress hotly pursuing a lonely housewife.” Produced for U.S.A. $50,000 while Lee and Lin were both graduate students in the School of Theatre, Film, and Television at UCLA, Shopping for Fangs is an institutionally and formally syncretic film. A Canada and U.S.A. coproduction, the film was financed in part by a grant from the Canada Council of the Arts; Lee’s grant application was institutionally supported by the council’s official commitment to cultural diversity as a corporate goal and personally supported by the video artist, Richard Fung, and the film producer, Camilia Friedberg. The film was also financed by donations from family and friends. Featuring an ensemble cast of acting newcomers, it was made by a small crew of passionate film students and young professionals.

For Quentin Lee and Justin Lin, Shopping for Fangs was created to subvert the ethnic identity genre, an example of which is The Joy Luck Club (1993), as well as to comment on the effects of globalization, particularly the movement of people and media, on Asian North American residents. The significance of this subversion becomes clear if one refers to scholarly
critiques of the genre of the ethnic identity film. In his monograph, *An Accented Cinema*, Hamid Naficy draws attention to the ideological work that this genre performs. He notes that, due to the burden of representation that they bear and a sense of responsibility to the ethnic communities that they serve, ethnic identity films such as *The Joy Luck Club* can be “rather conservative, emphasizing descent [or blood] relations, ethnic continuity, and socio-cultural achievements.” In contrast, diasporic films are often more inclusive, emphasizing consent relations, ethnic discontinuity, and a rejection of the “model minority” stereotype. TRAIIFF former board member, Keith Lok, contrasts the attitude of an older generation of migrants who strove not to draw attention to themselves, and to conform to social expectations, with a younger generation which was more irreverent and iconoclastic. He explains, “It’s that attitude where you’re proud of who you are, whatever that is. It’s about not just going along with the current wisdom or current mores, but turning [them] around and getting in the face of things. It’s a little bit of the underdog situation. That’s what makes it fun.”

However, Hamid Naficy’s typology of exilic, diasporic, and ethnic filmmaking is limited by a conceptualization of migration as a movement between the supposedly separate and dichotomous realities of an “old world,” usually in the non-West, and a “new world,’ usually in the West. It does not consider how the contemporary mobility of culturally Chinese educational migrants and cultural workers, which does not necessarily involve processes of settlement, cultural assimilation, or cultural resistance, might challenge these analytical assumptions. For him, if exilic filmmaking is characterized by a primary and vertical relationship to the so-called homeland, usually in the non-West, and a preoccupation with the “there and then,” ethnic or identity-based filmmaking is characterized by a primary and vertical relationship to the so-called host land, usually in the West, and a preoccupation with the “here and now.” He observes that ethnic identity films allegorize the encounter between East and West through the trope of familial generational conflict. By depicting young, culturally Chinese
immigrants to the West as being “caught between two [separate] cultures” — a backward-looking, often reactionary “Chinese” or “Asian” one represented by parents or older family members, and a forward-looking, progressive “Western” one; these films reduce and essentialize “Chineseness” or “Asianness” and reify the difference between tradition and modernity.

Furthermore, Naficy’s analysis does not account for non-traditional but increasingly important modes of migration, such as return migration or serial migration. Neither does it pay attention to the ways in which migration reproduces or disrupts other facets of cultural identity such as gender and sexuality. 571

For its part, Made in Hong Kong is “a tragic coming-of-age story [that] follows three disillusioned local youths struggling to navigate Hong Kong’s public housing projects and late adolescence amid violent crime, gang pressure, and broken homes.” 572 Produced for H.K. $500,000 and with a crew of only five people, 573 Made in Hong Kong is an institutionally and thematically non-mainstream film. The film was made with support from film star Andy Lau, who served as executive producer and also assisted with the film’s distribution, and was famously shot using 80,000 feet of short ends of film, much of which had already expired, from Team Work Production House and other sources. 574 For both financial and aesthetic reasons, Made in Hong Kong featured non-professional actors, several of whom Chan found on the street. 575 Only after the film became a success was Chan able to secure funding from outside of Hong Kong for his subsequent feature films.

Like Shopping for Fangs, Made in Hong Kong was a response to dominant modes of storytelling at the time and was created to subvert the gangster genre 576 and destabilize heroic points of view. 577 In her monograph, Fruit Chan’s Made in Hong Kong, Esther Cheung draws attention to the fact that whereas Hong Kong films usually lack sociological relevance, 578 the storylines of Chan’s films are infused with a social consciousness and engage with serious, sometimes pessimistic, themes in a humorous or absurd way. 579
She observes that gangster films allegorize the encounter between the weak and the powerful through the trope of the triad-hero. By depicting poor young people as triad kids who pretend to be “smart and courageous,” the films idealize poverty and depoliticize the inequalities between the have-nots and have-nots.

*Shopping for Fangs* premiered at the San Francisco International Asian American Film Festival (SFIAAFF) and was subsequently invited to screen at the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival. The film screened at TRAIFF on Saturday, November 22 at 9 p.m. at the John Sprott Theatre in Toronto. Says Keith Lok, “I remember the screening for *Shopping for Fangs*. There were Asian [people] there, and an alternative, queer [crowd]. And there were lots of people who were just curious, the regulars, who would have come out for other indie films.” Thus, by exhibiting *Shopping for Fangs*, TRAIFF was able to constitute an audience that cut across identities that were independent or alternative, Asian, and queer.

Unlike exilic and ethnic filmmaking, diasporic filmmaking, according to Naficy, is characterized by a “diasporic consciousness that is horizontal and multi-sited, involving not only the homeland, but also compatriot communities elsewhere.” Exilic films, and to some extent, ethnic films, are restricted by a logic of duality, subtraction, and loss, while diasporic films are opened up by the logic of multiplicity, addition, and by the polyvocality and performativity of identity.

For its part, *Made in Hong Kong* was rejected for screening by both the Hong Kong International Film Festival and the Toronto International Film Festival. It was subsequently acquired for programming at TRAIFF and received its Toronto premiere on November 27 at 9 p.m. at the Royal Theatre. Says Keith Lok,

[The screening of] Fruit Chan’s film, *Made in Hong Kong*, was really memorable. It was a big, well-attended event. In a lot of
ways, it kind of defined Reel Asian, what we aspired to do, the kind of response we were looking for. It was the culture, but with an edge. The fact that it had not yet been seen, that it had been passed over by TIFF, increased the excitement. The place just went crazy.

Lok’s recollections of these screenings speak to TRAIFF’s desire at that time to engage young Asian audiences, not just for the purposes of entertaining them, but also in the hopes of introducing them to a screen culture that will challenge the way they think and feel about themselves and other young Asians.

Independent Sole Traders and Minor-to-Minor Circuits

Whereas the previous chapter section looked at the historical context for TRAIFF’s adoption of a minor transnational strategy, this section looks at the way this strategy works in practice. In particular, I focus on the role of independent sole traders and minor-to-minor circuits. I argue that minor transnationalism operates at an individual level through the practices of independent sole traders. As I discussed in chapter one, the term “sole traders” is used by Dina Iordanova to refer to festival personnel who develop connections and convergences between festival circuits that would usually be separate and parallel. Whereas sole traders facilitate the movement of screen media from the cultural periphery to the cultural core, independent sole traders broker the movement of screen media within and between peripheral groups. Possessing a minor perspective, these individuals are driven not primarily by profit-seeking or status-seeking, but by the desire for personal transformation and social change. These perspectives have been shaped by experiences of marginality and often by histories of migration. Thus, for independent sole traders, screen media are not primarily commodities or works of art, but social and cultural practices.
One important independent sole trader is the journalist and co-founder of TRAIFF, Andrew Sun. Sun was born in Hong Kong and immigrated to Canada as a child. Says Sun: “I was born here in Hong Kong, but my family moved to Canada when I was 9. I came back to Hong Kong in 1997. It was the handover! And it was kind of like being in Berlin when the wall goes down. I had just left my previous position in Toronto as a writer for a weekly magazine, and I wanted to be in Hong Kong when the handover took place.”586

What makes Andrew Sun an independent sole trader is his commitment to facilitating connections that are culturally “Asian-to-Asian,” or intra-Asian, rather than between Asians and those from the so-called West. One example of Sun’s attempts to do this was his organization of a workshop during the inaugural TRAIFF entitled, “Face Off: Producer Master Class with Terence Chang.” This was a session featuring Terence Chang, film producer to the director John Woo, whom Sun had met at the Hong Kong premiere of his film, Face/Off (1997). Sun had requested that Chang, who also owned a house in Scarborough, Ontario, speak about his experiences in the industry. Recalls former TRAIFF board member, Keith Lok: “[Terence Chang] had produced some of the greatest films of contemporary Asian cinema. So it was pretty exciting. And it was a perfect match for TRAIFF, especially because he lived right in our city. He told a lot of inside stories about Hollywood that he probably wouldn’t normally say.”587 It needs to be emphasized that cultural workers from the West are not precluded from being categorized as independent sole traders; I discuss the example of festival programmer Shelly Kraicer later on in the chapter.

Another example of Sun’s commitment to fostering of peripheral-to-peripheral connections was his programming during the second TRAIFF in 1998. Since its inception, TRAIFF has screened more than thirty-seven films from Hong Kong.588 Although a number of these films and videos have been produced in close proximity to the commercial film industry, the vast
majority have been short films, documentaries, and independent features. The relationship between TRAIFF and Hong Kong is such that many of the most significant events affecting the territory since it ceased to be a British colony and became a SAR of the P.R.C. have in some way been registered through the staging of the festival. These include the handover itself; the economic downturn after 1997; the outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003; the death of film star and pop icon, Leslie Cheung, in the same year; and the popular protests for political reform in 2003 and 2004. The festival has maintained a spotlight on Hong Kong for more than a decade, and it has shown that other socio-historical processes—not simply the handover—have shaped and continue to shape everyday life in the territory.

Subsequently, themed film festivals such as TRAIFF have emerged as key sites of contestation as to the vision of Hong Kong’s present and future, a site that that is significant in part because it is deterritorialized from the “natural” territory of Hong Kong and its geographical contiguity and political intimacy with the P.R.C.

In the previous chapter about Ying E Chi, I noted that developing both “suppliers” and “markets” for independent filmmaking in the territory was a proactive task. The same can be said for developing production and consumption communities for diasporic cinema in Canada. According to Sun, forging peripheral-to-peripheral links requires actively working to construct an alternative production community, rather than attempting to reach a group of independent producers that pre-exists: “For the first few years, you just do a lot of proactive programming. You go out and actively seek it out . . . you send out a call for submissions through different community networks. And if someone says “you should go send it to people in Vancouver,” then I fax it to them, or I send a hard copy to them in the mail.” He recalls the process of programming the second TRAIFF: “I knew some people here [in Hong Kong] already. So it was like ‘there’s this
[independent film] here and there’s that [independent film there]’... so we just contacted the film makers, and I was like ‘you want to show these here?’ and of course they were interested.” Thus, it can be seen that independent sole traders such as Andrew Sun have adopted a strategy of peripheral-to-peripheral links between independent filmmakers in Asia, particularly Hong Kong and overseas, as a way of transnationalizing, rather than internationalizing the festival. This distinction is important because it acknowledges the informal and often below-the-radar role of actors other than corporations and nation states.

It needs to be emphasized that the difference between what Iordanova calls, “sole traders,” and what I call, “independent sole traders” is not absolute. An example of a cultural worker who occupies a position between these two categories is the Thai film producer and critic, Raymond Pathanavirangoon. Pathanavirangoon was a programmer at TRAIFF from 2005 to 2010, and was subsequently appointed as a programmer at the Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF). In the latter capacity, Pathanavirangoon might be categorized as a sole trader. However, through his work with TRAIFF, as well as with LGBT film festivals earlier on in his career, he might be categorized as an independent sole trader, too.

The Canadian programmer and critic, Shelly Kraicer, also complicates the categorizations of sole trader and independent sole trader. In his capacity as programmer of the “Dragons and Tigers” programming section at the Vancouver International Film Festival since 2007, Kraicer has followed in his predecessor Tony Rayns’s footsteps by making films from Asia, and particularly China, available to audiences in the West. He has also consulted for the Venice, Rotterdam, Udine, and Dubai Film Festivals. However, in his capacity as a guest programmer, with the curator, Xiaoyi Zhu, for the eighth TRAIFF in 2004, Kraicer has also helped to make independent films from the P.R.C. in particular available to diasporic audiences, in a kind of periphery-to-periphery move.
Another highly influential independent sole trader is the media artist, critic, and TRAIFF board member, Richard Fung. Fung has attributed his interest in questions of “race” to the experience of growing up in Trinidad during the time of the Black Power Movement in the late 1960s and 1970s.597 His interest in issues of sexuality stems from the fact that he is openly gay. He cites the Black British Cinema of the 1980s as an influence, particularly the work of Isaac Julian. He also declares a debt to the academic and experimental filmmaker, Trinh T. Minh-ha, whose work looks at the intersection of gender and “race.”598 Accordingly, Fung’s first video, Orientations (1984) was about “a minority within a minority,” that is, men and women from various Asian backgrounds who are LGBT.

What makes Fung an independent sole trader is his commitment not to move from the margins to the mainstream, or from the periphery to the core, but rather to “Centre the Margins.”599 For example, he was responsible for organizing a program of Asian short films at the Inside Out Lesbian and Gay Film Festival of Toronto in 1997, and organizing the inaugural Canadian Artist Spotlight featuring queer filmmaker, Wayne Yung, at the third TRAIFF in 1999. I will analyze this spotlight, entitled, “This Queen’s Cantonese,” later on in the chapter.600

A key characteristic of these independent sole traders is their activist approach. In his essay, “Programming the Public,” Fung notes a similar phenomenon at LGBT film festivals with respect to actively working to construct an alternative consumption community, or public:

How one programs film and video in a festival both reflects and engages specific understandings of who queers are ... In the work that is selected and the way in which it is grouped and promoted, one not only represents but also produces specific instances and interpretations of queerness in the same manner as a leather bar, a gay and lesbian synagogue, or a softball match does.601
Thus, it can be seen that independent sole traders such as Richard Fung have adopted a minor transnational practice between queer filmmakers in Asian North America and overseas as a way of “queering” the festival. By developing programming strands that focus on the intersection of minority cultures, rather than on the gulf between the majority and the minority, themed film festivals such as TRAIF have emerged as key sites of contestation about what it means to be Asian and gay, for example, by fostering a dialogue about the “sticky rice politics” that is internal to that group, rather than fostering a dialogue about more widely discussed social norms.

Since its inception, TRAIF has screened more than fifty films and videos by publicly identified queer artists from the diaspora in North America, and from East and Southeast Asia. Of these fifty works, the vast majority (thirty-seven) have been from North America, and eleven have been from Asia. The North American list includes a number of filmmakers such as Wayne Yung—a filmmaker discussed later in this chapter—who are well established in the queer circuit, and the Asian list includes a number of Hong Kong independent filmmakers such as Kit Hung who are known locally and regionally for their work. This corpus reflects a range of institutional, thematic, and aesthetic approaches. However, almost all of the films or videos have been produced independently, in other words using a do-it-yourself approach, or through artist-run centres in Canada or media arts organizations in the U.S.A., or through independent production companies, rather than through government or state-run cultural institutions or studio systems. The majority of these works have been short films and videos, although feature length work has begun to emerge as well.

I argue that minor transnationalism also operates at a group and organizational level through minor-to-minor distribution and exhibition circuits. Whereas major circuits of distribution and exhibition are managed and consolidated, minor circuits are contingent and dispersed. By managed,
I refer to the fact that A-category international film festivals are regulated by the International Fédération of Film Producers Association (FIAFP). These regulations require that accredited film festivals host a film market and compete with other film festivals for premieres of new films.\textsuperscript{604} By consolidated, I refer to the fact that these film festivals strive to function as an integrated system, characterized by conformity to international standards and a mass of producers—in this case, filmmakers—and consumers—in this case, audiences of filmic goods.

One example of a minor-to minor-circuit in the West is the network of Asian-themed North American film festivals that have emerged since the mid to late 1990s. Whereas Asian film festivals in Canada had existed previously, these tended to operate on an ad hoc, one-off basis and relatively discreetly from each other. For example, filmmaker Tammy Cheung founded and directed the Festival International du Cinéma Chinois de Montreal from 1987 to 1992;\textsuperscript{605} during this time, it was the only Asian film festival in the country.\textsuperscript{606} In contrast, Asian North American film festivals have been loosely networked together since the 1990s and are regular, annual events.\textsuperscript{607}

Andrew Sun remembers that the impetus for founding TRAIFF in 1997 was due to a new wave of Asian American cinema in the late 1990s,\textsuperscript{608} and that this in turn was due to the proliferation of alternative sites of distribution and exhibition in major cities in the U.S.A:

We knew that there were these really cool independent pictures being made in San Francisco, L.A., [New York], and all these different places. And in some of those cities there were Asian American film festivals . . . We were already thinking ‘why is no one doing this is Toronto?’ I mean there’s such a big Asian population here. . . . So we decided: OK well let’s do something similar scale to that, so we started our own show.\textsuperscript{609}
In the U.S.A., a network of Asian American media arts centres and film festivals has existed for some time. The oldest of these is the Asian American film festival in New York. Presented by the media arts centre, Asian Cinevision, the festival was established in 1978. The Los Angeles Asian Pacific Film Festival (formerly known as VC Film Fest), presented by the media arts centre, Visual Communications, was established in 1983. The largest film festival, the San Francisco International Asian American Film Festival (SFIAAFF), presented by the Centre for Asian American Media (formerly NAATA), was established as an independent entity in 1986. There are now over twenty Asian American film festivals in major cities including San Francisco, Los Angeles, Washington DC, and Philadelphia.

In Canada, Asian Canadian film festivals are relatively new. The Vancouver Asian Film Festival was established in 1997 and was closely modelled on the Northwest Asian American Film Festival in Seattle. TRAIFF was established in the same year and resulted in part from a trip on the part of organizers to the Chicago Asian American showcase. Rather than being presentations of ethno-specific media arts centres, the Asian Canadian film festivals emerged from different community contexts. TRAIFF, for example, was the product of local artist-run centres and the efforts of artists and activists working in independent film and video.

These film festivals constitute a circuit, in so far as they each take place in a different city and are staged to occur sequentially rather than to conflict. For example, the San Diego Asian American Film Festival was established in 2000 as a three-day event at the University of San Diego and has since grown into a ten-day festival; it takes place annually in November. The (Washington) DC Asian Pacific American Film Festival was also established in 2000; it takes place in March. And the Asian Film Festival of Dallas was established in 2002 as a four-day long festival which has since expanded to one week in length.
My point here is that the cultural model for these Asian North American film festivals has been other Asian North American film festivals, rather than international film festivals or mainstream modes of media. By learning from and collaborating with each other in a peer-to-peer fashion, these festivals have helped to constitute an alternative circuit or network that is self-sustaining or self-perpetuating, to the extent that it actively produces its own “supply chain” of (Asian) independent producers and its own “market” of specialized (Asian) audiences. In so doing these festivals have helped to provide an alternative to the limitations imposed by public broadcasters such as the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the U.S.A. and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) in Canada.

There are differences both between international film festivals and Asian North American film festivals, and within Asian North American film festivals themselves. The major international festivals such as TIFF cultivate a recognizable aesthetic, an international film style that reflects international standards or norms. This enables the films to be more easily commodified and exported. Asian North American film festivals promote multiple aesthetic approaches that do not necessarily add up to an “Asian American” or “Asian Canadian” look or feel. Although some scholars lament this lack of a unified aesthetic as indicative of a failure to constitute a legitimate film movement or cinema, I argue that this aesthetic diversity is reflective of the independent mode of production, and the persistence of personal visions and local tastes.

More importantly, Asian North American film festivals promote multiple conceptualizations of what it means to be Asian American or Asian Canadian or indeed, Asian, which do not prescribe or insist upon a normative Asian North American or Asian identity. Although some Asian American scholars, especially those from the 1970s, lament this lack of a singular and fixed identity that is rooted in U.S.A. soil, I argue that this multi-dimensional and cross-border understanding of culture reflects a
welcome shift towards a coalitional and minor transnational politics, rather than an identity-based and major-resistant one.

This pluralization and democratization of moving images at Asian North American film festivals in the mid to late 1990s is evident in the blurring of the distinction between domestic and foreign culture, or between Asian North American and Asian screen media. Hamid Naficy notes that there was a change in nomenclature of the Asian-American Film Festival in New York to the Asian Pacific American International Film Festival (APAIFF) in 1992. As Gavin Huang observes in his analysis of Asian American film festivals, “the inclusion of films from Asia into the AAIFF program is recognition that these labels in our globalized society are not as dichotomized as they once were.” Likewise, “Though the [San Francisco International Asian American Film Festival] SFIAAFF originally began with exclusively Asian American work, over the course of the 1990s, they expanded to include works from Asian filmmakers, reflecting an attention to the increasing transnational forms of media moving between Asia and America.”

It is important to emphasize that this pluralization of representations was not limited to the (re)conceptualization of national and diasporic identities, but extended to other dimensions of racialized, gendered, and sexualized identities as well. There have been a number of observations by both scholars and film festival practitioners that, in the mid to late 1990s, festivals such as the APAIFF and SFIAAFF began to program more work by underrepresented groups within communities, for example, filmmakers who are “Happa” (or mixed-race) or queer. For example, in 2012, the AAIFF programmed A Lot like You (2012) a film directed by Eliaichi Kimaro, a first-generation American of mixed Korean and Tanzanian descent. In the previous year, the festival exhibited a series of Asian American LGBT films.
As with the distinction between independent sole traders and sole traders, the difference between what I call minor-to-minor circuits, and major-to-major circuits is not absolute. Rather, these two circuits overlap. Examples of films or filmmakers that have been associated with both TRAIFF and major international film festivals such as TIFF are numerous. They include films by internationally recognized auteurs, such as *Made in Hong Kong* (1997) and *The Longest Summer* (1998), both directed by Fruit Chan, which were screened at the second TRAIFF in 1998 and the third TRAIFF in 1999 respectively; *The Day the Pig Fell Into the Well* (1996) and *The Power of Kangwon Province* (1998), both directed by Hong Sang-soo, and both of which were screened at the third TRAIFF in 1999; *Mysterious Object at Noon* (2000) by Apichatpong Weerasethakul which screened at the sixth TRAIFF in 2002; and *After This Our Exile* (2006) by Patrick Tam which screened at the tenth annual TRAIFF in 2006.

Having outlined some of the practices of independent sole traders and minor-to-minor circuits in the context of TRAIFF, I will now turn to analyzing the ways in which the themed film festival functions as a site of cultural connection and exchange between peripheral screen cultures and marginalized groups. In her monograph, *Film Festivals*, Marijke De Valck argues that international film festivals serve as mechanisms of cultural legitimation and value-addition. This process of adding value comprises three practices: selection, competition, and mediation. In this chapter, I will focus my analysis on three aspects of the TRAIFF: selection in the form of key programming selections, specifically the “International Spotlight” launched in 1998, and the “Canadian Spotlight” launched in 1999; competition in the form of the Trinity Square Video (TSV) Emerging Local Artist Award and the Wallace Local Artist Award, both launched in 2002; and mediation in the form of the festival’s co-sponsorship arrangements, also launched in 2002.
As discussed in the previous chapter on Ying E Chi, one of the ways in which a film festival declares its organizational values is through the scheduling and placement of films. Both the “International Spotlight” and the “Canadian Spotlight” speak to the heart of TRAIFF’s identity as an Asian film festival in Canada. In fact, the festival’s activist remit to “broaden the scope and definition of Asian and Asian Canadian cinema” is highlighted by TRAIFF’s former artistic director, Heather Keung, in the “Welcome” to the tenth festival in 2006.635 This has been achieved in two ways: With respect to Asia, TRAIFF has looked at similarities and differences within the region, as well as the similarities and differences between and across individual territories. With respect to Asians in Canada, the festival has looked at similarities and differences within the Asian Canadian community, for example, intersections of race and gender, or race and sexuality, as well as the similarities and differences between and across diaspora groups in Canada and diaspora groups overseas.

One of the most prominent features of TRAIFF’s annual programming was its “International Spotlight,” which it launched at its second film festival in November 1998. An analysis of this section is instructive because it reveals a pattern of showcasing films from Asia and the Asia Pacific region that are predominantly independent in their mode of production and alternative in their perspective (see Table 3).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Section Title</th>
<th>Programmer/Curator</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>Untitled</td>
<td>Andrew Sun</td>
<td>None given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Postcards from the Edge of Seoul/Made in Korea</td>
<td>Helen Lee</td>
<td>Korean Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>The New Dynamics from Taiwan</td>
<td>Teresa Huang</td>
<td>Chinese Taipei Film Archive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asian Australia</td>
<td>Do You Like It Here? Short Films From Down Under</td>
<td>Annette Shun Wah</td>
<td>None given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Untitled</td>
<td>Ikeda Hiroyuki, Paul Lee</td>
<td>Japan Foundation and Canada Council for the Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>Hong Kong Weekend</td>
<td>Andrew Sun</td>
<td>HKETO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Thai Tales</td>
<td>Chalida Uabumrungjit</td>
<td>Thai Film Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Kiki Moechtar</td>
<td>Consulate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Section Title</td>
<td>Programmer/Curator</td>
<td>Presenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Vive la Revolution “V” (for Video)</td>
<td>Shelly Kraicer and Xiaoyi Zhu</td>
<td>None given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Malaysian Deluxe Platter</td>
<td>Raymond Pathanaviragoon</td>
<td>Malaysian Association of Canada</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within the “International Spotlight, “a closer look at the “countries” that are profiled reveals a pattern of showcasing films from Asia and the Asia Pacific that constructs the region as not just comprised of nation-states and sovereign territories, but also of diasporic formations and Special Administrative Regions such as Hong Kong and Macau. Thus, although it is titled, “International,” suggesting a system of nation-states, the section reflects cultural boundaries, not political ones. This is evident in the festival’s diasporic spotlight on Asian-Australian cinema in the fourth festival in 2000 for example, and in its inclusion of Hong Kong cinema as an entry distinct from Mainland Chinese cinema in the second, fifth, and seventh festivals in 1998, 2001, and 2003, respectively.

Likewise, a closer look at the programmers and curators responsible for these sections reveals the grassroots rather than official nature of this
Asian view of the world. Several of these programmers, who might also be understood as “independent sole traders,” are well known in the region for their advocacy of non-mainstream films. For example, Chalida Uabumrunjit, the programmer and curator of the TRAIFF “International Spotlight” on Thailand in 2002, is a project director of the Thai Film Foundation (TFF). Born in China, she has lived in Thailand since she was a child and is a filmmaker, critic, archivist, and cultural organizer. She established the Thai Short Film and Video Festival in 1997 and has been festival director there ever since. Under the auspices of the Thai Film Foundation, she sent the following greetings to the Hong Kong-based Incubator for Film and Video in Asia (formerly, the Independent Film and Video Awards) for their tenth anniversary: “ifva has always been the home of HK independent spirit. Congratulations to the 10th anniversary! Go on with NO LIMIT. Keep the independent spirit alive.” Although this message appears in the festival program of an independent cinema event in Hong Kong rather than one in Canada, it nonetheless conveys the esprit de corps of the independent filmmaking community in Thailand.

Uabumrunjit’s programming notes for the fifth “International Spotlight” programming section, entitled, “Thai Tales,” are indicative of the way in which TRAIFF has helped to raise awareness of and build bridges with independent film movements in Asia and beyond:

Short films [in Thailand] have become an outlet for filmmakers to explore personal subjects and critique the world we live in ways that are not seen on TV or in commercial cinema. Nonetheless, independent filmmakers in Thailand face financial struggles, both in production and distribution, since there is no government support or private funding for short filmmaking. As a result, most films are made with ultra-low budgets or no budgets at all. Despite these seemingly
insurmountable difficulties, everybody talks about making short films . . . the future looks bright indeed.641

Chalida’s background as a transnational migrant and cross-border cultural worker underscores the inadequacy of nation-state based conceptual frameworks as well as classical diasporic frameworks that analyse migration in polarized terms. At the same time, her personal history highlights the urgent need to also understand globalization in terms of relations between peripheral screen cultures, rather than just between the periphery and the cultural core.

The fact that the inaugural “International Spotlight” was dedicated to the rebirth of the Hong Kong independent cinema, a revival still in its infancy, speaks to the extent of TRAIFF’s commitment to the territory’s issues and concerns. Programmed with the assistance of TRAIFF co-founder Andrew Sun, the spotlight featured five independent films from Hong Kong. These included the Toronto premieres of Made in Hong Kong (1997) and In the Dumps (1997), the Canadian premiere of After the Crescent (1997), and the screening of two short films by Simon Chung: Life is Elsewhere (1996) and Stanley Beloved (1997). There are at least two possible programming strategies here. By selecting “great works [usually narrative features] by extraordinary filmmakers,” the festival might seek to reinforce the practice of canon formation and the discourse of the auteur.642 However, by selecting short films, animated films, and independent documentaries by minor filmmakers that express alternative social perspectives, it might also seek to make “the canon strange.”643

What was notable about the inaugural spotlight on Hong Kong was not just the low-budget mode of production, but its independent perspective—its commitment to a culture that “promotes public debate and autonomous thought.”644 This independent perspective also permeates the discourse surrounding other films in the “International Spotlight,”
including, for example, the sixth “International Spotlight” on Indonesia. The festival’s programming notes in 2003 invite festival goers to

Switch off what you expect to hear and see about Indonesia. Everything is fresh and new. Fasten your seatbelt. Make yourself at home. This is going to be a thrilling journey through the Indonesian archipelago. And this time, you will face an Indonesia which is conceptually deeper, rather than just the physically-carved, batik-printed archipelago ... Perhaps you envision a country full of poverty and chaos, conflict and religious tensions. All that you have learned from TV might be true. But some things that might be true might also be untrue. There’s always another side to each story, a different way to see, hear, feel say and do things ...645

In drawing attention to the independent spirit that permeates TRAIFF, I am not suggesting that it is ideologically “pure.” In chapter three of the thesis, I argued that minor transnationalism works through economic globalization, not in opposition to it. Here I want to suggest that TRAIFF needs to be understood as a site of contestation between two modalities and strategic responses to globalization: on the one hand, a minor mode that is concerned with dialogue and debate, and on the other hand, a major mode that is focussed on deregulation, privatization, and “free trade.” While a significant number of TRAIFF’s programming sections address Asia from minor perspectives, others more closely align with a mainstream or dominant point of view. In Toronto, changes associated with economic globalization and the rise of Asia manifested in the establishment of branch offices such as the Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office (HKETO) in the city in 1991. According to its web site, the mandate of the HKETO is to “promote and facilitate exchanges between Hong Kong and Canada, with a particular focus on trade and economic relationships.”646
During its seventh festival, TRAIFF staged a staged a special seminar entitled, “Hong Kong: Gateway to China’s 1.3 Billion Audience,” with director and producer Peter Chan, Harriet Heller, and HKETO director, Bassanio So. The seminar invited Canadian companies to access the Chinese film market by investing in blockbusters co-produced with Mainland China under the Closer Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA) signed that year. However, in the same festival, the “structure of feeling” of a local, memory-based, and activist Hong Kong screen culture was also evident in the screening of Hong Kong independent documentaries, such as Rice Distribution (2003). In fact, the following year’s festival in 2004 would spotlight Tammy Cheung and her documentary output, including screenings of Secondary School (2002), Moving (2003), and, most directly political, July (2004).

Along the same lines, in 2003, TRAIFF screened 1:99 (2003) prior to each film program in acknowledgement of the SARS virus crisis. According to a message from the HKETO, the short film series was a collaboration between the Hong Kong SAR Government and the Federation of Hong Kong Film Workers in order to relaunch Hong Kong and strengthen civic pride. The series comprised of eleven one-minute short films produced by fourteen of Hong Kong’s most respected contemporary directors. It was collectively entitled 1:99, referring to the bleach-to-water ratio recommended by health officials as an anti-SARS disinfectant. However, in 2004, TRAIFF also screened In the Dark (2003). According to the festival’s programming notes that year, “In the Dark revisits images collected from Toronto newspapers. Exposed to black and white re-photographed pictures, all one sees is the darkness of a time passed, a city under attack, politicians scrambling, citizens living in a state of fear, distrust, paranoia and shame.” Tam’s film questions the highly negative depiction of SARS in mainstream Canadian news. This contrasts sharply with 1:99’s official, and overtly positive, depiction of Hong Kong’s response to the crisis. Both perspectives
problematize the supposed neutrality or objectivity of screen representations of SARS.

As a result of these practices, the festival has enabled a more complex picture of Hong Kong to emerge, one that is both shaped by political and economic forces, yet also one that sees beyond these forces. By screening independent films that articulate with local realities, TRAIFF has helped to provide an alternative account of postcolonial, globalized life in Hong Kong. Likewise, by situating diasporic filmmakers in relation to other minor cinemas in another part of the world, rather than a major cinema “at home,” TRAIFF has helped to broaden the outlook of Asian Canadian filmmakers beyond the Canadian nation-state. Through the “International Spotlight,” diasporic filmmakers have learned how they are both different from and similar to independent filmmakers in other parts of Asia, such as Thailand, in a peer-to-peer way.

The festival’s approach to programming the “International Spotlight” is significant because it suggests criteria for selection based not just on a common regional identity—an essential “Asianness”—but on a critique of territorial borders, and on a commitment to an independent mode of production and a shared set of norms and values around what the cinema should do. These norms and values are those of democratic participation and of depicting through independent screen media what is ignored or marginalized in the commercial or official mainstream.

The argument here is that as a result of these minor transnational connections, it is increasingly possible to understand events and processes in Asia from the perspective of independent screen media in the region, rather than from the perspective of official or commercial media. This independent point of view selects and narrates significant regional events such as the Asian economic crisis or the Sichuan earthquake with ordinary people, not just political or economic elites, firmly in mind.
Another of the most prominent features of TRAIFF’s annual programming is its “Canadian (Artist) Spotlight,” which it launched at its third film festival in November 1999. An analysis of the section is instructive because it reveals a pattern of drawing attention to ethnic minority filmmakers who are not only of Asian descent, but also female and or queer (see Table 4).

Table 4: Canadian Spotlights at TRAIFF 1999-2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Filmmaker</th>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>Place of Residence</th>
<th>Section Title</th>
<th>Programmer/Curator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Wayne Yung</td>
<td>Canadian</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>This Queen’s Cantonese: Spotlight on the Video Art of Wayne Yung</td>
<td>Richard Fung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Ann Marie Fleming</td>
<td>Canadian</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>The World According to Ann Marie Fleming</td>
<td>Helen Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Midi Onodera</td>
<td>Canadian</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Spotlight on Midi Onodera</td>
<td>Uncredited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Mary Stephen</td>
<td>Canadian/French</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>An Afternoon with Mary Stephen</td>
<td>Uncredited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Ho Tam</td>
<td>Canadian</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Untitled</td>
<td>Uncredited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Filmmaker</td>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td>Place of Residence</td>
<td>Section Title</td>
<td>Programmer/Curator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Tammy Cheung</td>
<td>Canadian/Hong Kong SAR</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>In Conversation with Tammy Cheung</td>
<td>Uncredited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Simon Chung</td>
<td>Canadian/Hong Kong SAR</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>Of Love and Other Minorities</td>
<td>Raymond Pathanavirangoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Samuel Kiehoon Lee, Hohyun Joung, Lester Alfonso, Romeo Candido, Ho Tam</td>
<td>Canadian</td>
<td>Korea, Philippines, Canada</td>
<td>Fresh from Ontario</td>
<td>Uncredited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Lesley Loksi Chan</td>
<td>Canadian</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>The World of Lesley Loksi Chan</td>
<td>Heather Keung</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within the “Canadian Spotlight,” a closer look at the “nationality” and place of residence of the profiled artists reveals the multi-dimensional and deterritorialized character of these citizens. However, although they
might have dual nationality, as in the case of Tammy Cheung and Simon Chung, they are not “flexible citizens” in Aihwa Ong’s conception of the term.\textsuperscript{652} For example, Mary Stephen, the spotlighted artist in 2002, is a filmmaker, composer, and editor in Europe, Asia, and Africa. Born in Hong Kong, Stephen moved to Montreal to study filmmaking at Concordia University in Montreal, and is a resident of France, where she has collaborated with the Nouvelle Vague director Eric Rohmer since 1992.\textsuperscript{653} She recalls:

> In 2007, I was spending that year going back and forth between Paris and Istanbul. In Istanbul I was editing Hüseyin Karabey’s fiction \textit{Gitmek: My Marlon and Brando} [2008], and in Paris I was editing Anqi Ju’s documentary \textit{Night in China} [2006]. In so doing, I found that I was getting inspired by one and taking that inspiration to give to the other. It was really wonderful.\textsuperscript{654}

As I discussed in chapter one, the term “ethnoscapes” is often used to allude to the intensified movement of people and to the role of migration in (re)shaping imaginations. Stephen’s quote affirms the importance of creative migration, in this case between Europe and the Middle East, to the modern subjectivities of Canadian citizens.

Having discussed the “International Spotlight” programming section, I will now turn to an analysis of the festival’s “Canadian Spotlight.” That the inaugural “Canadian Spotlight” was dedicated to the work of Wayne Yung, a young, gay Asian video artist from Vancouver, speaks to extent of TRAIFF’s commitment to queer issues and concerns.\textsuperscript{655} Curated by Richard Fung, “This Queen’s Cantonese: Spotlight on the Video Art of Wayne Yung” screened at the third TRAIFF on November 27, 1999, at 7 p.m. at the John Spotton Theatre in Toronto.\textsuperscript{656}

What was notable about the spotlight, “This Queen’s Cantonese,” was not only its overt sexuality but its queer perspective—its irreverent and
perverse take on Vancouver’s articulation with Asia, particularly Hong Kong. The distinction between a liberal notion of screen media as simply describing reality in an objective way, and a critical (postcolonial, feminist, queer) notion of screen media as constituting reality from a subjective, non-elite point of view is evident in Wayne Yeung’s dialogue with filmmaker, Nguyen Tan Hoang: “[In The Queen’s Cantonese], it looks like Vancouver is completely dominated by radically queer Asians, which it certainly isn’t. It’s more like a ‘serving suggestion,’ where the glossy photo looks much more appetizing than the real thing, a fantasy of how I wish Vancouver really was.” Indeed, half of the Canadian artists that have been profiled in this section at TRAIFF self-identify as queer.

Likewise, by situating diasporic filmmakers in relation to each other rather than in relation to a national norm, TRAIFF has helped Asian Canadian filmmakers to increase their critical self-awareness. Through these “Canadian Spotlight” programming sections, diasporic filmmakers have gained insight into differences, such as those based on gender and sexuality, and similarities within the Asian Canadian community as well as within the national culture at large. TRAIFF’s approach to programming the “Canadian Spotlight” is also significant because it suggests criteria for selection based not just on a common national identity, but on a critique of identity, and a commitment to non-mainstream views and non-normative ways of seeing and being in the world. The argument here is that as a result of these micropractices of transnationality, it is possible to understand what it means to be “Asian” and “Canadian” from a queer perspective or from a feminist perspective, rather than from an ostensibly neutral or objective point of view.

In addition to screening and exhibiting Hong Kong and other Asian independent films in Canada, TRAIFF facilitates the screening of Asian Canadian films elsewhere, for example in Hong Kong. In 2008, TRAIFF was invited to participate in the “International Panorama” programming section
of the thirteenth Hong Kong Independent Short Film and Video Festival (ifva). This participation involved the exhibition of two programs of Asian Canadian short films: “Power Play” and “Bittersweet Roots.” Curated by Heather Keung, the former artistic director of TRAIFF, the films screened at the agnès b theatre at the Hong Kong Arts Centre on March 22 and 28, 2008, at 9:30 p.m. The films were followed by an after-screening discussion held at the Roundtable Cafe in the territory’s Causeway Bay neighbourhood.

According to Keung, “Bittersweet Roots” was thematically and aesthetically distinct from an earlier generation of Asian Canadian films: “It couldn’t have been made without the films that came before . . . but the “Bittersweet Roots” program is almost more cheeky and optimistic.” This playful and irreverent tone contrasts with the nationalistic tendency of previous films to conform to what Bill Nichols has called a “discourse of sobriety.” However, beyond its production, “Bittersweet Roots” also differed from previous generations in its mode of distribution and exhibition. Deanna Wong, former executive director of TRAIFF, observes that, “It’s new for the Hong Kong art scene to see works by Asian diasporas. Some films deal with Asian Canadian lives, but not all of them dealt specifically with ethnic identity.”

Another process through which film festivals provide cultural legitimation and value-addition is through the conferring of awards. In the following section, I will analyze the practice of competition at TRAIFF as it occurs in the form of the Trinity Square Video (TSV) Emerging Local Artist Award and the Wallace Local Artist Award, both launched in 2002. An analysis of the festival’s award-giving is instructive because it reveals a pattern of symbolically validating as well as materially compensating screen media that are independently-produced, non-commercially distributed, and non-mainstream in their point of view (see Table 5).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Award Name</th>
<th>Award Sponsor</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>Film</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>TSV Emerging Local Artist Award</td>
<td>Trinity Square Video</td>
<td>Ruthann Lee</td>
<td>Ohm-ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wallace Local Artist Award</td>
<td>@Wallace Studios</td>
<td>Romeo Candido</td>
<td>Lolo’s Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>TSV Emerging Local Artist Award</td>
<td>Trinity Square Video</td>
<td>Samuel Chow</td>
<td>Banana Boy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wallace Local Artist Award</td>
<td>@Wallace Studios</td>
<td>Samuel Kiehoon Lee</td>
<td>How to Make Kimchi According to My Kun Umma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>TSV Emerging Local Artist Award</td>
<td>Trinity Square Video</td>
<td>Peter Chanthanakone</td>
<td>Souriya Namaha and The Revisited Journey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wallace Local Artist Award</td>
<td>@Wallace Studios</td>
<td>Luo Li</td>
<td>Birds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Award Name</td>
<td>Award Sponsor</td>
<td>Recipient</td>
<td>Film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>TSV Emerging Local Artist Award</td>
<td>Trinity Square Video</td>
<td>Khanhthuan Tran</td>
<td>Vietnam, 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wallace Local Artist Award</td>
<td>@Wallace Studios</td>
<td>Keith Lok</td>
<td>The Dreaming House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>TSV Artistic Vision for Best Local Short Film Award</td>
<td>Trinity Square Video</td>
<td>Alison Kobayashi</td>
<td>Dan Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wallace Most Innovative Film or Video Production Award</td>
<td>@Wallace Studios</td>
<td>Yuki Hayashi</td>
<td>Last Boy Last Girl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within the awards, a closer look at the category of “award sponsor” reveals the public or non-profit rather than industry-based nature of the donors. Trinity Square Video is a not-for-profit centre that provides artists and community organizations with video production and post-production support and services at accessible rates. Established by a group of local artists in 1971, it has trained and helped develop many emerging artists, including John Greyson, Kim Tomczak, and Richard Fung. While Wallace Studios caters to both public and private sector clients, it has a long history of supporting non-profit groups.
Likewise, a closer look at filmmakers and films receiving awards reveals a pattern of support for films that are non-normative or on the margins. As mentioned in the previous chapter on Ying E Chi, there are at least two possible competition strategies here: by conferring an award on an established or emerging auteur, the festival might seek to affirm a mainstream mode of filmmaking, one that is oriented towards critical or commercial success. Alternately, a festival might seek to affirm an alternative mode of production or practice of filmmaking through its choice of an award-holder who is less willing to conform to filmmaking conventions or norms.

As examples of the festival’s commitment to the latter approach, the recipient of the inaugural TSV Emerging Local Artist Award was Ruthann Lee for her five-minute video, Ohm-**ma**, (2002) and the recipient of the second Award was Samuel Chow for his short film, Banana Boy (2003). According to the programming booklet, Ohm-**ma** is “an exploration of Korean-queer identity that moves into a personal video letter to the filmmaker’s mother,” while in Banana Boy, Samuel Chow “reflects on the life-changing experience of coming to Canada, coming out, and his request for freedom.” In the case of the Wallace Local Artist Award, the first recipient was Romeo Candido for his first feature film, Lolo’s Child (2002), which “questions, criticizes, and celebrates the intricate underbelly of the Filipino-Canadian community,” while the second recipient was Samuel Kiehoon Lee for his short documentary, How to Make Kimchi According to My Kun Umma (2003), “a charming, not-so-instructional video on how to make this famous Korean dish.” In the latter, Lee shadows his lively and outspoken Kun Umma, or auntie, in the family kitchen, providing an outlet for her view on the world.

Finally, in 2002, TRAIFF initiated a practice of co-sponsoring its festival screenings with other like-minded organizations, including the Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary Festival that takes place in April
and May; the Images Festival that also takes place in April; and the Inside Out Toronto LGBT Film and Video Festival that takes place in November each year. According to Richard Fung, there are established peripheral-to-peripheral links between themed film festivals within the city of Toronto, as well as across borders. “There is a kind of relationship between all of them. So if you look at TRAIFF, there will be a program sponsored perhaps by ImagiNATIVE, the Aboriginal film festival, or there will be a queer program. And then you’ll go to ImagiNATIVE, and there will be [a program] sponsored by Inside Out, the queer film festival. So they work like that.”

These co-sponsorships are significant for two reasons. First, such linkages expand the audience for each festival in a way that might be consistent with the industry function of marketing. Second, they diversify the audience for the festival in way that exceeds this industry function. These co-sponsorships approximate a coalitional politics versus an identity politics, a linking across cultural differences rather than just within an identifiable social group.

Thus TRAIFF, through the practice of festival co-sponsorship, not only fosters public demand for independent films and videos. Rather, it also plays a constitutive role in sustaining alternative models for cultural politics in the interests of marginalized groups. The distinction between an identity politics and a politics of representation that was typical of the 1980s and early 1990s, versus a coalitional politics that has emerged in the late 1990s, is discernible in the festival’s former artistic director Heather Keung’s statement on the occasion of the Festival’s fifteenth anniversary: “TRAIFF gives voice to and represents the diversity of the Asian community. . . . it is not about breaking [negative] stereotypes, it’s about offering a more complex understanding of that multiplicity.” Implicit in Keung’s commentary is the unsettling of any singular notion of cultural identity and any pre-existing notion of off-screen reality that can be unproblematically or “positively” depicted on-screen. Rather, there is sense that TRAIFF can and should engage with a more poststructuralist account of cultural identity as being multiple, and of screen representation as a contested process.
Conclusion

In order to assess the significance of TRAIFF’s adoption of a minor transnational strategy analysed above in this chapter, it is necessary to look at the epistemic and ontological dimensions of this shift. By creating connections and exchanges within and between peripheries, TRAIFF can be understood as enacting a form of cultural assertiveness that does not resort to cultural essentialism or cultural nationalism. This is significant because one of the main critiques of identity politics of the 1980s is that it depicted marginalized groups as homogenous and fixed rather than heterogeneous and always in the process of becoming. Furthermore, by fostering dialogue and debate across borders rather than just within the national public sphere, TRAIFF can be understood as enacting a form of involvement in cultural politics that does not take national sovereignty for granted. By adopting a strategy of promoting peripheral-to-peripheral links, TRAIFF has helped to promote a zone of cultural debate in the Asia Pacific region that critically engages with issues of globalization and the rise of Asia.

What is at stake in differentiating a minor transnational approach to a major-resistant one is precisely the agency it attributes to a politics of coalition that acknowledges similarities as well as differences and that makes the periphery or the margin its core concern. Because it is freed (to some extent) from either resistance or assimilation to the mainstream, it is able to develop an aesthetics and politics that is on its own terms. Says Richard Fung: “In the process of making work for an intended audience that is gay and Asian, I have felt myself freed to touch on issues that are neither important nor attractive to other communities (the so-called mainstream) but of pressing interest for many gay viewers. How do we want to take up drag or role playing? Must we always talk about race in relation to white people? How do we relate to our Black, Latino and Native American brothers and sisters? How do we relate to other Asian men and women in sexual or emotional terms: is integration always the ideal?” Fung’s testimony speaks
to the radical shifts in perspective that can occur when the focus of attention is on the particular relation between groups that are marginalized, rather than on the ostensibly universal outlook of the social majority.

Says independent video maker, Wayne Yung:

I’m actually not that interested in what white or heterosexual audiences think of my images. If you chose to have a target audience, and every director has to make this choice, why would you always privilege the white or heterosexual one? My central audience has always been this postulated gay Asian community. If whites and heterosexuals also happen to enjoy the work, then that’s just an added bonus.

Although Yung confirms his prioritization of non-mainstream audiences, he does not dismiss the mainstream, either. In this way, themed film festivals such as TRAIFF have created a space within which alternatives to the status quo have been able to emerge. In the following chapter, I will move beyond a discussion of film festivals to analyse how a different kind of exhibition site adopted a minor transnational strategy, the non-collecting gallery, Centre A.
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Chapter Six:
A Non-Collecting Gallery:
Centre A

In the previous two chapters, I have looked at the practice of minor transnationalism in Hong Kong and Toronto through the workings of a non-profit film distributor and a themed film festival, respectively. In this chapter, I look at the practice of minor transnationalism in the city of Vancouver through Centre A – the Vancouver International Centre for Contemporary Asian Art. I argue that the development of Centre A registers a shift from a globalizing strategy of displaying Asian and especially Chinese contemporary art, including video and media art, for Western consumption, to a peripheral-to-peripheral strategy of linking together alternative artistic practices from across Asia and the diasporas in order to facilitate dialogue and debate.

The chapter is divided into three parts. In part one, I look at why Centre A chose to adopt a strategy of minor transnationalism by historically situating the non-collecting gallery in relation to a particular set of socio-cultural conditions in the late 1990s. In part two, I examine how Centre A’s minor transnational strategy manifests in two main ways: through individual activists in the form of independent sole traders such as Alice Ming Wai Jim and Ho Tam, and through groups or organizations such as Para/Site art space, in the establishment of minor-to-minor circuits. Finally, I analyze the implications of Centre A’s minor transnational strategy by critically interrogating the centre’s contribution to new epistemic and ontological categories. I argue that Centre A adopted a minor transnational strategy in order to sustain a visual and media arts practice in the neoliberalized, Pacific Rim city of Vancouver that is alternative and that actively incorporates diasporic Asian cultural production.
Situating Minor Transnationalism in Vancouver

Centre A – Vancouver International Centre for Contemporary Asian Art was established by Hank Bull and Zheng Shengtian in 1999 with a mission to “support and encourage the contemporary arts, with a focus on Asian and Asian-Canadian experience. As a public gallery, it hosts temporary exhibitions, as well as producing conferences, publications, residencies, and educational programs.” Between July 2000 and December 2007, Centre A staged sixty-one exhibitions. Although Centre A’s remit has been to showcase contemporary art in general, video art or video installation in particular has played a role in twenty-five out of sixty-one of the gallery’s exhibitions from 2000 to 2007. My analysis will focus on these screen-based works, although it will make occasional reference to exhibitions that did not specifically feature video.

In order to contextualize Centre A’s adoption of a minor transnational strategy, it is necessary to look at circumstances geographically both inside and beyond the nation-state. Within Canada, beginning from the mid to late 1990s, there was a small but discernible movement of Chinese Canadian artists from the margins of the art world to the regional centre. For example, the National Gallery of Canada hosted a solo exhibition of the work of media artist and arts administrator, Paul Wong, in 1995. Subsequently, the Vancouver Art Gallery (VAG) hosted an exhibition entitled, “Paul Wong: From the Collection,” in 2002.

Outside of Canada, there was also a movement of Asian, but especially Mainland Chinese, artists from the margins of the art world to the global centre. The early 2000s were characterized by the emergence of China on the art world stage and by the development of a global market for Chinese contemporary art. This was manifest in the sale of Chinese contemporary art at major auction houses in global cities, and the exhibition of contemporary Chinese art in major art fairs and art museums in the

In Vancouver, this dominant trend of embracing Chinese contemporary art was evidenced in several ways. With respect to the commercial art world, the handover of Hong Kong saw the opening in the city of the Art Beatus Gallery. Billed as the first gallery of its kind to operate simultaneously on both sides of the Pacific, Art Beatus Gallery was founded in Hong Kong in 1992 and opened a second gallery in Vancouver in 1996. The Gallery represents and promotes modern and contemporary art with a unique focus on Chinese contemporary art.

Following suit, co-curators Hank Bull and Zhang Shengtian organized the landmark exhibition and symposium, “Jiangnan: Contemporary Art from South of the Yangtze River,” in 1998. Involving thirteen different galleries, “Jiangnan” was the first symposium in the city to look comprehensively at the history of art in China in the 20th century. With respect to world of public art galleries, the Vancouver Art Gallery (VAG) underwent a significant change of leadership in 2001 when it appointed a new director, Kathleen Bartels. Formerly the assistant director of the Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA), Bartels’ tenure at the VAG has been characterized by an ambitious plan for expansion and unprecedented economic growth. In 2007 and 2008, VAG hosted solo exhibitions of contemporary Chinese art by two of the “star” Chinese artists on the international art scene: “House of Oracles: A Huang Yong Ping Retrospective” (2007) and “Zhang Huan: Altered States” (2008), curated by the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis and the Asia Society in New York, respectively.
It is important to note that Centre A was originally intended to capitalize on the new boom in contemporary Asian art and to facilitate the integration of Vancouver into the global art economy. It was premised on the classical conceptualization of the museum as a bricks and mortar institution devoted to collection, interpretation, and display.\textsuperscript{700} And it was also based on a notion of Vancouver as a “world class city” of culture competitively positioned against other world class cities in North America such as San Francisco and Los Angeles. This particular rationale for Centre A was widely propounded by political and economic elites such as the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada (APFC), a conservative think tank established in Vancouver in 1984,\textsuperscript{701} and the local mainstream media, such as \textit{The Vancouver Sun}\textsuperscript{702} and \textit{Business in Vancouver}.\textsuperscript{703}

However, this founding vision and particular globalization strategy of Centre A was opposed and countered by local Asian Canadian artists such as Laiwan\textsuperscript{704} and Paul Wong. As expressed in non-mainstream media outlets, such as \textit{The Georgia Straight},\textsuperscript{705} and in panel discussions such as “Boxing the Local: Asian Canadian Twists,”\textsuperscript{706} these dissenting perspectives were premised on an alternative conceptualization of the museum as a community resource rather than a symbol of “soft power,” and on a notion of Vancouver as a city of neighbourhoods rather than as destination for investors and tourists from overseas.\textsuperscript{707} The clash between the globalizing forces of the international art market for contemporary Chinese art and the localizing forces of local Asian Canadian and Chinese Canadian artists and curators can be mapped onto the framework of the “major-resistant” mode of cultural practice identified by Françoise Lionnet and Shu-mei Shih.\textsuperscript{708} Within this framework, the global is assumed to be universal, mobile, and predatory, and the local is assumed to be particular, situated, and resistant.\textsuperscript{709}
Indicative of the feelings of local artists towards overseas, and particularly Mainland Chinese artists, were the sentiments expressed by Paul Wong:

The Asian Canadians within the Chinese international avant-garde, we’re nothing. Because we’re not part of the new hip Chinese [diasporics] from China. The ex-Tiananmen Square artist in New York. The Chinese expat in Paris. As opposed to the Chinese from Hong Kong. We’re not sexy enough. So there is a whole other hierarchy that has developed. I’m not Chinese enough. I don’t speak Mandarin. I don’t read and write.

Former assistant curator at Centre A, Steven Tong, remembers that there was “a lot of hostility on the part of the Chinese Canadian artists towards Mainland Chinese artists who were successful.” Wong’s and Tong’s comments speak to the perceived double exclusion on the part of Asian Canadian and Chinese Canadian artists not only from the “White” art worlds at the local and national levels, but from the Chinese art world at the global level as well.

However, what has been less remarked upon is that the mid to late 1990s also saw the development of a new regional ecology of contemporary art, characterized by the proliferation of regional biennales, art fairs, and alternative art spaces across East and Southeast Asia. With respect to the latter, some of the most prominent alternative spaces include organizations such as Artist Commune in Hong Kong, IT Park in Taiwan, Alternative Space Loop in South Korea, and Plastique Kinetic Worms in Singapore. In their paper presented at the Hong Kong-based symposium, “IN-BETWEEN: International Conference-Exhibit on Independent Art Space,” in 2001, Mei Cheung and Crystal Lai differentiate between two generations in the development of independent art spaces in Hong Kong: a generation in the early 1980s, exemplified by organizations such as Zuni Icosahedron, Videotage, City Contemporary Dance Company, Fringe Club,
and Workshop; and a generation in the mid to late 1990s exemplified by organizations such as Artist Commune, 1aspace, Para/Site, and Z+. As I discussed in chapter three of the thesis, a growing emphasis on creativity and local identity by political and cultural elites in the 1990s, and the establishment of funding agencies such as the Hong Kong Arts Development Council, helped to promote the participation of artists and cultural workers whose contributions had previously been overlooked. According to scholars such as David Clarke, Hong Kong contemporary art was marginalized prior to the handover due to the legacy of British colonialism within official cultural institutions such as the Hong Kong Museum of Art, and Sinocentric and classical notions of art. In Hong Kong, galleries and museums previously showed more of an interest in modern art from the West or pre-modern Chinese ink painting, ceramics, or bronzes than in contemporary art by local artists. This has resulted in a dearth of exhibition venues for Hong Kong practitioners of contemporary art practices such as installation art, performance art, media art, and photography.

Paradigmatic of this new generation of contemporary art production and exhibition is the alternative art space, Para/Site. Beginning life in 1996 as an artist-collective called “Artists in Western,” Para/Site was the first art space in Hong Kong devoted to installation art. Co-founder Phoebe Man Ching-ying recalls that Para/Site was created in response to local conditions such as a lack of exhibition space for contemporary art, a lack of communication between artists, and the underdevelopment of curatorial practice in the territory. Failing to find a home within established cultural institutions in Hong Kong, Para/Site’s first exhibition site was a shop space on 34 Li Po Lung Path in Kennedy Town, a peripheral neighbourhood far from the territory’s commercial core. All of the work in its first exhibition in January 1996 was directly related to the site. Para/Site subsequently moved to 4 Po Yan Street in Sheung Wan, a long-established, culturally important neighbourhood “full of dried seafood stores, coffin stores, qipao tailors and other traditional businesses of Hong Kong.” The founding
members of Para/Site were: Patrick Lee, Leung Chi-wo, Phoebe Man Ching-ying, Sara Wong Chi-hang, Leung Mee-ping, and Tsang Tak-ping.\textsuperscript{725}

Like the Hong Kong-based, non-profit film distributor Ying E Chi (YEC) which I profiled earlier in the thesis, Para/Site’s objective was not merely commercial or aesthetic, but activist, namely the development of an independent culture in the territory. Since their inception just prior to the handover, arts organizations such as YEC and Para/Site have hoped that the cultivation of an independent culture which values freedom of thought, criticality, and freedom of expression might help preserve Hong Kong’s distinct identity under the P.R.C.’s policy of “One Country, Two Systems.” As co-founder and artist Phoebe Man Ching-ying asserts, “Art enhances independent thinking and creativity, and serves as a reflection or criticism of reality and calls for the respect of different value systems.”\textsuperscript{726} In its activities, many of Para/Site’s public programs, conferences and symposia, publications, and residencies, have served as important interventions into public issues in the territory such as uneven urban development and heritage preservation.\textsuperscript{727} Several of Para/Site’s exhibitions have also stirred controversy and discussion, which is significant because social conservatism in Hong Kong is the norm. For example, the exhibition “Constructed Reality: Conceptual Photography from Beijing” held at Para/Site in 2001 sparked debate about whether the photos on display constituted child pornography or art.\textsuperscript{728}

I argue that on the one hand, minor transnationalism as a strategy can be understood as a way in which Asian Canadian visual artists and media artists in the 1990s responded to the changing institutional and social norms in the country with respect to the cultural citizenship of ethnic and sexual minorities. As I discussed in my analysis of cultural policy in chapter three of the thesis, a growing emphasis on diversity by political and cultural elites in the 1990s, and the reform of funding agencies such as the Canada Council for the Arts, increased the institutional access of social groups who had
previously been excluded or marginalized. According to artists and activists such as Paul Wong, contemporary art by Asian Canadian artists had been overlooked before the 1990s due to institutional racism within official cultural institutions such as the National Gallery of Canada, and Eurocentric and idealist notions of art. The work of the older generation of Asian Canadian and Chinese Canadian artists tended to assert a strong, unitary identity in order to counter invisibility or abjection, or the experience of being Othered.

On the other hand, minor transnationalism as a strategy can also be understood as a way in which Centre A responded to new opportunities in the international art world. To fully understand Centre A’s adoption of a minor transnational strategy, it is necessary to look at the evolution of the centre over time. In what follows, I will discuss the development of Centre A in three distinct phases: a first phase characterized by a founding vision; a second phase characterized by local opposition to this vision; and a third phase characterized by minor transnationalism. The founding vision for Centre A was put forward by co-founder Hank Bull, formerly a member of the artist-run centre, Western Front, and co-founder Zheng Shengtian, a curator with the gallery, Art Beatus, and was shaped by Sadira Rodrigues, the Centre’s curator from 2000 to 2002. This vision was based on what Rustom Bharucha, the theatre director, cultural critic, and participant in Centre A’s launch event, has termed, the “New Asian Museum.”

In his essay, “Beyond the Box: Problematizing the New Asian Museum,” Bharucha distinguishes between two types of Asian museums: first, what he calls “old Asian museums,” which are part of the legacy of European imperialism and colonialism, and second, what he calls the “New Asian Museum,” which is symptomatic of Asia’s ascendance in the globalized present and serves as testament to Asia’s burgeoning economic and soft power. According to Bharucha, the model of the “New Asian Museum” is problematic because it merely seeks to compete with, rather than to challenge or rethink, the best in the West by a displaying a new body
of work from Asian countries. This approach tends to depict Asia as unified and progressive, when the region is in fact marked by historical tensions and contradictions, vast disparities of wealth, and hierarchies of culture.\textsuperscript{734}

That Centre A was intended as a repudiation of the model of the old Asian museum is made clear by co-founder, Hank Bull: “[Centre A] is not like a museum where you go to look at Asia. This is a museum where you look at the world from an Asian point of view.”\textsuperscript{735} Bull’s comments reflect a shift away from the notion of the museum as a site that facilitates a colonial (and Orientalist) notion of Asia as object, to a site that facilitates a globalist and triumphalist notion of Asia as subject, and as a new economic and cultural force in the world. Rejecting the traditional model of the museum, Centre A was imagined as the manifestation of the “New Asian Museum” instead. Bull recalls: “We wanted to start this thing, the Vancouver International Centre for Contemporary Asian Art. We wanted it to be international because we wanted it to be a major thing ... It was [going to be] all made of white marble, and it was going to collect, for sure ... We thought that Vancouver had a great opportunity to create a permanent centre for contemporary Asian art.”\textsuperscript{736} Both Bull and Zheng had hoped that Centre A, as a collecting institution, would extend the legacy of the temporary exhibition and symposium, “Jiangnan: Contemporary Chinese Art from South of the Yangtze River,” which had been staged in Vancouver in the spring of 1998. Coordinated by Bull and Zheng, “Jiangnan” was the first symposium in the city to look comprehensively at the history of art in China in the 20th century.\textsuperscript{737} However, the aspiration for Centre A to serve as a repository for “Jiangnan” went unrealized for several reasons, including grassroots opposition and a lack of financial investment, as detailed later in this chapter.

Centre A was also expected to put the city of Vancouver culturally and economically “on the map.” Various observers have noted that recent years have seen an increase in city-based cultural tourism; for example,
scholar Chin-tao Wu states that, “local city authorities have utilised cultural heritage and the arts ... to entice tourists to visit their cities, thereby projecting a cultivated image to the world at large.”

Hank Bull continues, “Where San Francisco or LA might be expected to establish such a museum, here was our chance to do this ... If Vancouver would like to see itself as a gateway city between Asia and North America, what better way than with the creation of a really valuable museum, a museum that would be a kind of destination, like the Guggenheim in Bilbao.”

Bull’s comments here speak to the increasingly important role of museums in larger processes of globalization.

In her article, “Museums and Globalization,” Saloni Mathur identifies two seemingly contradictory tendencies within the contemporary exhibition landscape. On the one hand, she laments the kind of globalization typified by the Guggenheim Museum in New York. She notes that under director Thomas Kren’s “Global Guggenheim” strategy in the 1990s, the Museum opened branches in New York’s Soho area, Las Vegas, Berlin, and Bilbao. These museums are often characterized by iconic architecture, prestigious collections, and a global visitor base that includes tourists.

On the other hand, Mathur welcomes a “significant challenge to the authority of the museum by indigenous peoples and other minority groups and an increased attention by Western museums to the contemporary arts of the non-Western world.” These challenges are characterized by much more improvised display sites and practices, temporary exhibitions, and a local or regional visitor base. Mathur argues that these challenges have resulted in “different kinds of configurations of power” and that this has changed the dynamics within the art world between centers and margins.

In Vancouver, the clash between these two tendencies was most apparent at the first symposium hosted by Centre A entitled, “Twisting the Box: The New Asian Museum.” Billed as the “largest gathering of contemporary Asian art professionals ever convened in Canada,” the symposium was dedicated to a critical engagement with three pressing issues, namely the idea of the “museum,” the idea of “Asia,” and the idea of
“art.” “Twisting the Box: The New Asian Museum” was an international event held from 5 to 6 May 2000 at the Robson Square Media Centre in Vancouver. It saw the arrival in Vancouver of major curators, critics, and members of the art world from China, India, Japan, Korea, France, Great Britain, and more. Key participants in the symposium included Hou Hanru, co-curator with Hans Ulrich Obrist of the seminal exhibition, “Cities on the Move;” the theatre director and critic, Rustom Bharucha; and the curator and scholar, Sarat Maharaj.

While “Twisting the Box” made the case for the “New Asian Museum,” one of the symposium’s panels, “Boxing the Local: Asian Canadian Twists,” was, according to Bull, “a really strong broadside attack against this hypothesis of Centre A.” Questioning the legitimacy of the overseas participants invited to the symposium, the panel’s speakers asserted their right as resident Asian Canadian artists and cultural workers to intervene in and present alternatives to the “New Asian Museum.” Hank Bull recalls that “the [Boxing the Local] panel demanded to know: Who are these [international curators and critics]? Where do they come from? We’re the local artists of colour here, we’re the ones that have been doing this work on the ground for twenty years now.” Bull’s comments speak to the strength of feeling on the part of local artists who perceived the Centre A proposal to be top-down, externally-imposed, and exclusionary. According to artist and panel member Jenny Ham, “What we really want[ed] to see [was] a museum that starts locally as a community of emerging and established artists, and then builds its way out to be international.” The panel demanded that Centre A be inclusive, indigenous to the city, and grassroots or participatory, beginning the process of transformation that this chapter traces.

Independent Sole Traders and Minor-to-Minor Circuits

Whereas the previous section looked at the historical context for Centre A’s adoption of a minor transnational strategy, this section looks at
the way in which this strategy works in practice. In particular, I focus on the role of independent sole traders and, in the following section, the role of minor-to-minor circuits. This part highlights the practices of independent sole traders; the objective of these cultural workers is not simply aesthetic or commercial, but social. The next part focuses on the practices of minor-to-minor circuits; the objective of these minor-to-minor circuits is not to create and sustain economic markets, but rather cultural connection and exchange.

A key purpose of the thesis is to make the case that that minor transnationalism operates on an individual level through the practices of independent sole traders such as the curator and scholar, Alice Ming Wai Jim, and the visual and media artist, Ho Tam. Whereas sole traders facilitate the movement of screen media from the cultural periphery to the cultural core in an attempt to achieve mainstream success, independent sole traders broker the movement of screen media within and between peripheral groups. These individuals’ commitment to social and political transformation translates into alternative practices of curation, art criticism, and display. While I have discussed the term “independent sole trader” in earlier chapters of the thesis in relation to the workings of the film festival circuit, here I will discuss the term in relation to the circulation of independent screen media through art museums, galleries, and alternative art spaces.

I argue that independent sole traders are driven to cultivate relations between peripheries for a range of reasons that warrant closer scholarly attention than they have received to date. This is because these reasons sometimes defy the expectations of how Chinese migrants under globalization are expected to behave. In much of the literature about migration and globalization, it is claimed by scholars such as Aihwa Ong and Donald Nonini that “modern Chinese transnationalism” is self-interested and upwardly mobile. Possessing a minor perspective, however, these educational migrants and cultural workers are driven not by profit-
seeking or professional norms, such as status-seeking, but by the desire for personal transformation and social change.

One example of an independent sole trader is the curator and scholar, Alice Ming Wai Jim. Following her doctoral studies at McGill University, where she completed a PhD dissertation, entitled “Urban Metaphors in Hong Kong,” Jim took up a research fellowship in the Centre for the Study of Globalization and Cultures at the University of Hong Kong from 2001 to 2002. She later assumed the post of assistant and then associate professor of contemporary art history at Concordia University in Montreal, a position that she currently holds.

What makes Jim an independent sole trader is her commitment to facilitating connections between artists and organizations who work at the margins of visual culture and screen culture, rather than attempting to move such artists and organizations from the margins to the mainstream. Through curatorial strategies such as programming screen media that focus on ethnicity alongside those that focus primarily on gender or sexuality, Jim has helped to reframe the notion of diaspora in less essentialist terms. Furthermore, through organizing panel discussions and symposia that share knowledge and experience within and between diasporas in different locations, or indeed within and between alternative art spaces, Jim has helped to expand and diversify the notion of artist-run culture beyond the limitations of the nation-state.

Centre A’s adoption of a peripheral-to-peripheral strategy was made largely during Jim’s tenure as curator from 2003 to 2006. For Jim, it was important to enable a shift away from the notion of the museum as a site that facilitates a globalist and triumphalist notion of Asia, to a site that facilitates a notion of what Jim has termed, “comparative diasporas,” and what Kuan-Hsing Chen has termed, Asia as Method; I elaborate on these notions in the chapter sections below. This strategy and direction were distinct from both the founding vision of Centre A as a “New Asian Museum” favoured
Jim’s multidimensional curatorial vision for Centre A was firstly to provide a platform for the work of Asian Canadian visual and media artists, drawing attention to the different generations and destinations of migration within Canada, and thus to the heterogeneity of the Asian Canadians as a group. Of the sixty-one exhibitions in Centre A’s archive from July 2000 to December 2007, thirty-three feature contemporary art by artists who are Asian Canadian.

One important example of Jim’s commitment to this objective was the exhibition, “Redress Express: Chinese Restaurants and the Head Tax Issue in Canadian Art,” which took place from August 3 to September 1, 2007. The exhibition was accompanied by a symposium, entitled “Current Directions in Canadian Art,” which was held from August 2 to 3, 2007 at the Chinese Cultural Centre of Vancouver. Although, on the surface, the discourse surrounding the exhibition might appear to reinforce the Orientalist notion of Chinese Canadians as a monolithic, fixed, and backward-looking group, on closer examination, the exhibition itself is much more complex. Profiling the work of five visual and media artists, the objective of the exhibition was partly to problematize the dominant representations in the mainstream media of Head Tax activists and the movement for redress. These tended to rely on “backwards,” undifferentiated, or Orientalist representations of Chinese Canadians. In contrast, the representations of cultural activism in “Redress Express” — through visual culture and screen media by Asian Canadian, and specifically Chinese Canadian, artists from the early 1990s to
the present day — offered alternative representations, ones that were modern, highly specific, and playful yet critical in tone.

In addition, Jim sought to provide a platform for the work of other Asian diasporic artists. To this end, Centre A hosted several exhibitions featuring the work of artists of Asian or Chinese descent living in the U.K., the U.S.A., and Australia. These include the exhibitions, “William Yang: Australian Chinese,” a photographic and performance-based exhibition presented in collaboration with Rumble Productions; “4 Vietnamese American Artists: Charlie Don’t Surf,” an exhibition of abstract painting, photography, and experimental video about art, the politics of identity, and the Vietnam War; and “Anthony Lam & Erika Tan: Mining the Archive,” a multi-media exhibition by two British Chinese artists.

Finally, Jim sought to further position Centre A as a space not only for exhibition, but as a forum for criticism and scholarship, for example, through the publication of catalogues and the hosting of panels and symposia. Exemplary of this commitment was Centre A’s third bi-annual symposium entitled, “Mutations<> Connections: Cultural (Ex) Changes in Asian Diasporas.” It comprised an exhibition held from June 4 to 17, 2004 at Centre A, and a symposium held from June 4 to 5, 2004 at the Emily Carr Institute of Art, Design and Media (now Emily Carr University). “Mutations<> Connections” brought together cultural organizers, critical theorists, curators, educators, and art spaces from various Asian diasporas in the West — the U.S.A. (the Asian Art Museum in San Francisco and the Asia Society Museum in New York), the U.K. (the Centre for Chinese Contemporary Art in Manchester), Australia, Singapore, and three major cities across Canada. The conference aimed to examine relations within and between these diasporas, and between these diasporas and Asia itself.

According to Jim, the objective of the “Mutations<> Connections” conference was less to oppose or counterpose on the one hand, contemporary art from China, and on the other hand, Asian Canadian
contemporary art or contemporary art from other regions in Asia, as had been the case with the symposium, “Twisting the Box,” than to “look transnationally at Asian diasporas across a number of key Asian communities in the world but also [communities] within ‘Asia’ itself.” Jim uses the term, “comparative diasporas,” to describe this critical approach. For her, “comparative diasporas” is a way to respond to both the legacies of racism and xenophobia and the dangers of cultural nationalism, with its suppression of differences based on race, gender, and sexuality. By using other Asian diasporas as a referent, and sharing knowledge and experience within and between diasporas, it is possible for previously abject subjectivities to be rebuilt.

The term, “mutation” in reference to Centre A’s third conference, “Mutations <> Connections: Cultural (Ex) Changes in Asian Diasporas,” is significant for the way in which it intervenes in dominant understandings of cultural identity. By framing the discourse around diaspora in terms of mutation, an unplanned and unnatural change, rather than the maintenance of a pre-given cultural essence, Centre A has opened up possibilities to understand living in diaspora as a non-normative, heterogenizing, and open-ended process rather than as an experience of being “caught between two cultures.” I critiqued the adherence to the latter, older notion of diaspora in my discussion of the Toronto Reel Asian Film Festival in chapter five of the thesis.

Another highly significant undertaking for Centre A was the exhibition, “Para/Site: Open Work” which was held at Centre A from February 25 to April 3, 2004. It took place in the context of the international symposium, “In-Fest: International Artist-Run Culture,” which was organized by the Pacific Association of Artist Run Centres (PAARC) and was held at various venues in Vancouver from February 25 to 29, 2004. Funded in part by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council, the exhibition was curated by Alice Ming Wai Jim on behalf of Centre A, and David Chan,
in collaboration with the Para/Site Space Collective in Hong Kong. “Para/Site: Open Work” featured several of the art space’s past projects that have made this former artist collective a noteworthy case in the history of artist-run spaces in Hong Kong. Just as the “Mutations<> Connections” conference helped to reframe the discourse around diaspora, the term “parasite” in reference to Centre A’s exhibition, “Para/Site: Open Work,” was significant for the way in which it intervened in dominant understandings of artistic practice. By framing the discourse around artist-run culture in terms of parasitism, with its suggestion of its dependence on a host community, rather than the maintenance of a strictly autonomous stance, Centre A has opened up possibilities to understand artist-run culture as embedded in particular times, places, and causes, and about artists as social rather than merely individual agents.

My point here is that by adopting a minor transnational practice between diasporic artists and cultural workers in different locations, for example, or between alternative art spaces in Asia and artist-run centres or initiatives in Canada and Australia, Centre A has helped to develop what Walter Mignolo has called “border thinking” or “border epistemology.” In his essay, “The Many Faces of Cosmo-polis: Border Thinking and Critical Cosmopolitanism,” Mignolo defines border thinking or border epistemology as the recognition and transformation of the hegemonic imaginary from the perspective of people in subaltern positions.774 He argues that border thinking is an essential tool of a critical cosmopolitanism in a globalized world.775

Another independent sole trader is the visual and video artist, Ho Tam. Born in Hong Kong and educated at McMaster University in Canada, Tam later studied in the Whitney Museum Independent Study Program and received a Master of Fine Art from Bard College in New York. Tam’s videography includes more than fifteen experimental videos and one feature-length independent documentary, and his work has won numerous
awards. Although he is not a curator with Centre A, he has been a participant in exhibitions at Centre A including “Lessons” in 2002 and “Redress Express: Chinese Restaurants and the Head Tax Issue in Canadian Art” in 2007.

What makes Tam an independent sole trader is his interest in the intersection of different identities, rather than identity per se: “I would like to go beyond working with any one particular grouping. I like to see that one is capable of moving beyond one’s own ethnic and cultural background . . . Some of my [video] works explore different kinds of otherness.” For example, his video Ave Maria (2000) was shot on the New York subway and focused on mothers and children, mostly of colour, to explore motherhood, female subjectivity, and race. She Was Cuba (2003) speaks about alienation and the immigrant experience through the story of a Cuban woman. Dos Cartas Two Letters (1999) is about a mixed-raced relationship in Peru. And Miracles on 163rd Street (2003) takes the viewer into the domestic world of gay Puerto Rican men.

In many ways, Tam serves as a temporal bridge between the oppositional identity politics of the late 1980s and early 1990s and the more open, coalitional politics of the late 1990s and beyond. On the one hand, Tam acknowledges a debt to the older generation of visual and media artists, the pioneers so to speak: “When I think of the contributions and influence of Richard Fung, Trinh T. Minh-ha and many others . . . I mostly want to acknowledge the road that these artists of colour have paved for younger generations like my own.” Like Anita Lee, co-founder of the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival, Tam was a beneficiary of the battles over cultural diversity in Canada in the early 1990s, becoming interim administrator of the Association of National Non-Profit Artist Centres from 1994 to 1995. On the other hand, Tam acknowledges the limitations of social movements based on identity politics because their insistence upon a
“unified front” to counter racism and exclusion necessarily elides differences within minority groups.\textsuperscript{780}

What is discernible in Tam’s visual and media practice is a strong commitment to both social justice, and a poststructuralist and queer perspective on the world. In part because of his childhood experience in Hong Kong, Tam perceives colonialism and globalization not as uniformly destructive processes, but as contradictory and ambiguous in their effects. Tam’s first solo exhibition at Centre A, entitled “Lessons,” took place from May 2 to 30, 2002.\textsuperscript{781} Part of the international symposium, “Locating Asia,”\textsuperscript{782} it featured an exhibition of Tam’s photographs of the same name. “Lessons” also featured a screening of Tam’s video \textit{Matinee Idol} (1999) which took place on May 5, 2002 at the VIVO media arts centre. Although the medium of “Lessons” is ostensibly photography, I include it here because of its origins as video footage that was shot with a low-resolution camcorder, subsequently played back on a monitor, and then re-shot with a camera.

“Lessons” featured twenty-five colour photographs of students taken at La Salle Primary, a Catholic boys’ school in Hong Kong that Tam attended as a child. His reasons for revisiting the past were both personal and political. Tam remembers both good and bad things about the experience of being a student in Hong Kong, and as such, “the photos portray both sides.”\textsuperscript{783} He recalls: “I went to film the school with the idea of deconstructing the colonial [educational] system—but somehow I ended up feeling emotionally tied to it ... When I thought about the project, I thought it would be very black and white but it ended up being very grey.”\textsuperscript{784} Tam’s willingness to engage with the complexity of colonialism is in part what differentiates him from an older generation of Asian Canadian artists including Paul Wong and Laiwan.

Like “Lessons,” the video \textit{Matinee Idol} also addresses the past. It depicts long-forgotten footage of the Hong Kong actor Wu Chu-Fan (1911-1993), also known as the Movie King of South China, who was famous
throughout Asia during his heyday. Wu migrated to Canada after his retirement in the 1980s and died in Ottawa in obscurity. Matinee Idol critiques both Hong Kong’s commercialism, also a product of its colonial status, and its disregard for its own history, and the lack of awareness of Wu Chu-Fan’s work on the part of audiences outside of Asia. Says Tam, “You know, sometimes, you just need to be stopped for a moment, and [told to] look back ... there are certain things that need to be preserved. I don’t think I’m making a difference in changing globalization, or making it stop. But at the same time, people need to do things about [the neglect of the past] instead of just letting the world go the way it is.” The critical and retrospective stance that works across borders as well as through time is fundamental to Tam’s ability to work as an independent sole trader.

Although I discuss the exhibition “Redress Express” in more detail later on in the chapter, I will touch briefly here on Tam’s participation in the exhibition. Tam’s first feature-length work, Books of James provides an intimate portrait of James Wentzy, a New York-based artist and activist in the struggle against AIDS. Through his journal writings, drawings, and footage from AIDS Community Television of ACT UP New York, Books of James traces both the development of the fight against AIDS as a social movement and the ups and downs of Wentzy’s day-to-day life. Its inclusion within the exhibition “Redress Express” is radical because it conjoins two different communities and social movements that would ordinarily have remained separate: the fight against AIDS on the part of gay men in the U.S.A., and the struggle for redress on the part of Chinese communities in Canada affected by the government’s Head Tax. By drawing lines of connection between these struggles, Centre A has opened up a discursive site for the production of new, transnational identities, such as queer Asian.

It is important to point out that Books of James itself did not address Asian Canadian or Asian identity in any specific way. The deliberate absence of any overt discussion of ethnicity or “race” might seem unusual for an
Asia-specific organization. However, it speaks to Centre A’s commitment to engaging with visual art and screen media by Asian Canadians as promoting an epistemological position, rather than embodying a cultural essence or reflecting a social fact. Whereas the founding vision for Centre A as a “New Asian Museum” referred to Vancouver’s large Asian and Chinese population in primarily demographic terms, and justified the need for the gallery on this basis, the minor transnational vision for the centre understood “Asian Canadian” not a descriptive term, but as a critical perspective, as “political project,” and an open ended frame.

In accounting for his preoccupation with socio-political issues, Tam points to his education in social work and his previous employment in community psychiatric facilities where he was exposed to the use of art in art therapy sessions. He also recalls working in Ossining, New York, which required him to commute by subway train alongside visitors to the Sing Sing state prison: “To get up there, I had to take the Metro North Train, often travelling alongside mothers, girlfriends, and children who were making visits to their loved one. This experience has touched me deeply.” Due to these experiences, Tam is committed to creating awareness around what is marginalized and forgotten. “To me, anybody could make art ... I don’t make political work on purpose, but maybe the contribution of my art making is bringing awareness to certain things that people are not aware of, or are ignored, And that sort of includes looking at things from a different angle and perspective.” Like Simon Chung, the independent sole trader I discussed in chapter four of the thesis, Tam is concerned with not just depicting the status quo, but with challenging the fundamental precepts and normative assumptions of what is considered mainstream. This activist bent and queer point of view affiliate Tam with cultural producers not just in Canada, but in the Asia Pacific region and beyond.

In the previous chapter, I discussed the film festival not as a neutral showcase for the display of new cinemas, but as a material and discursive
site for the contestation of identities and imaginaries. In this chapter section, I look at the art gallery or museum not as a neutral site for the collection, interpretation, and display of art objects, but as a producer of knowledge about notions of Self and Other, time and space. I argue that by adopting alternative curatorial and exhibition strategies that extend not only to what is shown, but how it is presented and contextualized, Centre A has helped to circulate discourses about Asia and Canada’s implication with the Asia Pacific region that are counter-hegemonic to the dominant discourses produced by political and economic elites. Whereas government and business leaders have tended to depict Canada and especially Vancouver as a gateway to the Pacific Rim, the alternative discourses have depicted Asia as complex and contradictory in its historical and contemporary condition, rather than just as a source of overseas investment, and Asian Canadians and other diasporic artists and cultural workers as agents of cultural renewal and social transformation, rather than just as ambassadors for trade. These alternative curatorial and exhibition strategies include the hosting of temporary exhibitions, the expansion and deepening of critical discourse beyond individual artist talks through the organizing of panel discussions and symposia, and the engagement with issues of site-specificity.

By hosting temporary exhibitions rather than embarking on the collection of art objects, Centre A has helped to challenge the ideology of unity and stability of the nation, or indeed the region, that classical museums and galleries reproduce. In order to underscore the complexity and contestedness of Asia, Centre A has chosen to stage work by artists from locations as diverse as Okinawa, through the exhibition “Champuru: Contemporary Art in Okinawa;” Yogyakarta in the Special Region of Yogyakarta, Java, through the exhibition “Interrogation;” and New Delhi, through the exhibition “Resonance: Contemporary Art from New Delhi” which took place from October 15 to November 27, 2004. In so doing, Centre A has embraced a very broad and disparate notion of “Asia,” rather than one that is strictly demarcated or defined. In order to underscore the
plurality of Asian Canadians, Centre A has also chosen to present work by various artists of Asian or Chinese descent that are explicitly created from subjective and often marginalized points of view.

For example, one of the first exhibitions hosted by Centre A was “Michael Tora Speier: Hapa Big Board,” which took place from August 1 to 30, 2000. Inspired by the Hawaiian tradition of cultural mixing called “Hapa,” the exhibition featured a giant surfboard that explored questions about what it means to be mixed-race. Centre A subsequently hosted the exhibition, “The Living Blanket / La Couverture Vivant,” featuring a women's quilting project made by women from the Philippine Women’s Centre in Vancouver in conjunction with women's groups around the world; and the exhibition, “Shen Yuan,” about the artist Shen Yuan’s personal experience of her migration from the P.R.C. as an adult and her navigation of shifting gender roles.

Of the exhibition “Hapa Big Board,” Hank Bull recalls: One of the volunteers for Michael Tora Speier’s exhibition ‘Hapa Big Board’ came up to me afterwards and said, ‘You know what? I’ve grown up in Vancouver, and it’s totally normal here, I mean half the kids in my class were Hapa. But we never talked about it, and that’s just the point. I’m a Hapa person, and this [Centre] is the space where I can do that, I really appreciate it.’ The interventionist nature of the exhibition, “Hapa Big Board,” is apparent in the way that it focused attention on the convergence of two “racial” identities that are usually discussed as being inherently separate from one another: “White” and “Asian.” Bull’s recollections speak to how Centre A’s approach to curating has created a discursive space for the production of new identities such as being “Hapa” or mixed-race.

By hosting panel discussions and symposia involving multiple perspectives, in addition to hosting talks with individual artists, Centre A has helped to challenge what Pierre Bourdieu has termed the “charismatic ideology of creation,” or the notion of the “artist as genius,” so pervasive
in the established discipline of art history and in the field of galleries and museums. Since its inception, Centre A has been committed to creating fora not just for the display of art objects and the interpretation of art, but for the contestation of social and political ideas. Of the sixty-one exhibitions and events Centre A hosted between July 2000 and December 2007, no fewer than fourteen have been accompanied by a panel discussion or symposium (see Table 6). Centre A has published full exhibition catalogues for no fewer than five of these discursive events. As already mentioned, co-founders Hank Bull and Zheng Shengtian also organized the major international symposium, “Twisting the Box,” prior to Centre A’s launch. Thematically, these symposia have ranged from the status of Korean comfort women and Zainichi (or resident Koreans) in Japan; to the development of contemporary art in Okinawa, Taiwan, and Hong Kong; to issues of poverty and social deprivation in Vancouver; to the impact of the policy of official multiculturalism on cultural production in Canada; to the contemporary representation of the Vietnam War among descendants of Vietnamese refugees now living in the U.S.A.
Table 6: Symposia and Panel Discussions at Centre A, 2000-2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Symposium or Panel Discussion Title</th>
<th>Curators or Organizers</th>
<th>Exhibition Title</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Catalogue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Twisting the Box: The New Asian Museum</td>
<td>Hank Bull, Zheng Shengtian for Centre A</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Various – see chapter and endnotes</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Korean Family Photographs</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Korean Family Photographs</td>
<td>Grace Eiko Thompson, Yong Soon Min</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Locating Asia</td>
<td>Simon Fraser University</td>
<td>Lessons, Matinee Idol</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Home and Away</td>
<td>Vancouver Art Gallery (VAG), Simon Fraser University</td>
<td>Lohkchat! at Centre A and Home and Away at VAG</td>
<td>Yang Jiechang</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Symposium or Panel Discussion Title</td>
<td>Curators or Organizers</td>
<td>Exhibition Title</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Catalogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Place/Displace: Three Generations of Taiwanese Art</td>
<td>Charles Liu and John P. Begley (guest curators for Centre A)</td>
<td>Place/Displace: Three Generations of Taiwanese Art</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>In-Fest: International Artist Run Culture</td>
<td>Alice Ming Wai Jim for Centre A, David Chan Ho Yeung for Para/Site</td>
<td>Para/Site: Open Work</td>
<td>Various – see chapter and endnotes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Mutations &lt;&gt; Connections: Cultural (Ex) Changes in Asian Diasporas</td>
<td>Alice Ming Wai Jim for Centre A</td>
<td>Work by Judy Cheung, Ramona Ramlochand, Henry Tsang</td>
<td>Various – see chapter and endnotes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Symposium or Panel Discussion Title</td>
<td>Curators or Organizers</td>
<td>Exhibition Title</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Catalogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Champuru: Contemporary Art in Okinawa</td>
<td>Hank Bull for Centre A and Okinawa Museum of Contemporary Art (OMCA)</td>
<td>Champuru: Contemporary Art in Okinawa</td>
<td>Three artist/curators associated with OMCA</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Breaking the Fourth Wall: Arts of the Downtown Eastside</td>
<td>Centre A and Downtown Vancouver Association</td>
<td>Breaking the Fourth Wall: Arts of the Downtown Eastside</td>
<td>June Sanders, Irwin Oostindie, Michael Clague</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Symposium or Panel Discussion Title</td>
<td>Curators or Organizers</td>
<td>Exhibition Title</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Catalogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Emergency Biennale in Chechnya</td>
<td>Evelyne Jouanno</td>
<td>Emergency Biennale in Chechnya</td>
<td>Evelyne Jouanno, Mikhail Alexseev, Kristin Cavoukian, and Don Wright</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Chinese Art on the Move</td>
<td>VAG and Hank Bull, Makiko Hara and Zheng Shengtian for Centre A</td>
<td>Shen Yuan (at Centre A), House of Oracles: A Huang Yong Ping Retrospective (at VAG)</td>
<td>Shen Yuan, Huang Yong Ping, Hou Hanru, and Evelyne Joanno</td>
<td>Yes (Vancouver Art Gallery – VAG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Challenging the Limits of Tolerance</td>
<td>Liz Park (guest curator for Centre A)</td>
<td>Limits of Tolerance: Re-framing Multicultural State Policy</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Symposium or Panel Discussion Title</td>
<td>Curators or Organizers</td>
<td>Exhibition Title</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Catalogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Redress Express: Current Directions in Asian Canadian Art and Culture</td>
<td>Alice Ming Wai Jim for Centre A</td>
<td>Redress Express: Chinese Restaurants and the Head Tax Issue in Canadian Art</td>
<td>Various – see chapter and endnotes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Taiwan: From Within the Mist</td>
<td>Charles Liu, National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, Taipei Cultural Centre in New York</td>
<td>Taiwan: From Within the Mist</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In her analysis of the shifts in aesthetic production and critical awareness of Asian American artists in the 1990s, Margo Machida identifies a number of exhibitions of note. Among these is the exhibition and symposium held at Centre A, “4 Vietnamese American Artists: Charlie Don’t Surf.” The participating artists in the exhibition included Dinh Q. Le, Nguyen Tan Hoang, Ann Phong, and Tran T. Kim-Trang. The title of the exhibition is an allusion to a line of dialogue from the Francis Ford Coppola
film, *Apocalypse Now* (1979). Quoting the exhibition’s curator, Viet Le, Machida notes that for a younger generation of Vietnamese Americans, “the difficult years of war and its aftermath are often little more than an imaginative reconstruction devised chiefly through traces from film, video, and television images, alongside poignant family photographs and stories.”

I draw attention to the circulation of short films and experimental videos by artists such as Dinh Q. Le and Nguyen Tan Hoang in order to highlight an aspect of media globalization that has to date been virtually ignored. In much of the literature about media globalization, it is claimed by scholars such as Darrell William Davis and Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh that screen production and circulation in the region are increasingly cross-border in order to compete with Hollywood. However, these independent films and videos have not travelled away from their places of origin in order to generate sales or revenue. Rather they have crossed borders in order to promote discussion and debate.

One of the key areas of this discussion and debate is how, or even if, to represent the past. For example, just as American visual and media artists of Vietnamese descent have come to problematize historical events such as the Vietnam War as profoundly mediated experiences, rather than simply lived experiences, American independent filmmakers of Japanese descent have come to rethink traumatic historical events as experienced indirectly rather than first-hand. One of the best known proponents of screen production that eschews the subject of historical trauma, such as the internment of Japanese Americans during World War II, is the independent filmmaker, Gregg Araki. As Jun Okada notes in her recent book, Araki has frequently been criticized for choosing to make films about youth nihilism, such as *Totally F****ed Up* (1993) and *The Doom Generation* (1995), rather than about the historical ramifications of Asian American identity, adopting a stance which Okada has termed one of “counternostalgia.” Araki has responded to this criticism by pointing out that the internment of Japanese Americans was a defining feature of his parents’ generation, not of his. He has also asserted his right to make films that are imaginative rather than fact-based.
I have already alluded to the inclusion of Ho Tam’s documentary, *Books of James* in the exhibition, “Redress Express: Chinese Restaurants and the Head Tax Issue in Canadian Art.” Here I also want to touch briefly on another screen object that was part of that exhibition, Ho Tam’s first video, *The Yellow Pages* (1993). Like the videos in the exhibition “4 Vietnamese American Artists: Charlie Don’t Surf,” *The Yellow Pages* is very much a personal response to the cultural politics of the time. The video, which is silent, comprises of twenty-six segments of image and text which depict the experience of Asians in North America in satirical and humorous ways. The video comments on historical events such as the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway by indentured labour from China and the dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima. It also comments on more contemporary experiences that might be associated with globalization, such as the introduction of Asian food into Western supermarkets and the commercial success of mega-musicals such as *Miss Saigon*. Tam’s work is distinctive in the way in which it juxtaposes the profundity of events such as war with the banality of everyday facts of life, such as food labelling, in a manner that both provokes and permits multiple readings. In his willingness to address historical calamities, he resembles an older generation of Asian North American artists and filmmakers. However, in his rejection of a tone of didacticism and sobriety, he belongs to a younger generation of cultural producers successfully fusing popular culture with social insight.

Finally, by emphasizing the way in which visual art and screen media are given meaning and value by the exhibition sites and practices in and of themselves, Centre A has helped to challenge the ideology of the museum as a black box and the gallery as a white cube. Centre A has chosen not to place art within a frame or to project the (screen) image upon a wall, thereby reproducing classical modes of viewing and spectatorship. Rather it has problematized traditional ways of seeing and established ways of apprehending and understanding the world. By presenting screen media and visual culture in ways that draw attention to rather than occlude their
embeddedness in specific spatial and temporal contexts, Centre A has helped to contest the idealist notion that art should be disinterested and separate from life, and either above politics, or detached from issues of social and cultural concern.

For example, the exhibition and discussion, “Breaking the Fourth Wall: Arts of the Downtown Eastside,” which was held at Centre A on October 24, 2005, conveyed a much more complex idea of Vancouver than is depicted in the literature produced by global and local interests in finance or tourism. While often branded as a “world class city” that has prospered from capital flows from Asia, Vancouver is also a rapidly expanding urban centre with areas of severe social deprivation that include the neighbourhoods of Chinatown and the Downtown Eastside; in many cases, economic globalization has exacerbated these inequalities rather than helped. For example, since the 1990s, overseas investment in the real estate sector, facilitated by deregulation, has driven property values and housing prices up. This has resulted in the gentrification of previously working-class neighbourhoods such as Chinatown, and the displacement of long-time residents from their homes.

A key purpose of the thesis is to make the case that that minor transnationalism works through economic globalization, not in opposition to it. It needs to be emphasized that although many of Centre A’s activities have adopted critical or alternative perspectives, several exhibitions have espoused a more elite-driven point of view. Centre A undertook its first formal collaboration with the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada (APFC) in the spring of 2006. The focus on this partnership was the group exhibition, “China Trade.” Sponsored by the Salient Group and the Shanghai Fongrun Foreign Trade Co. Ltd. and curated by Zheng Shengtian, co-founder of Centre A and co-curator of the 2004 Shanghai Biennale, “China Trade” purported to showcase recent developments in contemporary art in China, Taiwan, and Canada. In 2007, Centre A partnered with APFC again
for the group exhibition and symposium, “Taiwan: From Within the Mist,” curated by Charles Liu. Featuring the work of twenty-one artists from Taiwan, the large-scale exhibition, sponsored in part by the Taipei Economic and Cultural Office and the Taiwanese Canadian Cultural Society, toured to four cities in the U.S.A. and Canada before returning to Taiwan for a homecoming show. My point here is that the workings of conservative think tanks such as APFC and more community-driven organizations such as Centre A are not mutually exclusive. As I argued in my discussion of the Toronto Real Asian International Film Festival, non-mainstream exhibitors often operate in what Hamid Naficy has termed, the “interstitial mode.”

**Minor-to-Minor Circuits**

Having looked at how Centre A has evolved as a result of the practices of individual artists and cultural workers, I will now look at how Centre A has been shaped by, and in turn helped to shape, the forging of connections with groups and organizations. A key purpose of the thesis is to make the case that minor transnationalism operates at a group or organizational level through minor-to-minor circuits. For Centre A, these circuits have been less about the circulation of art and screen media directly than about the circulation of knowledge and ideas. I argue that as a result of pursuing this peripheral-to-peripheral strategy, issues surrounding the state of living in diaspora, and the nature of being independent or alternative, are no longer being asked or answered in isolation; rather, they are being constructed and contested as part of a transnational and transcultural exchange. This section will focus on two different minor-to-minor circuits: diasporic art research networks in “the West,” and symposia of alternative art spaces in Asia and beyond.

One example of a minor-to-minor circuit across “the West” is the International Network for Diasporic Asian Art Research (INDAAR). Based in Sydney, Australia, INDAAR is part of an emerging alternative network of
researchers focussed on diaspora-to-diaspora links. According to its web site, INDAAR offers a context to internationalize research on diasporic art in Australia, Canada, Britain, and the U.S.A. as well as other countries. Through its web site, it shares publications, bibliographies, and information about events.\footnote{821} Another example of a minor-to-minor circuit is the California-based Diasporic Asian Art Network (DAAN). According to its website, it seeks to encourage a broader transnational and trans-diasporic as well as domestic orientation. The network situates itself within the Asian diaspora, rather than simply within the U.S.A.; in so doing, it elevates discussion of Asian American art to a global level. In DAAN’s view, “the American situation can only be invigorated and enriched by working with other Asian diasporas.”\footnote{822} An equivalent minor circuit in the U.K. would include the Chinese Centre for Contemporary Asian Art (CCCAA) Research Network, a network organized from the Chinese Centre for Contemporary Asian Art in Manchester.\footnote{823}

Curator and scholar Alice Ming Wai Jim has proposed the term, “comparative diasporas”\footnote{824} as a framework for rethinking diasporas, rather than simply conceptualizing diaspora as straightforwardly Othered by the nation.\footnote{825} She views “comparative diasporas” as a way to respond to both the legacies of racism and xenophobia and the dangers of cultural nationalism, with its suppression of differences based on ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and other forms of identity. By using other Asian diasporas as a referent, and sharing knowledge and experience within and between diasporas, it is possible for previously marginalized subjectivities to be rebuilt. This transnational turn, in addition to a continued focus on the national, has transformed the discourse of diaspora from one that understands diasporas as excluded by the nation, to one that understands diasporas as being part of communities that are not only based on ethnicity, but gender, sexuality, and class as well.
One of the manifestations of “comparative diasporas” is *Asian Diasporic Visual Cultures and the Americas*, a new journal edited by Alexandra Chang of New York University and Alice Ming Wai Jim. It is dedicated to the critical examination of visual cultural production—including visual arts, craft, cinema, film, performing arts, public art, architecture, design, fashion, media, and beyond—by and about Asian diasporic communities in the Americas, encompassing North, Central and South America, as well as the Pacific Islands and the Caribbean, and largely conceived within a globally connected framework. The journal was launched in spring 2015.

As I have discussed in previous chapters, the cultural theorist Kuan-Hsing Chen has put forward the notion of Asia as Method as a framework for rethinking Asia, rather than simply heralding Asia’s ascendancy vis-à-vis the West. For Chen, it is necessary to view Asia as a critical perspective rather than a cultural essence or geographic mass. Importantly, he views Asia as Method as a way to respond to both the legacies of colonialism and imperialism in the region and the uneven spread of globalization. By using other Asian societies as a referent, and sharing knowledge and experience within Asia, it is possible for previously colonized subjectivities to be rebuilt.

One of the manifestations of Asia as Method is “Space Traffic: Symposium of International Artist Spaces,” a major international event that took place from 7 to 9 December 2001 in Hong Kong. Funded by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council, the symposium was organized by Para/Site art space, in conjunction with the artist-run initiative West Space in Melbourne, with logistical support from Asia Art Archive in Hong Kong. The title of the symposium is an allusion to the email correspondence between participants of different art collectives that began in March 2001. A landmark event, “Space Traffic” brought together alternative art spaces from more than ten cities around the world, including Centre A from Vancouver. Its objective was to investigate issues, problems, and possibilities regarding alternative art spaces, and to facilitate
direct dialogue between different art spaces across Asia and the Asia Pacific region.831

As a result of participating in the “Space Traffic” symposium in Hong Kong in 2001, co-founder Hank Bull recalls: “Alice Ming Wai Jim and I came back to Vancouver thinking, ‘wouldn’t it be great if we could organize a similar meeting like this and host it in Vancouver? ... It wasn’t exactly cause and effect, but “Space Traffic” did have an influence [on the decision to organize In-Fest].”832 Jim agrees that the experience of being involved in the “Space Traffic” symposium “strongly informed why we were enthusiastic about bringing Para/Site to Centre A.”833 Hence, it can be seen that the model for these artist-run networks and events has been other artist-run networks and events, rather than commercial art fairs or official biennales.

Thus it appears that Centre A has sought to broker connections between peripheral visual and screen cultures as a way of transnationalizing artist-run culture, and its values of access and flexibility,834 rather than globalizing (and monetizing) Chinese contemporary art. I argue that non-collecting galleries such as Centre A have emerged as key sites of contestation about what it means to be alternative under globalization, for example by fostering a cross-border dialogue about issues such as the relationship between contemporary art and social change in local contexts,835 and about the environment in which alternative art spaces exist.836 Furthermore, non-collecting galleries such as Centre A have helped to foster ways of imagining the future that subscribe to a different logic than those of governments and corporations, for example by espousing sustainability rather than the Enlightenment ideal of “progress” and unlimited economic growth. I elaborate on the latter point in the chapter sections below.

The early 2000s were characterized by intensified networks and exchanges between artist-run centres and alternative spaces in Asia and beyond, and by the emergence of a cross-border zone of cultural debate.837 This was manifest in the proliferation of symposia and conferences focussed

These networks and exchanges are notable for being organic in development, rather than pre-planned; informal in execution, rather than rigidly structured; and open-ended in terms of outcomes, rather than prescriptive. Recalling the process of organizing “In-Fest,” coordinator Keith Wallace states, “I found the [artist-run] centres that I thought were interesting, and then I would discretely find out what they were doing and whether they would make an interesting contribution to the event. In a sense, I didn’t know what was going to happen until it happened.”839 Commenting on the running of actual symposia, artist Leung Chi Wo states, “It’s not just the conference but it’s the in-between moments that are important as they allow for people to talk and chat.”840 The importance of this loose style of exchange is reiterated by fellow artist, Tim Li: “... these moments are conducive for something special to happen.”841

The following section will focus on two seemingly contradictory rationales for alternative art spaces to participate in these networks and exchanges: first, the building up of organizational capacity, and second, the attempt to ameliorate the bureaucratic excesses of institutionalization.

One rationale for participating in these minor-to-minor circuits is to build organizational capacity. By adopting a minor transnational strategy, art spaces which might be facing threats to their viability can acquire moral and practical support. In Hong Kong for example, artists must cope with a
multitude of challenges, including bureaucratic indifference, an enduring shortage of exhibition spaces, the lack of a strong curatorial and critical community, the lack of media attention, and the lack of a market for local art.\textsuperscript{842} According to Keith Wallace, independent curator and co-ordinator of “In-Fest,” one of the benefits of these minor-to-minor circuits has been to enable alternative spaces in Asia to overcome limitations, such as an underdeveloped cultural infrastructure, and to build on strengths. The fact remains that alternative art spaces are fragile. They are structurally weak and may be geographically dispersed. Unless an art space is sufficiently robust and can build its organizational capacity over the medium and long-term, it risks ceasing to exist. Minor transnationalism can be seen as a strategy on the part of alternative spaces to boost their institutional longevity, under sometimes unfavourable, perhaps even hostile, local or national conditions. Chi Wo Leung observes that “the Hong Kong art scene is far too isolated, [so] we tried international exchange.”\textsuperscript{843}

However, another highly significant rationale behind the involvement of organizations in these networks and exchanges is to slow down or lessen the effects of institutionalization. By adopting a minor transnational strategy, art spaces at risk of losing their values of accessibility and flexibility can attempt to retain their radical edge.\textsuperscript{844} In Canada for example, there is a relatively stable funding system for artist-run centres, and thus a tendency for artists to succumb to complacency. According to Keith Wallace, “There is need [for artist-run centres] to look at themselves, at how other centres are operating, just to give themselves a little bit of a kick.”\textsuperscript{845} By being brought into contact with very grassroots organizations outside of the country, more established artist-run centres in Canada have been given the means to renew themselves and to avoid organizational stagnation. This is significant because this desire to remain radical and on the margins of the mainstream, rather than to become more closely integrated into the global economy or into official culture, is what sets this cross-border activity apart from the logics of globalism or regionalism.
Para/Site co-founder, Chi Wo Leung, insists that the meaning of the term “alternative” is temporally and spatially variable, not absolute. In this way, he shuns the romanticized view that artistic creation is an inherently bohemian practice. He says:

Artistic activities that take place in spaces not originally intended for art, or art spaces in old districts, can only convey the impression of ‘alternative’ at the beginning and up to a certain point. This ‘novelty’ will usually fade with in time, as visitors become familiar with a space, it will lose its feeling of the ‘alternative,’ which attracted them there in the first place.\textsuperscript{846}

Leung’s comments yield an important insight: that the interventions staged by artists and cultural workers to go against the grain and be “non-mainstream” can only ever be temporary. They are ephemeral and contingent. Unless this commitment is continually renewed, and the intervention updated or transformed as circumstances change, this ideal of being alternative will inevitably lose its potency. Minor transnationalism can be seen a strategy on the part of alternative spaces to renew this commitment to remaining radical, even in the face of increasing institutionalization.

It is important to emphasize that this desire to remain grassroots rather than institutionalized is not limited to artist-run spaces in the West. Whereas Para/Site art space began with no long-term objectives and no permanent space, it has tended towards increasing institutionalization. Although it was originally an artist-run collective governed by a volunteer board, it has since evolved into a curator-run contemporary art space with at least one full-time professional employee.\textsuperscript{847} Acknowledges Leung Chi Wo, “We have mutated from a group of young people who were only concerned about making art, to a limited company that places social responsibility at the top of our agenda. This has become the standard model for artist-run spaces, considering the public grants policy and the need to gather resources.”\textsuperscript{848} Para/Site’s first exhibitions were embedded in local histories
and neighbourhoods and highly site-specific. In recent years, however, Para/Site’s activities have become increasingly mobile and cross-border, and in both minor transnational and major modes. On a more grassroots level, Para/Site has collaborated with alternative art spaces in other parts of Asia and beyond, including the artist-run centre West Space in Melbourne. However, on a more institutional level, Para/Site participated in the Gwangju Beinnale in 2002 and the Venice Biennale in 2003.849

Whereas the original vision for Centre A was for a major collecting institution and tourist destination, Hank Bull now sees Centre A not as a display space, but as:

A platform for the exchange of ideas, for involving the community, for testing what’s art and what’s not art. . . . It’s no longer good enough to take a photograph, put a frame around it, stick it on the wall, send out an invitation and have an opening, and call that visual arts practice. Visual arts practice has to become much more engaged, and to somehow push the culture forward850 ... The question, ‘What is contemporary Asian art?’ doesn’t have an answer. Or rather it has many answers. As soon as you put down one, you can deconstruct it and come up with another. I think the challenge for this museum is to preserve that sense of becoming and change.851

To sum up, I have shown how Centre A evolved from the concept of a major, multi-million dollar, international art institution with a permanent collection of (Chinese) contemporary art—along the model of the New Asian Museum—to a concept of a much more modest, community-driven, alternative art space that is networked with other alternative art spaces in the Asia Pacific region and beyond, in a minor transnational way.
A Platform for Transnational Dialogue and Debate

This chapter has looked at why and how Centre A has pursued a minor transnational strategy. This conclusion will assess the significance of Centre A’s fostering of cross-border, peripheral-to-peripheral links. I argue that through a strategy of minor transnationalism, Centre A has helped to deconstruct the gallery and art museum and to establish a platform for transnational dialogue and debate.

In order to assess the significance of Centre A’s adoption of a minor transnational strategy, it is necessary to look at the epistemic and ontological dimensions of this shift. This is particularly important in light of persistent efforts by political and economic elites in the country to brand Vancouver as a “world class city” and as a financial, and to a much lesser extent cultural, gateway from Canada to the Pacific Rim. As I discussed in chapter three of the thesis, in response to geopolitical re-alignments and the growth of the Asian economies in the 1980s, the Government of Canada adopted a range of policies and programs, such as Canada’s Year of Asia-Pacific, aimed at promoting relations between Canada and the region. The objective of these initiatives was to facilitate flows of business migrants and finance capital between Canada and Asia, thereby promoting investment and trade. This chapter has shown that by adopting a minor transnational strategy, Centre A has engaged in a different model of globalization, one that seeks to facilitate flows of educational migrants and cultural workers and the circulation of alternative Asian and Asian diasporic visual culture and screen media.

The transnational activity on the part of non-collecting galleries such as Centre A is not about increasing the economic advantage of elites, as would be the case in screen regionalism or globalism. Rather, minor transnationalism on the part of organizations such as Centre A has been about ensuring the continued existence of marginalized—and often uncommodifiably—visual and media practices through collaborating with other organizations on a similar scale and with similar goals. As Yasuko Furuichi explains, this cross-border activity is a “means for survival for new
art." The objective of this activity is to promote the institutional sustainability of these alternative art spaces. By working in this way, Centre A and its partners can also be seen as enacting alternatives to the neoliberal logic of competition, accumulation, and unlimited economic growth.

As a result of the interventions of independent sole traders, Centre A has opened up a dialogue and debate about what it means to be “Asian” or “Canadian” in a world characterized as much by borders as by “flows.” By “Asian Canadian,” I refer to the term not just as a category of minority ethnic identity, but as an epistemological position from which to critique the so-called “host culture” of Canada, the “home cultures” of various locations in Asia, and indeed, global processes, such as free trade. Likewise, due to the proliferation of minor-to-minor circuits, and the hosting by Centre A of alternative art spaces such as Para/Site, the centre has opened up a dialogue and debate about what it means to be independent or alternative in a globalized visual art world.

In the previous three chapters, I have analyzed why, how, and to what effect educational migrants and cultural workers in Hong Kong, Toronto, and Vancouver have adopted a strategy of forging peripheral-to-peripheral, cross-border links. I have argued that non-profit film distributors, themed film festivals, and non-collecting galleries, are important sites through which minor transnationalism and practices of public and independent culture occur. In the final chapter, I will summarize the findings of my study and propose a number of possible directions for future research.

---
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Conclusion

This thesis has brought independent screen media into the discussion of media globalization in East Asia and the Asia Pacific region since 1997 by exploring how three non-mainstream sites and processes of screen distribution and exhibition have been shaped by, and helped to shape, the advent of globalization and the rise of Asia. By looking at the circulation of people and media through these sites—namely a non-profit film distributor in Hong Kong, a diasporic film festival in Toronto, and a non-collecting gallery in Vancouver—the study has shed light upon an underexplored strategic response of non-elites to the dominant practices of media deregulation, privatization, and free trade in the global era. This strategy, which I call a minor transnational one, entails the linking together of peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups to other peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups. The thesis has analyzed this minor transnational approach by looking at the role of educational migrants and cultural workers within these sites, in the form of independent sole traders, and the role of arts organizations that distribute and exhibit non-commercial screen media, in the form of minor-to-minor circuits.

The key objective of this study has been to help to explain why, how, and with what effect short films, independent documentaries, and low-budget feature films from Hong Kong and Canada have increasingly travelled beyond their places of origin post-1997, despite their relative non-conformity with official culture or lack of appeal to commercial markets. In this type of media globalization, which involves non-commercial rather than for-profit screen media, the tendency to cross borders is driven less by the desire for economic or political advantage, as is the case with globalism or regionalism, than by a desire (or often a necessity) of non-elites to create transnational affective alliances with other like-minded groups. This does not mean, however, that processes of economic globalization such as deregulation are irrelevant to the circulation of non-mainstream screen
media. On the contrary, the thesis extends current understandings of globalization in East Asia and the Asia Pacific region by exposing the tensions within and between the agendas of governments and conglomerates. By negotiating and sometimes taking advantage of these tensions, independent filmmakers, video artists, and cultural workers are able to advance individual, and importantly for my argument, collective concerns.

The thesis has presented this discussion in seven chapters. In them, I have tried to lend insight into different dimensions of minor transnationalism that distinguish this approach from other responses to media globalization, such as globalism or regionalism. In each of the case studies, I have sought to answer why, how, and with what effect the distributor or exhibitor adopted the strategy of creating networks within and between peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups.

The first chapter, “Screen Circulation, Globalization, and Public Culture in the Asia Pacific Region: Key Issues and Debates,” analyzed three existing areas of scholarship that were relevant to the thesis: screen distribution and exhibition studies, globalization studies, and issues of the public sphere and public culture. It argued that dominant models of screen circulation cannot account for the vitality and diversity of contemporary media on the move, and likewise, that mainstream theories of globalization cannot account for the ways in which processes of flexible citizenship and flexible accumulation might (inadvertently) advance the interests of non-elites in addition to those who already hold political or economic power. It claimed that a cultural studies approach to non-commercial distribution and exhibition, rather than a political economy or creative industries approach to market-driven or official sites and practices, would bring into focus the circulation of media objects that have not been much studied to date. Likewise, it claimed that a minor transnational approach to Arjun Appadurai’s concepts of ethnoscapes and mediascapes, rather than a major
resistant or culturally nationalist and overtly resistant approach to analyzing minorities or non-mainstream screen cultures, would shed light on different ways of participating in globalization that had not yet been fully analyzed or understood.

The theoretical and practical difficulties of researching the cross-border movement of non-mainstream media and people were set out in the second chapter, “Peripheral Screen Cultures in Transnational Perspective: Methodological Challenges and Responses.” It argued that existing methodologies that take for granted a state-centric or market-oriented approach, and that rely on official or commercial sources, were inadequate for tracking the circulation of objects and humans whose reasons for moving may not be primarily driven by profit-seeking or global competition. Adapting the work of Judith Halberstam, the thesis proposed a multi-sited scavenger methodology as a way to meaningfully engage with the grassroots nature of this type of media globalization that has so far remained under-explored. It suggested that the best way to empirically capture this phenomenon in the study was through case studies, document research, and face-to-face interviews.

The third chapter, “Situating Minor Transnationalism within Global and Regional Flows: Structural Transformations in Canada and Hong Kong,” analyzed the macro-level or structural conditions of possibility for the minor transnationalism in my study to occur. It argued that any analysis of cultural globalization in East Asia and the Asia Pacific region in the 1990s, that is, the intensified circulation of educational migrants and independent media, should also take into account processes of economic globalization and geo-political events such as the rise of Asia and the handover of Hong Kong to China. By looking at specific government policies and corporate practices in Canada and Hong Kong, such as the declaration of Canada’s Year of Asia-Pacific and the establishment of the Hong Kong Economic and Trade Development Office in Toronto, and their effect on cultural institutions,
namely the reform of the Canada Council for the Arts and the establishment of the Hong Kong Arts Development Council in the SAR, it showed how political and economic developments helped to redistribute the material and symbolic resources available to ethnic and sexual minorities and independent producers in these contexts.

Chapter four showed how the re-emergence of a local and independent filmmaking practice in Hong Kong in the late 1990s was linked to the practices of non-commercial distributors. It looked at the case of the non-commercial distributor, Ying E Chi (YEC), as the product of the activist practices of cultural workers and independent sole traders such as Simon Chung and Tammy Cheung. It conceptualized YEC not in opposition to commercial distributors in Asia or the West such as EDKO Films, but as part of minor-to-minor circuits, specifically in relation to its transnational links with organizations such as Fanhall Films in the P.R.C. Rather than comparing the distributor’s independent practices of screen selection, competition, and mediation with more mainstream practices, it examined the creation and evolution of the Hong Kong Asian Film Festival (HKAFF) over a four-year period, in order to illuminate the tension between a regional screen industries approach and a minor transnational one.

Chapter five showed how the development of a less essentialist and more complex identity for Asian Canadians in Vancouver and Toronto, as well as a more critical social imaginary, was linked to the practices of themed film festivals. It looked at the case of the diasporic film festival, the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival (TRAIFF), as the product of the activist practices of cultural workers and independent sole traders such as Andrew Sun and Richard Fung. It conceptualized the festival not in opposition to major international film festivals, but as a part of minor-to-minor circuits, that is, in relation to its transnational links with organizations such as the San Francisco International Asian American Film Festival in the U.S.A. By analyzing specific departments within TRAIFF’s catalogues from 1997 to
2007, it showed how the programming beliefs and actions of the festival’s cultural workers influenced new forms of screen production and consumption, such as queer Asian.

Chapter six showed how the emergence of a diasporic and alternative visual and media art practice on the west coast of Canada was linked to the activities of non-collecting galleries and alternative art spaces. It looked at the case of the non-collecting gallery, the Vancouver International Centre for Contemporary Asian Art, otherwise known as Centre A, as the product of the activist practices of independent sole traders such as Alice Ming Wai Jim and the visual and media artist, Ho Tam. It conceptualized Centre A not in opposition to major collecting institutions in the West such as the Asia Society in New York or indeed in Asia, but as part of minor-to-minor circuits, specifically in relation to its transnational links with organizations such as Para/Site art space in Hong Kong. By analyzing specific practices of curation and presentation over the gallery’s exhibition history, it showed how the beliefs and actions of Centre A’s executive director and curators led to new forms of identification and belonging, ones based on more experimental and marginalized perspectives.

Directions for Future Research

In proposing a re-thinking of screen distribution and exhibition, as well as a reconsideration of the nature of media globalization, the thesis has made a contribution to the existing literature. It has also opened up areas for future scholarship.

In comparison to the study of screen production, the study of sites and practices of non-mainstream screen distribution and exhibition remains under-explored. Further research into screen distribution and exhibition is necessary in order to deepen understanding of the significance of these practices, especially for non-elites and marginalized groups. Such research
would also help to shift scholarly attention and activist energies away from the filmic text as the primary object of research and thus away from the often problematic debates about the “positive” or “realistic” representation of women, LGBT people, and ethnic minorities. By continuing to focus on the ways in which screen distribution and exhibition in both mainstream and alternative contexts are meaning-making and value-adding processes in their own right, it is hoped that new objects of research and inquiry will be brought into view.

In this regard, it is relevant to ask whether other modes of non-mainstream screen distribution and exhibition can foster new forms of identification and belonging, or whether these meaning-making and value-adding processes are exclusive to non-profit film distributors, themed film festivals, and non-collecting galleries.

For example, within the field of screen distribution and exhibition, one important development that has been surprisingly overlooked to date is the broadcasting of live and recorded events into cinemas, a phenomenon also known as live broadcasting or “alternative content.” Existing scholarship on this development has tended to focus on the success of major cultural institutions and content providers, such as the Metropolitan Opera and to adopt classical film theory frameworks of medium specificity. Furthermore, the rapidly proliferating industrial data about this phenomenon has not yet been analyzed from a critical perspective. Research from a cultural studies perspective into what Martin Barker has chosen to call “livecasting,” that is, from the perspective of looking at the ways in which live cinema events not only herald new political economies of the screen, but also usher in new identities and social imaginaries, would help us to come to grips with the changing meanings of cinema-going in the digital age. Given the ways in which cinema institutions and screen cultures are being restructured and reconfigured by economic trends as well as by digitalization, it makes sense to look at how these developments are
reinforcing existing social and cultural hierarchies, creating different hierarchies, or fostering alternatives to them.

The phenomenon of live broadcasting into cinemas might at first glance seem to replicate the core-periphery relations of the colonial era and to reinforce the authority of high cultural forms such as the opera, theatre, and ballet. However the emphasis within this thesis on postcolonial and diasporic formations would encourage us to pay critical attention not only to flows of culture from major cities in the West, such as New York, London, and Moscow, but also from cities such as Tokyo. For example, further research might examine how the transmission of cultural forms such as kabuki to Japanese Canadian audiences in urban centres in Canada through cinema broadcasts might potentially transform social relations in ways that further problematize the boundary between East and West. There are sizable communities of Canadians of Japanese descent in cities such as Vancouver and Toronto. They constitute important audiences for the cinema screenings of kabuki that have taken place since 2009. Under the banner of “Cinema Kabuki,” and supported by the Japan Foundation, these screenings have broadened public access to a four-hundred year old performing art that rarely tours outside of Japan due to the size and scale of kabuki production.856 A hypothesis worth investigating is the possibility that cinema broadcasting has the potential to engage diasporic audiences by enabling them to experience so-called traditional cultural forms such as kabuki in a collective, public space. This cultural reanimation of Japanese Canadian audiences is especially significant in light of the government persecution and dispossession of this group as “enemy aliens” during World War II.857

On a conceptual level, the framework of minor transnationalism remains very much an alternative theory of globalization. Further research is necessary in order to test the robustness of the framework and to ensure that it can contribute to wider debates about media globalization. It is relevant to ask whether the phenomenon of minor transnationalism manifests through
independent sole traders and minor-to-minor circuits in different socio-historical and geographical contexts, or whether its manifestation in these forms is limited to the three case studies highlighted in this thesis of YEC, TRAIFF, and Centre A. By analyzing the circulation of educational migrants and non-commercial screen commercial media through other similar sites, it would be possible to ascertain the generalizability of the theory. This is especially important given the socio-historical changes that have taken place in Hong Kong in recent years, changes that many local intellectuals and activists perceive as regressive. These include the increasing political influence of the P.R.C. within the SAR, for example with the proposals for the reform of the electoral system; the introduction of “patriotic” moral and national education in schools and universities, the dramatic influx of tourists and migrants from the Mainland to the territory, and increasing state censorship of unofficial film festivals (or “film exhibitions”) in the P.R.C.

Within the field of globalization, one productive locus of activity that has yet to be fully explored is the emerging economic markets of Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa, otherwise known as the BRICS. At present, however, scholarly analysis has tended to adopt a regional screen industries approach, focusing on the coproduction of blockbuster films, for example between China and India, or “Chindia.” There has been very little (if any) attention paid to the non-mainstream distribution of short films, independent documentaries, or low budget feature films among and between these contexts. Research into the circulation of people and media using a framework of minor transnationalism would open up the possibility of rethinking the BRICS as enabling an alternative project, that is, as a critically postcolonial rather than just neoliberal globalist formation. It would help to reconceptualise the BRICS as a nascent space for the development of public cultures, rather than just as a free trade zone between post-financial crisis global superpowers, most especially, China. Given the rapid and potentially destabilizing economic development taking place in these
countries, it seems important to shed light on screen sites and practices that might act as catalysts for critical dialogue and debate.

One example of such minor transnational cultural connections under the umbrella of BRICS is the West Heavens project. According to its web site, West Heavens is “an integrated cross-cultural exchange programme. It aims to untangle and compare the different paths of modernity taken by India and China.” The term, “the West Heavens” is used to underscore the historical interactions between China and India, for example with respect to the movement of Buddhism, and to the contemporary possibilities for cultural exchange. The West Heavens project seeks to facilitate high level communication between the two countries’ intellectual and art circles, and to promote interaction and cross-referencing between the two countries through social thought and contemporary art. Since 2010, the project has organized more than one hundred events, including forums, exhibitions, film screenings, and workshops, and has published more than ten books. The event, “West Heavens: India China Summit on Social Thought” took place in 2010 and included an art exhibition and a series of intellectual fora. This event followed two previous projects: “Edges of the Earth: Migration of Asian Art and Regional Politics, An Investigative Journey in Art” in 2003, and “Farewell to Post-Colonialism,” at the Guangzhou Triennial in 2008.

According to the West Heaven’s website:

After a century of revolutions and reforms, as a “modern” culture China is still strongly under the spell of a bipolar East/West mentality. This frame of mind has helped China to see itself through the mirror of the West, but it has also seriously impaired other dimensions of cultural perception. A similar predicament faces India, and several other Asian countries to different degrees. Intra-Asian exchanges are now
urgent, both for further self-understanding and opening local resources hidden by established discourses.\textsuperscript{871}

Another reason why a study of the BRICS is compelling is that it would allow for further investigation into the structural relation between the movements of finance capital on the one hand, and the changing dynamics of cultural migration and independent screen circulation on the other, as well as into the implications of world events such as the global financial crisis in 2008. This thesis has claimed that economic deregulation, privatization, and free trade are not straightforwardly destructive processes, as is argued in much of the political economy literature; rather they have contradictory effects. The emphasis in this thesis on the disjunctures within and between state policies and corporate practices, and the differences that can result, encourage us to pay critical attention to the ways in which seemingly neoliberal configurations can lead to unforeseen possibilities for social change. Just as the rise of the Asia Pacific region and East Asia as an economic market in the 1990s was accompanied by reforms in cultural policy and investment in the cultural infrastructure of cities in Canada and Hong Kong, we might ask whether the developing economies of cities in South Africa, China, India, Russia, and Brazil in the twenty-first century might also be shaping the conditions of possibility for the production and circulation of alternative aesthetic practices. One example of a structural transformation that could lead to greater cultural exchange is the Agreement on Cultural Cooperation which provides for an executive Cultural Exchange Program (CEP) between India and China.\textsuperscript{872} The latest CEP was signed in December 2010 and includes exchanges of visits of performing artists, officials, writers, archivists and archaeologists, organizing cultural festivals, film festivals and exchanges in the field of mass media, youth affairs, and sport.\textsuperscript{873}

On a methodological level, a multi-sited scavenger methodology remains marginal to approaches that rely solely on national frameworks and official or industrial sources. Additional research is necessary in order to
further transnationalize studies of independent screen media and to further “ground” studies of media globalization. It is relevant to ask whether a multi-sited scavenger methodology needs to be limited to document analysis and face-to-face interviews on a case-by-case basis, or whether it can be broadened to include ethnography and the semi-structured questionnaire. By continuing to focus scholarly attention on the role of educational migrants and cultural workers in processes of globalization and by undertaking more extensive forms of both qualitative and quantitative study, it would be possible to strengthen the validity of the methodology. This is especially important in light of the expansion of international education worldwide, not only on the part of long-standing, well-established institutions in the so-called West, but on the part of colleges and universities in the non-West such as China, Hong Kong, and South Korea. The launch of overseas campuses on the part of several universities in the U.K. and the U.S.A. has further eroded the distinction between what we understand to be “the West,” and what we understand as “Asia.” According to its web site, the University of Nottingham became the first foreign university to establish an independent campus under new legislation passed in China in 2003. The Ningbo campus was opened to students in 2004 and held an official opening ceremony in 2006. Similarly, Stanford University claims to be the first university in the U.S.A. to have a permanent, dedicated structure, the Stanford Centre at Peking University, located on a Chinese university campus.

One social group that has the potential to lend itself to further cultural analysis of minor transnationalist cultures is that comprised of international students and scholars from China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan who informally distribute and exhibit independent screen media for the educational market in “the West.” An example of the work undertaken by some members this group is the “Tenth Anniversary of the China Independent Film Festival U.K. Celebration” which took place May 12 to 15, 2014 at various venues in Nottingham and featured film screenings, an archival exhibition, a
workshop, and a master class. Scholarly accounts do exist of the organization of educational screenings of Mainland Chinese independent cinema in the U.S.A. I refer here particularly to the film program, “Urban Generation: Chinese Cinema in Transformation,” organized by Zhang Zhen of New York University and presented at the Harvard Film Archive, the Walter Reade Theatre at Lincoln Centre in New York City, and the National Gallery of Art in Washington DC in February and March 2001. Zhang argues that “such film programs at universities, archives, museums, diaspora communities, and other art house programs ... could inadvertently create new, albeit “minor” and contingent, publics ... “against” the backdrop of globalization as both a homogenizing as well as differentiating process.” However, much less attention has been paid to similar activity in the U.K. or in other national contexts. Furthermore, there is a need to understand the role of students and scholars in the circulation of non-commercial screen media not just from the P.R.C. but from other areas of East Asia. Surveying these students and scholars, and also possibly observing their cultural practices in a more classically ethnographic sense, would expand the base of knowledge upon which the theory of independent sole traders is based. This is especially important given the small size of the interviewee sample in the thesis. Likewise, mapping out the ways in which these transnational networks either run parallel to each other or overlap would extend our understanding of how minor-to-minor circuits function.

Within such a study, one line of inquiry might be the role of new technologies in the linking together of peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups to other peripheral screen cultures and marginal groups. Up till now, research has focused on the use of social media by NGOs and social activists to demand democratic reforms within specific national or urban contexts, for example the anti-Mubarak protests in Egypt in Tahrir Square. The emphasis here has been on the way in which social media such as Twitter and Facebook have facilitated the re-appropriation of public space. One of the drawbacks of this type of analysis, however, is that it
inadvertently reinforces the assumption that digital media are transnational whereas on-the-ground activism is local. Research has not yet focused enough on the use of social media by arts organizations, independent filmmakers and videomakers, and other cultural workers, to advance aesthetic and political agendas within spaces that are geographically situated yet avowedly transnational in character, such as film festivals and visual and media art galleries. The emphasis here would be on the way in which YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter have enabled both people and media to cross borders, in addition to enabling them to assemble in so-called real time and place. Further research such as that suggested above would enable us to explore the extent and diversity of the minor transnational cultural practices and practitioners that I have begun here. It is my hope that such work will enable us to begin to understand the full complexity of the new cultures of transnationalism that globalization has, often unwittingly, facilitated.

853 There is a lack of consensus among analysts and scholars as to how to refer to or characterize this phenomenon. Industry players and trade publications have tended to refer to it as “alternative content” in order to distinguish it from the mainstream content that is conventionally exhibited in cinemas, that is, feature narrative and, to a lesser extent, documentary films. Academic publications have tended to refer to the phenomenon variously as “digital broadcast cinema” (DBC) or “livecasting.” With respect to DBC, see Paul Heyer, “Live from the Met: Digital Broadcast Cinema, Media Theory, and Opera for the Masses,” Canadian Journal of Communication, Vol. 33 (2008): 591-604. With respect to livecasting, see Martin Barker, Live to Your Local Cinema: The Remarkable Rise of Livecasting (London: Palgrave Pivot, 2012).

See Barker, “Live to Your Local Cinema.”


In 2014, the Hong Kong SAR government’s insistence that future candidates for the position of Chief Executive must be preapproved by the P.R.C. was one impetus (among others) for the so-called Umbrella Movement. The movement had a range of demands; however, the most
prominent of these were the guarantee of open elections and “true universal suffrage.” The protest leaders included two professors (Benny Lai Yiu-ting of Hong Kong University and Chan Kin-min of Chinese University of Hong Kong) and a Baptist minister (Reverend Chu Yiu-ming) under the banner of “Occupy Central with Peace and Love.” The protest leaders also included students Joshua Wong Chi-fung of Scholarism and Alex Chow Yong-kang of the Hong Kong Federation of Students. See Jonathan Kaiman, “Who Guides Hong Kong’s Umbrella Revolution’ Pro-Democracy Movement?” *The Guardian*, September 30, 2014. Available at http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/sep/30/hong-kong-pro-democracy-protest-leaders-occupy (accessed October 1, 2014). For scholarly accounts of the Umbrella Movement, see for example the themed-issue of the journal, *Inter-Asia Cultural Studies*, Volume 16, Issue 3, 2015.

859 The Hong Kong SAR government has sought since 2007 to introduce “national education” courses into the primary and secondary school curriculum, aimed at strengthening students’ “national identity awareness and nurturing patriotism towards China.” In 2012, the reforms met with widespread public opposition in various forms, including marches, occupations, and hunger strikes. This opposition was coordinated by a coalition comprised of Scholarism—a student group founded by Joshua Wong Chi-fung and Ivan Lam Long-yin—the National Education Parents Concern Group, and the Professional Teachers Union. See Albert Cheung, “Hong Kong’s Young Activists Bring Hope of Democracy,” *South China*


With respect to cultural connection and exchange between independent screen cultures in India and Southeast Asia, see for example “Comparing Experimental Cinemas,” a collaboration between Shrishti School of Art, Design and Technology; Experimenta India; and the Centre for

Research and Education in Arts and Media at the University of Westminster. The collaboration included a symposium that took place from December 18 to 19, 2014 in Bangalore and sought to “facilitate the establishing of a network of exchange and support among practitioners and researchers, who are largely, but not exclusively, based in the Asia-Pacific region.” The symposium involved participants from India, Indonesia, Japan, Hong Kong, Malaysia, New Zealand, South Korea, Thailand, Vietnam, and the U.K. See “Comparing Experimental Cinemas: A Symposium,” Shrishti School of Art, Design and Technology. Available at http://srishti.ac.in/cec/ (accessed September 15, 2015).
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Paolo Gerbaudo claims that social media has led to the “symbolic reconstruction of a new sense of public space.” His other case studies include the indignados protest in Spain in 2011, and the Occupy Wall Street Movement in the U.S.A. in the same year. See Paolo Gerbaudo, Tweets and the Streets: Social Media and Contemporary Activism (London: Pluto Press, 2012), 168.

The cross-border character of film festivals is evidenced by the fact that many of them self-identify as “international.”
## Appendix A: List of Primary Sources of Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Type/Title of Document</th>
<th>Date Published</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government of Canada</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>Various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada Council for the Arts</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>Various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Vancouver, Office of Cultural Affairs</td>
<td>Annual Review/Arts Report Creative City</td>
<td>1997-2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto Arts Council</td>
<td>Annual Report Creative City</td>
<td>2000-2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong Arts Development Council</td>
<td>A Decade of Arts Development in Hong Kong Hong Kong: Culture and Creativity</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver Asian Film Festival</td>
<td>Festival Catalogue</td>
<td>1997-2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out on Screen Film Festival</td>
<td>Festival Catalogue</td>
<td>1997-2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Out Film Festival</td>
<td>Festival Catalogue</td>
<td>1997-2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival</td>
<td>Festival Catalogue</td>
<td>1997-2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong Asian (Independent) Film</td>
<td>Festival Catalogue</td>
<td>2005-2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Festival</td>
<td>Catalogue</td>
<td>Dates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong Independent Film and Video Awards (Hong Kong Arts Centre)</td>
<td>Festival Catalogue Brochure</td>
<td>1995-2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday Pictures</td>
<td>Film Catalogue</td>
<td>Date unknown to 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying E Chi</td>
<td>Film Catalogue Brochure</td>
<td>1997-2007 (online)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix B: List of Interview Subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place/Date Interviewed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Bradley</td>
<td>Distribution assistant, Video In/Video Out</td>
<td>Vancouver, June 26, 2008,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hank Bull</td>
<td>Co-founder and former executive director, Centre A</td>
<td>Vancouver, July 6, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Cheung</td>
<td>Independent filmmaker and founder, Visible Record</td>
<td>Hong Kong, April 10, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Chui</td>
<td>Independent filmmaker and co-founder, Ying E Chi</td>
<td>Hong Kong, April 6, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Chung</td>
<td>Independent filmmaker and co-founder, Ying E Chi</td>
<td>Hong Kong, April 4, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christa Dahl</td>
<td>Video artist and volunteer, VIVO Media Arts Centre</td>
<td>Vancouver, July 4, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Fung</td>
<td>Visual artist and creative education director, Lee Shau Kee School of Creativity</td>
<td>Hong Kong, April 6, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Fung</td>
<td>Media artist and board member, Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival (TRAIFF)</td>
<td>Toronto, November 5, 2008</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Haslam</td>
<td>Media and visual arts officer, Ontario Arts Council</td>
<td>Toronto, November 14, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Huffman</td>
<td>Former associate director, Toronto Arts Council grants office</td>
<td>Toronto, November 7, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Hung</td>
<td>Director, InD Blue</td>
<td>Hong Kong, April 16, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Kwong</td>
<td>Director, Hong Kong Independent Film and Video Awards</td>
<td>Hong Kong, April 7, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laiwan</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary artist</td>
<td>Vancouver, April 4, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Lee</td>
<td>Co-founder, TRAIFF</td>
<td>Toronto, November 10, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara K. Lee</td>
<td>Independent filmmaker and founder, Vancouver Asian Film Festival (VAFF)</td>
<td>Vancouver, July 6, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karin Lee</td>
<td>Media artist</td>
<td>Vancouver, September 18, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quentin Lee</td>
<td>Independent filmmaker</td>
<td>Los Angeles, March 19, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy Leung</td>
<td>Director of programming, VAFF</td>
<td>Vancouver, July 20, 2007</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Leung</td>
<td>Former executive director, VAFF</td>
<td>Vancouver, July 24, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Lok</td>
<td>Independent filmmaker, former board member, TRAIFF</td>
<td>Toronto, July 12, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anson Mak</td>
<td>Film, video, and sound artist</td>
<td>Hong Kong, April 7, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Newirth</td>
<td>Director, cultural services, City of Vancouver</td>
<td>Vancouver, April 1, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kal Ng</td>
<td>Independent filmmaker and co-founder, Ying E Chi</td>
<td>Hong Kong, April 10, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Ho</td>
<td>Former exhibitions director, Hong Kong Arts Centre</td>
<td>Hong Kong, April 8, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Pau</td>
<td>Media artist and founder, Videotage</td>
<td>Hong Kong, April 16, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Pathanavirangoon</td>
<td>Former programmer, TRAIFF</td>
<td>Toronto, November 6, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Quan</td>
<td>Coordinator, British Columbia Arts Council arts awards program</td>
<td>Vancouver, July 3, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubrey Reeves</td>
<td>Director of programming, Trinity Square Video</td>
<td>Toronto, November 7, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Place/Date Interviewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Schroedter</td>
<td>Distribution coordinator, VIVO Media Arts Centre</td>
<td>Vancouver, June 26, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason St. Laurent</td>
<td>Director of programming, Inside Out Film Festival</td>
<td>Toronto, November 17, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Sun</td>
<td>Co-founder, TRAIFF</td>
<td>Hong Kong, April 1, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho Tam</td>
<td>Visual and video artist</td>
<td>Vancouver, June 24, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sid Chow Tan</td>
<td>Co-founder, Community Media Education Society</td>
<td>Vancouver, March 29, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Tomczak</td>
<td>Co-founder, Vtape</td>
<td>Toronto, November 10, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Tong</td>
<td>Former assistant curator, Centre A</td>
<td>Vancouver, March 30, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Wong</td>
<td>Media artist and co-founder, VIVO Media Arts Centre; founder, On Edge Productions</td>
<td>Vancouver, July 4, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus Wong</td>
<td>Former general manager, Ying E Chi</td>
<td>Hong Kong, April 2, 2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Filmography


After the Crescent (dir. Byron Chang, Hong Kong, 1997)

After Raining (dir. Andrew Yang, Hong Kong, 2001)

After This Our Exile (dir. Patrick Tam, Hong Kong, 2006)

Always Look on the Bright Side (dir. Teddy Chen, Hong Kong, 2003)

A Lot like You (dir. Eliaichi Kimaro, Tanzania-U.S.A., 2012)

American Beauty (dir. Sam Mendes, U.S.A., 1999)

And So and So (dir. Kwok Wai-lun, Hong Kong, 2000)

Angel (dir. Wayne Yung, Canada, 1999)


Banana Boy (dir. Samuel Chow, Canada, 2003)

Banana Bruises (dir. Joyce Wong, Canada, 2006)

Banana Queers (dir. Tony Ayres, Australia 2002)

Basement Girl (dir. Midi Onodera, Canada, 2000)

b420 (dir. Mathew Tang, Hong Kong, 2005)

Believe It or Not (dir. Tsui Hark, Hong Kong, 2003)

Bending Over Backwards (dir. Heather Keung, Canada, 2008)
Between the Laughter (dir. Barbara K. Lee, Canada, 2006)

The Bird That Chirped on Bathurst (dir. Midi Onodera, Canada, 1981)

Birds (dir. Luo Li, Canada, 2004)

Bishonen (dir. Yonfan, Hong Kong, 1998)

Blue Haven (dir. Julian Cautherly, U.S.A., 2001)

Books of James (dir. Ho Tam, Canada, 2002)

Boulevard of Broken Sync (dir. Winston Xin, Canada, 1995)

Breakbabies (dir. Nicole Chung, Canada, 2000)

Breeze of July (dir. Stanley Tam, Hong Kong, 2007)

Bridge Passage (dir. Nicole Chung, Canada, 2001)

Buffering (dir. Kit Hung, Hong Kong, 2003)

Canned Despair (dir. Chi-Wing Hung, Hong Kong, 2004)

Chopstick, Bloody Chopstick (dir. Wayne Yung, Canada, 2001)

Chungking Express (dir. Wong Kar-wai, Hong Kong, 1995)

Conjugation (dir. Emily Tang, China, 2001)

The Contest (dir. Naoko Kumagai, Canada, 2007)

Corroder (dir. Rice 5 [Kevin Tsang and Tom Shum], Hong Kong, 2007)

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (dir. Ang Lee, Taiwan-Hong Kong-U.S.A.-China, 2000)


Dan Carter (dir. Alison Kobayashi, Canada, 2006)

The Day the Pig Fell Into the Well (dir. Hong Sang-soo, South Korea, 1996)

Diasporama (dir. Yau Ching, Hong Kong, 1997)

The Displaced View (dir. Midi Onodera, Canada, 1988)

Disposable Lez (dir. Desiree Lim, Japan, 2000)

Dog Days Dream (dir. Ichii Masahide, Japan, 2007)

Dong (dir. Jia Zhangke, China-Hong Kong, 2007)

The Doom Generation (dir. Gregg Araki, U.S.A., 1995)

Double Happiness (dir. Mina Shum, Canada, 1994)

The Dreaming House (dir. Keith Lok, Canada, 2005)

Dreamtrips (dir. Kal Ng, Hong Kong, 2005)

Drift (dir. Quentin Lee, Canada, 2000)

Durian Durian (dir. Fruit Chan, Hong Kong-France-China, 2000)

Eclipse (dir. Vai Yin Pun, Hong Kong, 2006)

Ethan Mao (dir. Quentin Lee, Canada-U.S.A., 2004)

Eve and the Fire Horse (dir. Julia Kwan, Canada-Hong Kong, 2005)

Everything Will Be (dir. Julia Kwan, Canada, 2013)


Faded Rainbow (dir. Gilbert Kwong Canada-Hong Kong, 2000)


Fine China (dir. Ho Tam, Canada, 2000)

First Love and Other Pains (dir. Simon Chung, Hong Kong, 1999)

Floored by Love (dir. Desiree Lim, Canada, 2005)
The Flowers of War (dir. Zhang Yimou, China-Hong Kong, 2011)

Flutter (dir. Howie Shia, Canada, 2006)


Getting Home (dir. Zhang Yang, China-Hong Kong, 2006)


Gitmek: My Marlon and Brando (dir. Hüseyin Karabey, Turkey, 2008)

A Glorious Future (dir. Andrew Lau and Alan Mak, Hong Kong, 2003)

Good Luck Counting Sheep (dir. Khanhthuan Tran, Canada, 2007)

Happy Together (dir. Wong Kar-wai, Hong Kong-Japan-South Korea, 1997)

Hardboiled (dir. John Woo, Hong Kong, 1992)

He and She (dir. Peter Chan, Hong Kong, 1994)

Her (dir. Kai Ling Xue, Canada, 2005)

Hero (dir. Zhang Yimou, China-Hong Kong, 2002)

Heroes in Love (dir. Wing Shya, Stephen Fung and Nicholas Tse, and GC Boo-Bi, Hong Kong, 2001)

Hold You Tight (dir. Stanley Kwan, Hong Kong, 1997)

Hong Kong – A Winner (dir. Stephen Chow, Hong Kong, 2003)


I am a Man (dir. M. L. Bhandevanop Devakul, Thailand, 1988)

I Am Not What You Want (dir. Hung Wing Kit, Hong Kong, 2001)

Ice Ages (dir. Howie Shia, Canada, 2006)

Idiot’s Delight (dir. Midi Onodera, Canada, 1983)
I Don’t Want to Sleep Alone (dir. Tsai Ming-liang, Malaysia-China-Taiwan-France-Austria, 2006)

i have no memory of my direction (dir. Midi Onodera, Canada, 2005)

In the Dark (dir. Ho Tam, Canada, 2003)

Infernal Affairs (dir. Andrew Lau and Alan Mak, Hong Kong, 2002)

Inner Senses (dir. Chi-Leung Lo, Hong Kong, 2002)

In the Dumps (dir. William Kwok, Hong Kong, 1997)


Innocent (dir. Simon Chung, Canada-Hong Kong, 2005)

Invisible Waves (dir. Pen-Ek Ratanaruang, Thailand-Netherlands, 2006)

Invisible Women (dir. Tammy Cheung, Hong Kong, 1999)

Jaime Lo, Small and Shy (dir. Lillian Chan, Canada, 2006)


July (dir. Tammy Cheung, Hong Kong, 2003)

Jumping Jet (dir. Andrew Yang, Taiwan, 2002)

Junior High School (dir. Tammy Cheung, Hong Kong, 2006)

Kidnap (dir. Wing Shya, Hong Kong, 2001)

King of Spy (dir. Chu Ka Yat, Hong Kong, 2008)

La Salle Primary (dir. Ho Tam, Canada, 1998)

Last Boy Last Girl (dir. Yuki Hayashi, Canada, 2006)

The Last Song (dir. Pisan Akarasainee, Thailand, 1986)

Leaving in Sorrow (dir. Vincent Tsui, Hong Kong, 2002)

Let Me Start by Saying (dir. Chris Chong, Canada, 2001)


Lolo’s Child (dir. Romeo Candido, Canada, 2002)

The Longest Summer (dir. Fruit Chan, Hong Kong, 1998)

Lotus Sisters (dir. Wayne Yung, Canada, 1996)

Love Is Not a Sin (dir. Doug Chan, Hong Kong, 2002)

Love Letter (dir. Wayne Yung, Canada, 1999)


Love Will Tear Us Apart (dir. Yu Lik-wai, Hong Kong, 1999)

Lovers on the Road (dir. Jessey Tsang, Hong Kong, 2008)

Lunch with Charles (dir. Michael Parker, Canada-Hong Kong, 2000)

Lust, Caution (dir. Ang Lee, U.S.A.-China-Taiwan)

Macho Dancer (dir. Lino Brocka, Philippines, 1988)

Made in Hong Kong (dir. Fruit Chan, Hong Kong, 2001)

Made in Japan (dir. Midi Onodera, Canada, 1985)

Magic Boy (dir. Adam Wong Sau-ping, Hong Kong, 2004)

The Map of Sex and Love (dir. Evans Chan, U.S.A.-Hong Kong, 2001)

McDull 1:99 (dir. Brian Tse, Hong Kong, 2003)

Memories of Spring 2003 (dir. Peter Chan, Hong Kong, 2003)

Merry X’mas (dir. Jevons Au Man Kit, Hong Kong, 2007)
The Milkman (dir. Ken Takahashi, Canada, 2001)

Minor Crime (dir. Nicole Chung, Canada, 2000)

Miss Popularity (dir. Wayne Yung, Germany 2006)

Moving (dir. Tammy Cheung, Hong Kong, 2002)

My Beloved (dir. Stephen Fung and Nicholas Tse, Hong Kong, 2001)

My Flying Family (dir. Mabel Cheung and Alex Law, Hong Kong, 2003)

My Mother is a Belly Dancer (dir. Lee Kung-lok, Hong Kong, 2006)

My Piglet is Not Feeling Well (dir. Fruit Chan, Hong Kong, 2003)

Mysterious Object at Noon (dir. Apichatpong Weerasethakul, Thailand-Netherlands, 2000)

Night Corridor (dir. Julian Lee, Hong Kong, 2003)

Night in China (dir. Anqi Ju, China, 2006)

No Regret (dir. Leesong Hee-II, South Korea, 2006)

The Offering (dir. Paul Lee, Canada, 1999)

The Official Guide to Watching a Saturday Night Hockey Game (For Intermediates) (dir. Tak Koyama, Canada, 2007)

Oh, G! (dir. GC Goo-Bi, Hong Kong, 2001)

Ohm-ma (dir. Ruthann Lee, Canada, 2002)

One Night in Heaven (East End Remix) (dir. Wayne Yung, Canada, 1995)

1:99 (omnibus film, dir. various, Hong Kong, 2003)

1,000 Cumshots (dir. Wayne Yung, Canada, 1999)

One-Way Street on A Turntable (dir. Anson Mak, Hong Kong, 2007)

orientations (dir. Richard Fung, Canada, 1984)
Out for Bubble Tea (dir. Desiree Lim, Canada, 2003)


Paper, Scissors, Rock (dir. Jane Kim, Canada, 2006)

Partial Selves (dir. Gloria Kim, Canada, 2000)

Perfect Life (dir. Emily Tang, Hong Kong-China, 2008)

Peking Turkey (dir. Michael Mew, Canada, 2006)

Perth: The Geylang Massacre (dir. Djinn (Ong Lay Jinn), Singapore, 2005)

Peter Fucking Wayne Fucking Peter (dir. Wayne Yung, Canada, 1994)

The Power of Kangwon Province (dir. Hong Sang-soo, South Korea, 1998)

The Queen’s Cantonese Conversational Course, Lesson 1 (dir. Wayne Yung, Canada, 1998)

The Queen’s Cantonese Conversational Course, Lesson 2 (dir. Wayne Yung, Canada, 1998)

The Queen’s Cantonese Conversational Course, Lesson 3 (dir. Wayne Yung, Canada, 1998)

Rain Dogs (dir. Yu-hang Ho, Malaysia, 2006)

Rhapsody (dir. Johnnie To and Wai Ka-fai, Hong Kong, 2003)

Rice Distribution (dir. Tammy Cheung, Hong Kong, 2002)

Rock Garden: A Love Story (dir. Gloria Kim, Canada, 2007)

Paper, Scissors, Rock (dir. Jane Kim, Canada, 2006)

Platform (dir. Jia Zhangke, Hong Kong-China-Japan-France, 2000)

Sea in the Blood (dir. Richard Fung, Canada, 2000)

Search Engine (dir. Wayne Yung, Canada, 1999)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Director(s)</th>
<th>Country(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Season of the Boys</td>
<td>Ho Tam</td>
<td>U.S.A.-Canada</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary School</td>
<td>Tammy Cheung</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping for Fangs</td>
<td>Quentin Lee</td>
<td>Canada-U.S.A.</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Deep</td>
<td>Midi Onodera</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slightseer</td>
<td>Midi Onodera</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Small Miracle</td>
<td>Kenneth Bi</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Soul Investigator</td>
<td>Kal Ng</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souriya Namaha and the Revisited Journey</td>
<td>Peter Chanthanakone</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souvenirs from Asia</td>
<td>Joyce Wong</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Beloved</td>
<td>Simon Chung</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Still Life</td>
<td>Jia Zhangke</td>
<td>China-Hong Kong</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry Fields</td>
<td>Rea Tajiri</td>
<td>U.S.A.</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Exercise</td>
<td>Edmond Pang Ho Cheung</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunsets</td>
<td>Michael Idemoto and Eric Nakamura</td>
<td>U.S.A.</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surfer Dick</td>
<td>Wayne Yung</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweater People</td>
<td>Nicole Chung</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swell</td>
<td>Carolynne Hew</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telefunk8</td>
<td>Nicole Chung</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ten Cents a Dance</td>
<td>Midi Onodera</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Third Heaven</td>
<td>Georges Payrastre</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Narrow Gates</td>
<td>Vincent Chui</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Three Times (dir. Hou Hsiao-Hsien, France-Taiwan, 2005)

Tilted (dir. Kai Ling Xue, Canada, 2003)

Toilet Paper (dir. Vai Yuik Pun, Hong Kong, 2006)


Tuesday Be My Friend (dir. Christopher Wong, Malaysia-Canada, 2005)

Under the Willow Tree: Pioneer Chinese Women in Canada (dir. Dora Nipp, Canada, 1997)

Until Then (dir. Dante Lam and Gordon Chan, Hong Kong, 2003)

Upside Down, Downside Up (dir. Heather Keung, Canada, 2008)

Vancouver’s Chinatown (dir. Bernard Devlin, Canada, 1954)

Vietnam, 1997 (dir. Khanhthuan Tran, Canada, 2005)

Warlords (dir. Peter Chan, China-Hong Kong, 2007)

When Beckham Met Owen (dir. Adam Wong Sau-ping, Hong Kong, 2004)

Who Is Miss Hong Kong? (dir. Joe Ma, Hong Kong, 2003)

Wonderful Times (dir. Kubert Leung, Hong Kong, 2006)


The Yellow Pages (dir. Ho Tam, Canada, 1994)

Young Offender (dir. Elizabeth Wong Lo Tak, Canada-Hong Kong, 1993)

0506HK (dir. Quentin Lee, Canada-U.S.A.-Hong Kong, 2007)
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